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Online learning has shown constant growth in higher education over the past two decades. 
However, its success has been marginal, given low levels of graduation, variable academic 
achievement, and student dissatisfaction. These issues have resulted in a continually growing 
gap between students enrolling and those who successfully complete online learning courses. 
Research suggests that potential risks to student success can be detected and prevented 
through the analysis of interactions within online learning environments, and it has identified 
a large number of factors that influences success; however, it has been unable to provide a 
clear path to understand the process that leads to student success. One possible reason for 
this gap in the field is the need to develop a theoretically supported and coherent framework 
to systematize interaction of influencing factors, which would enable combined analysis of 
the complex interactions affecting student success in online learning environments.  
 
The present study creates and tests a theoretical model of student success in online learning 
environments. This work draws on known influencing factors of online learning and presents 
a model, underpinned by distance education theories, that organizes relationships and 
complex interactions within online learning. A case study methodology is used to test the 
model using existing data from a distance-learning university. Academic records and online 
learning data are combined with student’s perception questionnaire data to create a more 
holistic view of online learning. The sample consisted of 2862 participants from 416 online 
courses in a distance-learning university. The records included 79 factors of student success. 
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) is used to analyze data and test the model. Findings 









learning environments can be understood as the outcome of a complex process of interaction 
between Student, Teaching and Context-related factors, which, simultaneously, are produced 
by the interaction of sub-factors. Key implications for practice relate to design of online 
learning and student support structures. Advances in research include how factors of student 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
 
Research suggests that online learning delivers a range of benefits for education providers 
and students alike, mainly driven by a promise of improved flexibility and access to learning 
for students regardless of their geographic location, age, culture or social condition (Boling, 
Hough, Krinsky, Saleem, & Stevens, 2012; OECD, 2016). In fact, the number of new 
enrolments in online learning keeps rising, with an average annual increase of 5% since 
2012 (Australia Government - Department of Education and Training, 2017; Seaman, Allen, 
& Seaman, 2018). However, other studies have highlighted persistent low rates of student 
success, related to low rates of graduation, academic achievement and satisfaction, coupled 
to levels of dropout significantly higher than other educational systems (Shea & Bidjerano, 
2014; Simpson, 2013; Stoessel, Ihme, Barbarino, Fisseler, & Stürmer, 2014; Xing, Chen, 
Stein, & Marcinkowski, 2016). This has resulted in a continually growing gap between the 
number of enrolled students and the number of those who successfully complete their online 
learning courses (Guzmán, 2017; Guzmán & Arce, 2016). This represents a threat to the 
benefits of distance education as student completion impacts the universities’ balance 
between the number of graduates and capability for new enrolments, the public benefit of 
institutional and governmental investments in online learning, and the credibility of the 
system itself (Guzmán, 2017; OECD, 2018; Stoessel et al., 2014). 
 
The current study creates and tests a theoretical model of student success in online learning 
environments, drawing on known influencing factors of success. One way to detect and 
prevent potential risks to student success during a study program is through analysis of the 










space (Cochran, Campbell, Baker, & Leeds, 2014; Kauffman, 2015). Research in this area 
has identified a wide list of potential influencing factors of student success (Agudo-
Peregrina, Iglesias-Pradas, Conde-González, & Hernández-García, 2014; Kuo, Walker, 
Schroder, & Belland, 2014). However, such work has yet to be able to provide a clear path 
to understand the process that leads to student success in online learning. One reason for this 
is that such factors require a logical framework underpinned by a clear theoretical structure, 
to systematize interaction of factors and enable combined analysis to unpack student success 
in online learning environments (Bhuasiri, Xaymoungkhoun, Zo, Rho, & Ciganek, 2012; 
Cho et al., 2015; Cochran et al., 2014; Dietz-Uhler & Hurn, 2013). 
 
The proposed model in this study addresses student success as an integrated outcome of 
interaction between student-related and teaching-related factors, mediated through other 
factors related to the online learning environment as the education context in which students 
and teachers interact. The model is grounded in two distance education theories: The Theory 
of Transactional Distance, and The Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations. The 
Theory of Transactional Distance argues for distance education process as a system, whose 
components interact to produce outcomes, while the Theory of Teaching-Learning 
Conversations highlights that interaction occurring in the relationship between Student, 
Teaching and educational Context components is a key to student success. The testing of the 
model follows a Case Study design, examined by Structural Equation Modeling. The study 
provides an entryway to understanding of complex factors affecting student success in online 
learning, through theoretical and applied contributions. It proposes an organization of 
influencing factors of success based on the analysis of their interaction through Student, 
Teaching and Context as constructs of the process that lead to observe Performance, 












This chapter presents the background of the research in terms of statement of the problem, 
the gap in research that motivated the study and the strategy to address it, followed by the 
declaration of the purpose of the study, the research questions that guided it, its significance, 




Online learning refers to online delivery of education through digital technologies (Ally, 
2008; Khan, 2015). Online learning is often proposed as an open, flexible and accessible 
educational system, which allows individuals to study in a self-paced manner, without 
commuting to a campus, creating more time for paid work or taking care of children or  
family members (Chang, 2016; Stoessel et al., 2014). Such potential has led to rapid growth 
in online learning enrolment in higher education in the last decade (Allen, Seaman, Poulin, 
& Straut, 2016; Seaman et al., 2018). One of the perceived benefits of increased 
participation in online learning in higher education is potential higher work force 
participation, improving earnings and enriched quality of life (OECD, 2018). However, 
student success rates in online learning are low (Simpson, 2013; Stone, 2017).  
 
The OECD (2016) reported that, internationally, the average tertiary education student 
graduation rate is around 40% within the theoretical duration of the program. This rate is 
halved (20%) when looking specifically at distance education (Castrillo, 2015; Simpson, 
2013; Stoessel et al., 2014). Low success rates in online learning affects job opportunities, 
student wellbeing, and has implications for broader costs for society, including financial 
costs, loss of institutional credibility and the impact of an ill-prepared workforce (Allen & 
Seaman, 2013; Xing et al., 2016). In addition, student satisfaction rates in online learning are 










presence and quality of interactions with the tutor (Annand, 2011; Selim, 2007). Ultimately, 
the goal of increasing access to higher education and finally a higher quality of living, 
through online distance education, has proven problematic.  
 
In an effort to better understand reasons related to low student success in online learning, 
there has been extensive research looking at factors affecting indicatives of success, such as 
performance (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014), satisfaction (Sun, Tsai, Finger, Chen, & Yeh, 
2008), completion (Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009), persistence (Park & Choi, 2009) and 
retention (Xing et al., 2016) in online learning environments. These studies have aimed to 
determine, organize, and hypothesize influencing factors related to the online learning 
process, in order to better understand how students succeed. Analysis of findings show 
different levels of correlation between indicatives of success and a wide list of potential 
influencing factors of the student-teacher-content interaction. These factors depend on 
students’ personal, social and academic characteristics (Harrell & Bower, 2011; Willging & 
Johnson, 2009), the teaching intervention (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009), 
and the role of the online learning environments as the educational context (Agudo-
Peregrina et al., 2014; Vu, Cao, Vu, & Cepero, 2014). However, these studies have been 
largely based on dropout, satisfaction and persistence models designed for traditional face-
to-face educational environments, and their conclusions significantly vary from one study to 
another, disregard the role of online learning platforms, or suggest the need to run 
confirmatory analysis of their results (Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Holder, 2007; Vu et al., 
2014). As such, a theoretical model specifically designed for addressing indicators of 
success in online learning is considered necessary for identifying, describing and organizing 












Moore and Kearsley (2012) suggest that student success in online learning environments can 
be approached from a systems view. Through this lens, distance education can be understood 
as a process where factors are in dynamic and complex relationships, thus interacting and 
influencing the process itself and its outcomes (Moore & Kearsley, 2012). Thus, modelling 
student success in online learning environments can be represented as a process to 
understand how a series of factors (inputs of the system) interact to each other, to produce 
outcomes (indicatives of student success). Further, interaction in online learning involves 
three major components: the Student presence, the Teaching intervention and the educational 
Context that bridge them (Holmberg, 2007; Moore, 2013). In any distance education 
process, each of these categories (components of the process) is conditioned by a series of 
influencing factors. First, from the Theory of Transactional Distance, distance education is 
defined as a transaction between Students and Teachers, which depend on a Context to 
support the dialogue and the structure required to manage the distance between them 
(Moore, 2013). This theory also helps to consider how different factors influence the student, 
the teaching component, and the educational context. In addition, the Theory of Teaching-
Learning Conversations establishes a role of didactic mediation and student support to the 
context in which students and teachers interact. The quality of the resulting dialogue is 
central to defining whether an educational process is successful, and influencing factors of 
the process can be tracked and clustered into the components of the distance education 
process (Holmberg, 2007). By using these theories in a combined framework, it is possible 
to create a theoretical structure to conceptualize a route for understanding student success as 













1.2. Purpose of the study 
 
The purpose of this study is to create and test a theoretical model to describe student success 
in online learning environments. The study was guided by the following research questions: 
1. How are factors influencing student success related to each other in a theoretical 
model of online learning? 
2. How do relationships among factors in the theoretical model affect student success 
in online learning environments? 
3. To what extent can the model be used to support student success? 
 
These questions lead to create a theoretical framework of interaction for influencing factors 
of student success based on distance education theories, and to test the capability of the 
model as a tool for understanding student success and designing online learning and student 
support structures. 
 
1.3. Research approach 
 
The proposed theoretical model is based on the analysis of the role of the interaction that 
occurs within a distance education process, underpinned by the Theory of Transactional 
Distance and the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations. It organizes student success 
as a process, which inputs are the student, teaching and context-related factors, and which 
outputs are the indicatives of success. The variables in the model are known influencing 
factors of success from previous research, arranged as indicators of four constructs: Student, 












Subsequently, the theoretical model is examined as a set of hypothetical relationships 
simultaneously organized, in which Student, Teaching and Context are latent constructs 
defining Success. This is tested by fitting the model to real-world data and assessing how 
plausible it is to describe how success occurs in a real case. Thus, the testing of the 
theoretical framework follows a Case Study design and Structural Equation Modeling. Case 
study approaches aim to look at relationships and processes in regards of factors that are 
theoretically described (Thomas, 2016). Structural Equation Modelling allows simultaneous 
testing for potential relationships, so a hypothesized theoretical model can be quantitatively 
supported by sample data (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010).  
 
The case study is based on a distance learning university, with a sample of 2862 participants 
from 416 online courses, including 79 variables related to factors of success. The structural 
model specifies the relationships among the observed factors in the case study based on the 
theoretical model. Consequently, the assessment of the model validity is based on the 
goodness of fit of the structural model with the sample data from the case study.  
 
1.4. Significance of the study 
 
Findings from this study result in theoretical, applied, and methodological contributions to 
the practice of online learning. First, from a theoretical perspective, the combined 
framework of Transactional Distance and Teaching-Learning Conversations contributes to 
the field of research examining success in distance education, through providing a way to 
understand and explore the complexities and dynamic relationships among factors of student 
success. Second, the research contributes to practice through the organization of influencing 
factors of student success from three main categories of interaction where difficulties can be 










as lists to identify the presence of potential influencing factors can be created for preventing 
difficulties that students may have. This contributes towards a better understanding of 
success, more effective university policies, and improved student support. Third, the use of 
Case study and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) in the present study represents a 
methodological contribution. This approach provides a valuable opportunity to explore its 
application in educational research oriented to online learning, where many of the study 
variables are defined from the analysis of the Student-Teacher-Context interaction. 
Additionally, the use of a large dataset, drawn directly from students in a distance-learning 
university, provides a practical exploration of how students succeed and allows the testing of 
the theoretical model. In summary, it is expected that this research will contribute to higher 
education institutions’ efforts to increase student success through improved identification of 
potential barriers. It is expected that higher success rates related to online learning will 
motivate society in general to participate in higher education, distance education and online 
learning (Boling et al., 2012; OECD, 2016; Simpson, 2013). 
 
1.5. Structure of the thesis 
 
This thesis is structured in seven chapters: the statement of the problem, the review of 
literature, a theoretical framework, research design methods, results, discussion of findings 
and conclusions. In Chapter 1, ‘Introduction’, the problem that motivates this research has 
been introduced, including its background from previous research reports, the purpose of 
creating and testing a theoretical model for exploring the process of student success in online 
learning environments, the research questions that guided the study, the research strategy, 
and the significance. In Chapter 2, ‘Literature review’, the definition of Online Learning is 
discussed, including its role in Distance Education, the conceptualization of the Learning 










participants of the online learning process, and the importance of the LCMS capabilities to 
observe interaction. Other key concepts analyzed in this chapter include Student success, as 
an integral view of expected outcomes of an educational process, and a list of influencing 
factors and indicators of success based on findings from previews research.  
 
Chapter 3, ‘Theoretical framework’, introduces the theories of Transactional Distance and 
Teaching-Learning Conversations. It builds on how the concepts of interaction and success 
merge, from both theories, to create a theoretical model that organizes the influencing 
factors identified from literature, in a process that led to student success as an outcome 
obtained from the interaction of student, teaching and context-related factors. In Chapter 4, 
‘Research design and methods’, the procedures to test the model are described. This includes 
the description of the Case Study as a suitable design to investigate a contemporary 
phenomenon in depth in its real-world context, the full description of the selected case, the 
data collection procedures, and the techniques used to analyze the data. Chapter 5, ‘Results’, 
presents in detail the techniques followed to process the data and the results obtained. This 
included the procedures of preparation of the data, and the building, testing, evaluation and 
adjustment of the model. 
 
In Chapter 6, ‘Discussion of findings’, the findings of the research are organized based on 
the outcomes of the model testing, in overall fit of the theoretical model and each of the 
main constructs in it. Each of these include a discussion regarding how the results address 
the proposed theoretical model. Chapter 7, ‘Conclusions’, presents an overview of the 
research, and summarizes the key findings, limitations of the study, and recommendations 
for practice and for research. Lastly, the ‘List of references’ and ‘Appendices’ compile the 












1.6. List of terms 
 
Case study: a research methodology that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth 
in its real-world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 
may not be clearly evident (Yin, 2014). 
 
Distance education: “planned learning that normally occurs in a different place from 
teaching, requiring special course design and instruction techniques, communication through 
various technologies, and special organizational and administrative arrangements” (Moore & 
Kearsley, 2012, p. 2). 
 
Learning Content Management System (LCMS): the online learning environment where 
students and teachers interact and, in which the teachers can create, store, reuse, manage and 
present digital learning content (Kasim & Khalid, 2016). 
 
Online learning: approach for delivering interactive and student-centered learning 
environments to anyone, anyplace, anytime, utilizing the attributes and resources of digital 
technologies to access learning materials and to obtain support during the learning process, 
in order to acquire knowledge, to construct personal meaning, and to grow from the learning 
experience (Ally, 2008; Han, Liau-Hing, & Beyerlein, 2017; Khan, 2015). 
 
Supporting organization: a required structure in any distance learning experience, to be in 
charge of procuring strategies for adequate content management and mediated teacher-












Structural Equation Modeling: a family of multivariate methods statistical techniques that 
combine factor analysis and regression analysis to provide a quantitative framework to deal 
with the presence of explicit and latent variables, measurement models and multiple 
hypothetical relations that need to be tested simultaneously (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). 
 
Student success: “academic achievement, attainment of learning objectives, acquisition of 
desired skills and competencies, satisfaction, persistence, and post-college performance” 
(York, Gibson, & Rankin, 2015, p. 5). 
 
Transactional Distance: a gap of understanding between students and teachers, caused by 
the geographical distance that must be bridged through procedures and strategies in 





Chapter 2. Literature review 
 
 
Even though online learning has a critical role in bringing opportunities of access and 
participation to a wide range of students in higher education, student success rates are 
significantly lower than in face-to-face programs (Stone, 2017). One way to detect and 
prevent potential risks to student success during a study program is through analysis of the 
online learning environments, by identifying how students and teachers interact within the 
space (Cochran et al., 2014; Kauffman, 2015). The present study creates a theoretical model 
to explore how students succeed in online learning environments. The model is based on the 
analysis of the relationships between indicators of student success in online learning 
environments, with a set of potentially influencing factors, detected by findings in previous 
research in the area. 
 
This chapter presents an analysis of findings from literature to define online learning, student 
success and factors of influence. First, online learning is presented in relation to its role 
within Distance Education, based on the use of digital technologies to access it. Second, 
student success is defined from an integral view, which includes performance, satisfaction 
and persistence as indicatives of success. Third, factors of influence are investigated based 
on the indicatives of success used as predictors in previews research, then organized based 
on the categorization given in each research report and, finally, compiled in a list, key to 












2.1. Online learning 
 
Online learning (OL) is defined as an approach for delivering interactive and student-
centered learning environments to anyone, anyplace, anytime (Khan, 2015). For this, OL 
utilizes the attributes and resources of digital technologies to access learning materials and to 
obtain support during the learning process, in order to acquire knowledge, to construct 
personal meaning, and to grow from the learning experience (Ally, 2008; Han et al., 2017; 
Khan, 2015). Depending on the particular purpose of the institution delivering the program, 
online learning experiences include certified courses (free or paid), open courseware, job 
training courses, university courses and others (however, the present study focuses on the 
online learning environments used to support distance education at university level). Thus, 
OL refers to a component of distance education, where the online technology is used as a 
platform for supporting content design and management (Moore & Kearsley, 2012), and as a 
bridge for supporting teaching-learning communications (Holmberg, 2007).  
 
Online learning is generally provided through a Learning Content Management System 
(LCMS). Kasim and Khalid (2016) define an LCMS as the online learning environment 
(OLE) where students and teachers interact and, in which the teachers can create, store, 
reuse, manage and present digital learning content. Through an LCMS, learning objectives 
can be organized into learning sequences, and aggregated together into e-Learning courses 
(Brogan, 2016). LCMS provide “powerful authoring tools, templates and customized 
interfaces to help content authors to create high-quality learning content with minimal 
programming skill requirements” (Doulai & Wu, 2010, p. 13). Popular examples of LCMS 












As teachers and students engage within a LCMS, automatically, data is collected and 
recorded regarding their participation, including access to activities and resources. Common 
resources used in a LCMS include tools that facilitate synchronous and asynchronous 
assignments, such as blogs, chats, conference calls, e-books, e-portfolios, forums, games, 
mashups, multimedia, simulations, social networks, videos, web-based seminars (commonly 
called webinars), wikis and many others (Rennie & Morrison, 2013). Student data resulting 
from different interactions, communications and tasks can be collected (Kasim & Khalid, 
2016).  
 
Data can be collected to understand how students are engaging and performing in the online 
learning space. For instance, Dietz-Uhler and Hurn (2013) suggest that student success can 
be predicted from data in the LCMS, such as the number of times that the resources are 
accessed, the number of participations in forums and other activities, and the type of 
resources acceded. Similarly, for Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014), a number of factors can be 
collected from the LCMS and used to analyze student success, such as the level of 
participation of the agents involved in the learning process, the frequency of use of the 
available resources, and the modality of participation and use of the available content. For 
Vu et al. (2014), a combination of sources such as a student questionnaire (with questions 
regarding age, familiarity with technology, ability to self-manage time, self-discipline, 
among others) and the LCMS records (on level of participation, frequency of access, etc.) 
will help to collect data, which are useful to explore how students succeed. 
 
In summary, OL is a student-centered distance education approach that uses an LCMS as the 
educational context in which students and teachers interact between them and with the 
specifically designed content. As students and teachers engage with the LCMS, a series of 
data is automatically generated regarding the description of the level and type of interaction 










the OL is majorly developed. Such data allows the measurement of a series of factors related 
to the interaction of students and teachers in the LCMS, useful to study how students 
succeed. In the next section, student success is defined and analyzed in terms of indicators 
that can be observed through LCMS recorded data. 
 
2.2. Student success  
 
Student success has been addressed at length in higher education research, with most of the 
definitions focused on completion, graduation from a study program, or achieving a 
minimum mark to pass a course or to obtain a certificate (Kuh, Kinzie, Buckley, Bridges, & 
Hayek, 2006; York et al., 2015). However, literature suggests that definitions of student 
success also need to address other outcomes related to life satisfaction, access to the labour 
market, good health and higher earnings (OECD, 2016), which are not considered when only 
focusing on grades. Therefore, the present study considers an integrated vision of expected 
outcomes from any educational experience. Student success is defined as “academic 
achievement, attainment of learning objectives, acquisition of desired skills and 
competencies, satisfaction, persistence, and post-college performance” (York et al., 2015, p. 
5). Hence, student success is addressed in terms of these indicators.  
 
First, academic achievement is typically understood as the student’s academic performance 
and ability to meet performance criteria, which is commonly measured by the GPA or a 
course grade (Boateng & Boadu, 2013; Macfadyen & Dawson, 2012). Second, attainment of 
learning objectives implies the achievement of specific educational outcomes such as 
acquired knowledge, intellectual engagement and motivation, and it is usually measured 
using the level of student engagement and participation, self-efficacy, assignment grades and 










and competencies refers to the development of expected skills and abilities related to the 
course contents and objectives. Some of its pointers are critical thinking, academic skills and 
affective outcomes, to be measured by the students and teachers attitude, teachers and 
students perception, levels of participation, and assignment grades (Arum & Roksa, 2011; 
Galyon, Blondin, Yaw, Nalls, & Williams, 2012). Literature usually addresses these three 
indicators of success as one, commonly grouped under the term Performance, focused on 
measurements of GPA, grading, participation and award (Boateng & Boadu, 2013; Galyon 
et al., 2012; York et al., 2015).  
 
Student satisfaction is the fourth indicator included in the definition of success. Several 
sources such as Sun et al. (2008) and Liaw (2008) have used student questionnaires to 
collect information regarding the educational experience from the student’s perspective, 
referred as the overall institutional experience, or the course experience. Commonly used 
pointers to evaluate satisfaction include perceived usefulness of the LCMS, interaction with 
teachers and other students, attitude towards the delivery context (i.e., online learning 
environments), perceived ease of use, assessment characteristics, online learning 
effectiveness, course and content characteristics and technology capabilities (Kauffman, 
2015; Liaw, 2008; Sun et al., 2008). Moreover, student satisfaction is also addressed as an 
outcome of perceptions of institutional fit, climate or students’ goal achievement (Bekele, 
2010; Chow & Shi, 2014; Kauffman, 2015; York et al., 2015), which increases its relevance 
as an indicator of student success. 
 
The fifth indicator of success is persistence, which refers to the students’ continued 
progression to complete a degree, while retention refers to the outcome of the institutional 
strategies to retain their students during the academic career until they complete the degree 
(Park & Choi, 2009; Willging & Johnson, 2009); therefore, retention is seen as a component 










(York et al., 2015), which have been related to GPA, social conditions (financial status, 
employment, marital status, etc.), demographics (age, gender, location, area of study, etc.), 
learning style and computer experience (Willging & Johnson, 2009).  
 
Finally, the sixth indicator of success, post-college performance or career success refers to 
outcomes after achieving the degree, related to job attainment rates, employment status, job 
performance and satisfaction, and professional goal attainment (York et al., 2015). Post-
college performance measurement tends to be difficult to obtain, as many of its indicators 
can only be observable years after graduating, when students no longer attend universities 
and, therefore, required data is beyond the scope of common institutional databases. This 
represents a limitation for the present study. Nevertheless, the majority of the components of 
academic success can be observed while studying and, especially, in the case of online 
learning, where all the activities, participations, assessment, inquiries and interactions 
produced during the course are automatically registered (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014). 
 
In summary, drawing on York et al.’s (2015) definition, success in online learning is 
approached in terms of performance (academic achievement, attainment of learning 
objectives and acquisition of desired skills and competencies), satisfaction and persistence. 
These have been observed in research in terms of GPA, grade, award, perceived levels of 
satisfaction with participation, course and content characteristics, technology capabilities, 
and rates of retention and completion. Next, a number of studies are reviewed in order to 
present how the performance, satisfaction and persistence are addressed in literature as 
desired outcomes of online learning. Notes regarding classification of influencing factors, 
methods of analysis, samples and others, are also important to contextualize the theoretical 











2.2.1. Performance in OL research 
 
Performance is an indicator of student success which reflects academic achievement, 
attainment of learning objectives and acquisition of desired skills and competencies 
(Boateng & Boadu, 2013; Galyon et al., 2012; York et al., 2015). The most common 
measured outcomes of performance are assignment grades, course grades and course results 
(Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Galyon et al., 2012; Macfadyen & Dawson, 2012). 
Performance has been commonly used in research as an outcome of online learning 
processes in order to identify influencing factors. Literature -examples below- has reported 
correlation between grades and results with student and teacher interaction, and OLE 
interaction capabilities.  
 
Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014) proposed to use the data that can be automatically collected 
through the LCMS to predict student performance in OL. The factors included were 
classified by the number of interactions (student-student, student-content, student-teacher, 
and student-system), the frequency of student access to content, activities, evaluations and 
instructions, and a classification of active or passive mode of general interaction. The study 
based its analysis on six courses of a public university in Spain and aimed to compare its 
results to online-supported face-to-face courses from different universities. Data analysis 
was based on multivariate linear regression, which led to determine a significant relationship 
between types of interaction (student-student, student-teacher, student-content) and 
academic performance in online courses, whereas such relationship was found to be non-












You (2016) identified regular study, late submissions, sessions, and proof of reading as 
correlated factors (69.3%) of achievement in online learning through the analysis of exam 
score and course grade. The study included data from 530 students from a university in 
South Korea. The data were collected from the LCMS databases and used hierarchical 
regression analysis to evaluate correlation. 
 
Berenson, Boyles, and Weaver (2008) referred to performance in online learning in terms of 
grade point average (GPA), and performed correlational analysis using intrinsic factors of 
emotional intelligence and personality to determine the extent to which they predict GPA. 
The study involved data from 272 participants from online learning courses in a community 
college in North America. Results show that age, online course experience and indicators of 
resilience, emotional intelligence and personality are correlated to GPA. 
 
Cerezo, Sánchez-Santillán, Paule-Ruiz, and Núñez (2016) used an educational data mining 
approach to examine to what extent extracted data from LCMS logs can be used to predict 
the course final mark. They examined students' asynchronous learning processes using 
cluster analysis, confirmatory k-means and multiple regression analysis using log data 
gathered from the LCMS of a course with 140 undergraduate students. Students were 
grouped according to similar behaviours regarding effort, time spent working, and 
procrastination, and the behaviours were then matched with different levels of achievement. 
Results show time spent working and procrastination as relevant factors in predicting 
performance. 
 
Liu, Gomez, and Yen (2009) employed logistic regression to examine the predictive 
relationships between indicators of social presence and the course result in community 
college online courses. The data were collected by a survey, from 353 students enrolled in 










were based on the Social Presence and Privacy Questionnaire (SPPQ), by Tu (2002a, 2002b, 
cited by Liu et al., 2009). The results of the logistic regression analyses suggest that social 
presence is a significant predictor of course retention and final grade in the community 
college online environment. 
 
Romero, López, Luna, and Ventura (2013) developed specific datamining techniques to 
examine prediction of an online course result based on levels of participation in online 
discussion forums. They aimed to determine how selection of instances and attributes, use of 
algorithms for classification, and the date when data is gathered affect quality of the 
prediction of a student’s final performance. The study analysed data from 114 university 
students during a first-year course in computer science. They compared a set of common 
datamining algorithms for predicting whether students will pass or fail the course, based on 
discussion forum usage. The results were related to the quality of the tested algorithms used 
in the prediction of both, a final result at the end of the course, and an early estimated result 
before the end of the course. 
 
Yukselturk and Bulut (2007) referred to the final course grade as an indicator of 
performance in an online learning course. They examined how social indicators such as 
gender, race, age, marital status, employment status, educational level and/or number of 
children, have an influence on students’ success, as well as other characteristics such as goal 
orientation, learning style, task value, control beliefs and self-regulation. The study included 
80 online students from a university in Turkey. Mixed methods were used to analyse the 













Table 1. Student performance in previous research 
Investigated 
outcome 
Method Factors/predictors Source 
Course grade Multivariate 
linear 
regression 
Number of interactions (student-student, 
student-content, student-teacher, student-
system) 
Frequency of student access to content, 
activities, evaluations and instructions 























Course grade Data mining 
and multiple 
regression 
Time spent working 
Procrastination 
Cerezo et al. 
(2016) 
Course result Logistic 
regression 
Indicators of social presence Liu et al. 
(2009) 
Course result Data mining Participation in online discussion forums Romero et al. 
(2013) 











2.2.2. Satisfaction in OL research 
 
Student satisfaction is usually studied as a desired outcome of online learning, an indicator 
that the learning process has been successful (Kauffman, 2015; Sun et al., 2008). It is 
commonly observed through the accomplishment of satisfaction with student and teacher 
participation, assessment characteristics, instructions, quality of content, course design and 
access, teacher attitude and content management (Chow & Shi, 2014; Johnson, Hornik, & 
Salas, 2008; Liaw, 2008). In research, studies that aimed to detect influencing factors of 










factors related to the student conditions, the teacher interventions, and the OLE as context of 
student-teacher interaction. 
 
Kuo et al. (2014) developed a study to examine student satisfaction in online learning in 
relation to factors of interaction, Internet self-efficacy and perceived self-regulated learning. 
A questionnaire was applied to 291 students from a college in the United States, with a 
return rate of 38%. Data analysis included multivariate regression analysis and reported 
simple correlation levels regarding student satisfaction of .664 with student-content 
interaction factors, .542 with student-teacher interaction, and .246 with student-student 
interaction. While Internet self-efficacy related factors were also found to be correlated with 
student satisfaction (0.437), self-regulated learning factors were not found to be significantly 
correlated.  
 
Liaw (2008) presented satisfaction as an outcome of students’ characteristics such as self-
efficacy or self-directedness. The data were collected from 424 university students. It 
proposes a conceptual model for investigating satisfaction, behavioural intention, and e-
Learning effectiveness among LCMS users. The analysis method used is multiple regression 
analysis and the results show that perceived self-efficacy is a critical factor that influences 
students’ satisfaction, as well as content management factors such as content structure, 
presentation, and access.  
 
Sun et al. (2008) developed a multivariate regression analysis to determine critical factors 
that influence student satisfaction. They defined six dimensions of influencing factors: from 
student, teacher, course, technology, design and environmental. This study was held in two 
public universities in Taiwan and included 645 students with a response rate of 45.7%. In 
result, perceived satisfaction variance was explained in a 66.1% by seven of the considered 











Chow and Shi (2014) used Structural equation modelling to investigate whether learning 
process, tutor interaction, peer interaction, and course design have a direct effect on student 
satisfaction. They collected data using a survey from 100 university students in Hong Kong. 
The results demonstrate that the factors of learning process and course design have a direct 
influence on student satisfaction. 
 
Eom, Wen, and Ashill (2006) used Structural Equation Modelling to explore whether student 
satisfaction is predicted by student self-motivation, learning style, teacher knowledge and 
facilitation, feedback, interaction, and/or and course structure. The study collected data from 
397 university students within the United States of America (USA) to determine that factors 
related to student learning styles and teachers’ feedback were found to be significant 
predictors of success in university online education.  
 
Johnson et al. (2008) aimed to develop a model of e-Learning effectiveness, in which student 
satisfaction was included as an outcome of the e-Learning process. The analysis was 
conducted using scale-item instruments and partial least squares regression analysis in a 
Structural Equation Modelling. The study found that theorized human dimension 
(application-specific computer self-efficacy) and design dimension (perceived usefulness, 
interaction, and social presence) are correlated with e-Learning effectiveness (course 












Table 2. Student satisfaction in previous research 







Perceived self-regulated learning 

















Learner computer anxiety 
Instructor attitude toward e-Learning 
e-Learning course flexibility 
e-Learning course quality 
Perceived usefulness 
Perceived ease of use 
Diversity in assessments 
Sun et al. 
(2008) 





Chow and Shi 
(2014) 























Social presence indicators 




2.2.3. Persistence in OL research 
 
Persistence was defined as the students’ continued progression to complete a course or 
degree and is closely related to the institutional strategies to retain students during the 
academic career until they complete the degree (Park & Choi, 2009; Willging & Johnson, 
2009). Thus, completion and retention are common indicators used in literature to analyze 










completion and retention -examples below-, such as demographics, teaching effects and the 
use of technology. 
 
Cochran et al. (2014), examined how social indicators such as gender, race, age, financial 
aid, withdrawal history and/or GPA have influence on students’ persistence. The study 
included 2314 online students from a large state university in the Unites States. Using 
logistic regression, twelve statistical hypotheses were examined to define the level of 
relationship between the proposed influencing factors and indicators of persistence. Results 
show evidence of association between retention and gender, GPA, financial aids and 
academic history.  
 
Park and Choi (2009) acknowledged factors that influence adults to persist. They presented a 
model with three groups of factors: student characteristics (e.g., age, gender), external 
factors (e.g., family issues, managerial support) and internal factors (e.g., assignment level, 
technology issues). The study was conducted at a university in the United States; it included 
147 online students monitored for three years. Multivariate regression analysis techniques 
were used to address the research questions. The results imply that lower dropout rates can 
be achieved if online program developers or instructors find ways to enhance the relevance 
of the course. It also implies that adult learners need to be supported by their organizations 
to finish the online courses that they enrolled. They also addressed the influence of social 
conditions such as family issues, financial problems or scheduling conflicts affecting 
students’ capabilities to complete an online course.  
 
Harrell and Bower (2011) examined the correlation between the rates of completion in 
online courses and student characteristics of learning style, locus of control, computer 
experience, computer access and online course experience. The data were collected from 225 










analysis and logistic regression analysis to identify how significant was a proposed model in 
predicting online student persistence. Significant influential factors found include indicators 
of learning style, GPA and computer skills.  
 
Asif, Merceron, Ali, and Haider (2017) combined three approaches of education data mining 
(prediction, clustering, and distillation of data for human judgment) for predicting the 
completion rates of students pursuing a four-year Bachelor degree programme in 
Information Technology in a public sector engineering university in Pakistan. The study 
employed data from two academic cohorts using a sample of 210 undergraduate students. 
They used students' obtained marks during the year-1 and year-2 subjects as predictors of 
completion of the four-year programme. The datamining methods included decision trees 
and clustering. Based on previous marks from year one and year two courses, they created 
classifiers as actionable predictors of success. The results show that it is possible to predict 
the graduation performance in a four-year university program using pre-university marks 
and marks of first and second-year courses only, with a reasonable accuracy. 
 
Burgos et al. (2017) developed a predictive model of dropout and completion in online 
learning. They used logistic regression and datamining techniques to analyse course grade 
data as predictors. Data were collected from over 100 distance learning students. Using the 
predictive models, they designed a tutoring action plan to reduce dropout rate in e-Learning 
courses, based on the analysis of grade logs and teaching schedules (activity submission 
dates). 
 
Cohen (2017) analyzed data logs from LCMS courses, to examine whether student activity 
provides indicators of risk of dropout from specific courses or from a degree programme. 
The study was conducted over three academic courses in the fields of mathematics and 










participants. The study determined that identifying the changes in student activity (number 
of actions, their types, timing, and frequency) during the course period helps to detect 
potential dropout from the course.  
 
Holder (2007) studied persistence in higher education online programs by analysing 
variables related to academics, environment, motivation and hope as predictors, where 
persistence was defined as continuing beyond the first three classes in a program. The study 
was carried out through data collected with a questionnaire, from 259 students of bachelor or 
master’s degree at a university in the Midwest region of the United States. Correlation 
analysis was performed to determine that successful students who are prone to persist tended 
to score higher in emotional support, self-efficacy, and time and study management. 
 
Levy (2007) proposed analysing dropout from e-learning courses in terms of academic locus 
of control, satisfaction with e-learning and demographic characteristics. The study included 
453 participants from 18 undergraduate and graduate e-Learning courses at a major state 
university in the south eastern region of the United States. The data were analysed for group 
comparison using one-way ANOVA and non-parametric tests. Results of this study suggest 
that satisfaction with e-learning is a major factor in students’ decisions to complete or drop 
out from such courses. 
 
Willging and Johnson (2009) used logistic regression analysis to determine whether 
retention at university level was influenced by social conditions (financial, job-related), 
learning difficulties and technology-related reasons. They analysed four cohorts of 
approximately 30 students each, enrolled in an online master’s degree program of a 
university in Chicago. It confirmed the relevance of social variables as predictors of 











Table 3. Student persistence in previous research 
Investigated 
outcome 
Method Factors/predictors Source 












Park and Choi (2009) 









Data mining Marks Asif et al. (2017) 
Dropout/ 
Completion 
Logistic regression and 
data mining 
Grade logs 
Activity submission dates 
Burgos et al. (2017) 
Dropout/ 
Completion 
Data mining Student activity Cohen (2017) 
Retention/ 
persistence 
Correlation analysis Emotional support 
Self-efficacy 





















In sum, several studies have aimed to identify factors of student success in online learning in 
the last ten years (see Appendix 1). They have mostly used quantitative approaches to 
develop correlational studies between indicators of success (performance, satisfaction and 
persistence), and a wide list of potential influencing factors (participation, social conditions, 
attitude, etc.). Each study has addressed diverse frameworks to hypothesize how such 
influencing factors are related to each other and, therefore, have aimed to classify them in 










ultimately, driven. The next section introduces an arrangement of the research findings, 
regarding the influencing factors of success, in terms of interaction between students, 
teachers and the OL context. 
 
2.3. Towards a classification of influencing factors 
of student success 
 
Online learning is an approach of distance education. Distance education is defined as 
“planned learning that normally occurs in a different place from teaching, requiring special 
course design and instruction techniques, communication through various technologies, and 
special organizational and administrative arrangements” (Moore & Kearsley, 2012, p. 2). 
Hence, OL is framed under a context in which the education is seen as a transaction, or 
interplay between students and teachers that occurs under special conditions, in a special 
environment that separates them (Moore, 2013). This transaction calls up to a distance 
education process that can be introduced as a system; this is, a process in which a series of 
inputs are managed, within the components of the system, to finally produce outcomes that 
lead to a successful experience (Moore & Kearsley, 2012). From this ‘systems view’ of 
distance education, and consequently of OL, several studies have aimed to identify factors 
that serve as inputs of the system, which interaction produces student success. Next, a series 
of studies is reviewed, in order to examine how the reported influencing factors of success 
have been classified, based on their theoretical frameworks and findings. This review 
ultimately guides to a classification of latent factors of student success. 
 
Park and Choi (2009) studied the factors influencing adults to persist in online learning. The 
theoretical framework used in the study was based on classification of determining factors, 










gender, education, and employment status), external factors (scheduling conflicts, family 
issues, financial problems, managerial support and personal issues) and internal factors 
(social and academic integration, technology issues and lack of motivation). Data were 
collected from institutional records and a survey questionnaire, from 147 students enrolled in 
higher education online learning courses. The purpose of this study was to determine 
whether persistent learners and those who dropped out were different in individual 
characteristics, external factors, and internal factors. Even though the study was unable to 
find a significant and direct effect on the dropout decision based on the learner 
characteristics, it did find that those who dropped out were significantly different from 
persistent learners in external factors (i.e., social conditions, organizational support). Adult 
learners are more likely to succeed in online courses when they receive support from their 
family and/or organization, regardless of academic preparation and aspiration. 
 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012) introduced a model that classifies critical success factors for online 
learning in six groups of characteristics: ‘learner-related’ (e.g. attitude, computer self-
efficacy), ‘instructor-related’ (e.g. technology control, interaction), ‘institution and service 
quality’ (e.g. computer training, program flexibility), ‘system quality’ (e.g. internet access, 
usability), ‘information quality’ (e.g. course quality, course flexibility), and ‘extrinsic 
motivation’ (e.g. perceived usefulness, clear direction). They developed a hierarchical model 
from these six dimensions to identify critical success factors influencing the students’ 
acceptance of e-learning systems in developing countries based on the perspective of the 
teachers. The data were collected with questionnaires sent to 82 participants in developing 
countries in Southeast Asia. They reported that influencing factors of successful e-Learning 
processes were related to a students’ increasing technology awareness and their attitude 
towards e-learning, which enhanced their basic technology knowledge and skills, computer 











Sun et al. (2008) established a list of critical factors that drive successful online learning. 
They clustered factors in six dimensions: learner (attitude towards computers, computer 
anxiety and internet self-efficacy), instructor (response timeliness, attitude towards e-
Learning), course (flexibility, quality), technology (support, internet quality), design 
(usefulness, ease of use) and environmental (diversity in assessment, interaction). 
Information was obtained through a students’ questionnaire to collect data related to these 
dimensions as potential predictors of satisfaction. They found satisfaction correlated to 
indicators of student records, technology –usage ability, self-determination, student 
participation, course characteristics, faculty policies, design and structure, and access  
and availability. 
 
Yu and Richardson (2015) developed an instrument for examining student retention in 
online learning based on predictors, classified in ‘social competencies with instructor’, 
‘communication competencies’, ‘social competencies with classmates’ and ‘technical 
competencies’. They collected data from 331 students enrolled in 12 online earning courses 
at a large Midwestern university, using an online survey. The questionnaire consisted of 22 
five-point Likert scale items for observing associated characteristics with social 
competencies with the instructor and classmates, and communication and technical 
competencies in online learning. Data analysis was based on Exploratory Factor Analysis, 
and results show significance for the four clusters in predicting retention. 
 
Selim (2007) determined a series of critical factors of success in e-Learning based on student 
perception. Factors of success were grouped into four categories: instructor, student, 
information technology, and university support. The data were collected through a 
questionnaire from 538 undergraduate students enrolled in 37 e-Learning courses. It 
followed a structural equation modeling approach to determine whether instructor, student, 










success in e-Learning. The results show good fit of the produced models, revealing eight 
categories of e-learning critical success factors: teacher’s attitude towards and control of 
technology, teaching style, student motivation and technical competency, student interactive 
collaboration, e-Learning course content and structure, ease of internet access, effectiveness 
of information technology infrastructure, and university support of e-learning activities. 
 
Vu et al. (2014) examined student, teaching and technology-related factors contributing 
success of online learners. Data collection was based on an online survey and LCMS activity 
logs in an online professional development course for 512 participants. The study 
triangulated the perceptions of participants and their actual activities online and determined 
that self-discipline, levels of participation, time self-management and a reliable internet 
connection are significant factors of course completion.  
 
Johnson et al. (2008) grouped potentially influencing factors of student factors in online 
learning in indicators of social presence (level of perceived presence of interaction with 
other participants), computer self-efficacy, perceived usefulness, course interaction and 
online learning effectiveness. The study involved 371 participants and the data were 
collected from the LCMS and a student’s questionnaire. Indicators of online learning 
effectiveness and perceived usefulness were found statistically significant in relation to 
performance and satisfaction, while social presence and interaction were found only  
partially related.  
 
Menchaca and Bekele (2008) analyzed student success factors in an online learning 
environment. They grouped potential influencing factors into five categories: technology-
related, user characteristics, course-related, learning approach, and support services. This 
was consistent to the conceptual framework employed, which included a model of success 










performed a qualitative comparative analysis using data collected through survey from the 
first five cohorts of an online master’s program in educational technology. Their reported 
findings include as significant factors the availability of multiple tools in the learning 
environments, collaboration, reflection, and building a learning community, participant’s 
satisfaction, appropriate prerequisite skills, and faculty and administrative involvement.  
 
The reviewed sources above include different classifications of influencing factors and 
several sources where the examined data were obtained. While most classifications 
significantly vary depending on the particular purpose of study and the theoretical approach 
used, a common characteristic was identified: factors are observed in dependence of one of 
three interacting entities within the educational process, which are the Student (Park & Choi, 
2009; Yu & Richardson, 2015), the Teacher (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Menchaca & Bekele, 
2008) and the Context of interaction (Sun et al., 2008; Vu et al., 2014), which has been 
identified as the LCMS in online learning environments (Kasim & Khalid, 2016).  
 
This led to an organization of categories, factors and indicators as shown in Appendix 2. 
Appendix 2 compiles the reported influencing factors of student success in OLE as found in 
this literature review. In synthesis, these factors and classifications of factors are arranged in 
one table, based on two 'general rules' determined from the studies reviewed. First, the 
factors of success are organized in the three general categories observed (Student-related, 
Teaching-related, and Context-related). Second, each factor is determined by a series of 
indicators as reported in literature.  
 
The student-related factors are ‘Student records’, ‘Social conditions’, ‘Self-determination’, 
‘Technology-usage ability’ and ‘Participation’, as shown in Table 4. Similarly, the teaching-
related factors were organized based on literature as shown in Table 4, including ‘Content 










‘Faculty policies’. Finally, the context-related factors were classified in ‘Design/structure’, 
‘Interaction and communication capabilities’, ‘Tech support’ and ‘Access/availability’, as 
extracted from the literature review and summarized in Table 4. The complete list of 
indicators extracted from literature is included in Appendix 2, and the next sections explore 
them in more depth. 
 
Table 4. A general organization of influencing factors of student success based on 
previews research. 






Student records Enrollment records  
Questionnaire 
Park and Choi (2009); Sun et al. 
(2008) 
Social conditions Enrollment records  
Questionnaire 
Cochran et al. (2014); Park and Choi 
(2009) 
Self-determination Questionnaire Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Selim (2007); 
Vu et al. (2014) 
Technology-usage 
ability 
Questionnaire Park and Choi (2009); Selim (2007); 
Sun et al. (2008); Vu et al. (2014); Yu 
and Richardson (2015) 
Participation Questionnaire 
LCMS 
Johnson et al. (2008); Selim (2007); 
Sun et al. (2008); Vu et al. (2014); Yu 













Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Johnson et al. 
(2008); Selim (2007); Yu and 
Richardson (2015) 
Teacher’s attitude Questionnaire Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Selim (2007); 





Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Sun et al. (2008) 
Faculty policies Institutional records  
Questionnaire 
LCMS 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Menchaca and 
Bekele (2008); Park and Choi (2009); 






Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Johnson et al. 
(2008); Menchaca and Bekele (2008); 






Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Menchaca and 
Bekele (2008); Selim (2007) 
Tech support Questionnaire Menchaca and Bekele (2008); Selim 
(2007) 
Access/availability Questionnaire Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Menchaca and 
Bekele (2008); Selim (2007); Sun et al. 













2.3.1. Student-related factors 
 
Age, gender, family issues, financial problems, attitude, access and participation are among 
the commonly reported indicators of student success (Harrell & Bower, 2011), but these are 
also frequently classified within categories, either due to theoretical and conceptual 
frameworks (Park & Choi, 2009), or as part of the research strategies to focus on specific 
areas of interest (Yu & Richardson, 2015). This review of research findings determined five 
categories, as latent factors grouping specific measurements, or indicators, of student-related 
factors in online learning environments. 
 
Specifically, student records group measurements related to information obtained through 
the enrollment records at the university or educational institution. This grouped Age (Harrell 
& Bower, 2011; Willging & Johnson, 2009), Gender (Eom et al., 2006; Holder, 2007), 
Campus (Willging & Johnson, 2009), Area of study (Eom et al., 2006), Years at the 
institution (Eom et al., 2006; Selim, 2007) and GPA (Harrell & Bower, 2011; Willging & 
Johnson, 2009). Another detected factor of student success is Social conditions. This 
included Marital status (Harrell & Bower, 2011; Liu et al., 2009), Employment status 
(Holder, 2007; Willging & Johnson, 2009), Number of children (Harrell & Bower, 2011) 
and Financial aid status (Harrell & Bower, 2011; Park & Choi, 2009), obtained from 
enrollment records and using student questionnaires. 
 
Similarly, Self-determination was found determined for student success in online learning 
environments measured through Attitude towards online learning (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; 
Selim, 2007), Self-confidence in OLE (Liaw, 2008; Vu et al., 2014), Self-confidence 
expressing ideas (Johnson et al., 2008; Vu et al., 2014), Work-in-groups confidence (Selim, 
2007; Willging & Johnson, 2009), Perceived usefulness (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Sun et al., 










& Johnson, 2009). Technology-usage ability has been observed using Online learning 
experience (Holder, 2007; Sun et al., 2008), Tech support requested (Park & Choi, 2009; 
Selim, 2007), Computer ownership (Selim, 2007), OLE using ability (Johnson et al., 2008), 
Computer self-efficacy (Bhuasiri et al., 2012) and Internet self-efficacy (Bhuasiri et al., 
2012; Sun et al., 2008). Questionnaires were frequently used in these studies to gather self-
perceived levels of self-determination and technology-usage ability. 
 
Lastly, a key factor in several studies for predicting success is student participation, 
commonly measured by Interaction with other students (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Sun et 
al., 2008), Interaction with instructor (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Liaw, 2008), Instructor 
support requested (Park & Choi, 2009; Yu & Richardson, 2015), Average participations per 
week (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Cerezo et al., 2016), Hours spent per week (Agudo-
Peregrina et al., 2014; Cerezo et al., 2016), Comments reply (Johnson et al., 2008) and 
Assignments fulfillment (Vu et al., 2014; Willging & Johnson, 2009). Student questionnaires 
and records from LCMS were commonly used to collect these measurements. Table 5 












Table 5. Student-related factors of success 






Area of study 
Years at the institution 
GPA 
Eom et al. (2006); Harrell and Bower 
(2011); Holder (2007); Liu et al. (2009); 
Park and Choi (2009); Selim (2007); Sun et 
al. (2008); Willging and Johnson (2009); 





Number of children 
Financial aid status 
Aryadoust and Liu (2015); Harrell and 
Bower (2011); Holder (2007); Park and 
Choi (2009); Willging and Johnson (2009) 
Self-
determination 
Attitude towards online learning 
Self-confidence in OLE 





Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Eom et al. (2006); 
Liaw (2008); Selim (2007); Sun et al. 




Online learning experience 
Tech support requested 
Computer ownership 
OLE using ability 
Computer self-efficacy 
Internet self-efficacy 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Holder (2007); 
Menchaca and Bekele (2008); Park and Choi 
(2009); Selim (2007); Sun et al. (2008); Vu 
et al. (2014); Willging and Johnson (2009); 
Yu and Richardson (2015) 
Participation Interaction with other students 
Interaction with instructor 
Instructor support requested 
Average participations per week 
Hours spent per week 
Comments reply 
Assignments fulfillment 
Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Eom et al. (2006); Johnson 
et al. (2008); Liaw (2008); Morris, 
Finnegan, and Wu (2005); Selim (2007); 
Sun et al. (2008); Vu et al. (2014); Willging 
and Johnson (2009); Yu and Richardson 
(2015) 
 
2.3.2. Teaching-related factors 
 
A second commonly determined classification of influencing factors through research 
reviewed was related to factors concerning the teaching intervention in the online learning 
process (Bhuasiri et al., 2012), including assessments characteristics, variety of content, 
perceived level of knowledge, level of interaction, among others (Yu & Richardson, 2015). 
This review of research findings determined five categories, as latent factors grouping 
specific measurements, or indicators, of teaching-related factors of success in online learning 
environments. Most of the indicators were collected from LCMS records (Johnson et al., 











Content management is one of the identified influencing factors of student success in online 
learning environments. Related indicators include Variety of content (Liaw, 2008; Sun et al., 
2008), Quality of content (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Eom et al., 2006), Structure of content 
(Johnson et al., 2008; Selim, 2007) and Appropriateness (Liaw, 2008; Menchaca & Bekele, 
2008). Teacher participation was another influencing factor, measured in terms of how the 
students are Encouraged to participate (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Selim, 2007), Average 
participations per week (Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2014), Support requests 
attended (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Park & Choi, 2009), Timely feedback on assignments 
(Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Eom et al., 2006) and Quality of instructions (Johnson et al., 2008; 
Selim, 2007). Teacher attitude was found influencing of success, and commonly measured 
by perceived attitude (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Selim, 2007), Perceived helpfulness (Selim, 
2007; Yu & Richardson, 2015) and Perceived level of knowledge (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Yu 
& Richardson, 2015).  
 
Course characteristics is another latent influencing factor, commonly observed by Perceived 
difficulty level (Menchaca & Bekele, 2008; Willging & Johnson, 2009), Perceived quality 
level (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2008) and Number of students in group (Bhuasiri et 
al., 2012; Sun et al., 2008). Finally, Faculty policies included Face-to-Face tutorials (Eom et 
al., 2006; Menchaca & Bekele, 2008), Face-to-Face evaluation (Eom et al., 2006; Menchaca 
& Bekele, 2008), Variety in assessment (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2008) and whether 
the Course program was or not given (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2008). Table 6 












Table 6. Teaching-related factors of success 




Variety of content 
Quality of content 
Structure of content 
Appropriateness 
Eom et al. (2006); Johnson et al. (2008); 
Liaw (2008); Selim (2007) 
Participation Encourages participation 
Average participations per week 
Support requests attended 
Timely feedback on assignments 
Quality of instructions 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Eom et al. (2006); 
Johnson et al. (2008); Liaw (2008); 
Selim (2007); Sun et al. (2008); Yu and 
Richardson (2015) 
Attitude Perceived attitude 
Perceived helpfulness 
Perceived level of knowledge 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Eom et al. (2006); Liaw 




Perceived difficulty level 
Perceived quality level 
Number of students in group 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Sun et al. (2008); 
Willging and Johnson (2009) 
Faculty policies Face-to-Face tutorials 
Face-to-Face evaluation 
Variety in assessment 
Course program given 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Menchaca and 
Bekele (2008); Sun et al. (2008) 
 
 
2.3.3. Context-related factors 
 
Influencing factors of success such as quality of access to OLE or ease to navigate have been 
grouped as Context-related, in reference to the educational context of interchange that 
happens between students and teachers in online learning environments (Kasim & Khalid, 
2016). This category gathers factors reported as technology-related (Park & Choi, 2009), 
system-related (Bhuasiri et al., 2012) and course and design-related (Sun et al., 2008). This 
review of research findings determined four general categories, as latent factors grouping 
specific measurements, or indicators, of context-related success in online learning 
environments. Most of the indicators were collected from LCMS (Johnson et al., 2008; Vu et 












Design/structure was determined as a latent influencing factor of student success in online 
learning environments, which was measured using as indicators the Ease to understand the 
OLE (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Selim, 2007), Ease to navigate it (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Selim, 
2007), Perceived difficulty level of the environment (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2008), 
Logical organization of contents (Liaw, 2008; Selim, 2007), Variety of resources used 
(Liaw, 2008; Menchaca & Bekele, 2008) and Number of sessions (Selim, 2007). 
Interaction/communication capabilities gathered as indicators the System capabilities to 
allow communication with instructor (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Liaw, 2008) and among students 
(Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Liaw, 2008), and the availability of Synchronous (Menchaca & 
Bekele, 2008; Selim, 2007) and Asynchronous tools (Menchaca & Bekele, 2008; Selim, 
2007). 
 
As to Tech support, this factor was observed through Tech support availability (Bolliger & 
Wasilik, 2009; Selim, 2007), Tech support usefulness (Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Selim, 
2007) and Timely response (Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Selim, 2007). Lastly, determined 
indicators of Access/availability were Internet access quality (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Vu et al., 
2014), Internet speed quality (Liaw, 2008; Selim, 2007), Online library access quality 
(Selim, 2007), System reliability (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009), Available 
all the time (Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Sun et al., 2008) and Computer access guaranteed 
(Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Selim, 2007). Table 7 summarizes these indicators of context-












Table 7. Technology-related factors of success 
Factor Indicator Literature Source 
Design / 
Structure 
Easy to understand 
Easy to navigate 
Perceived difficulty level 
Logical organization of contents 
Variety of resources used 
Number of sessions 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Eom et al. (2006); 
Johnson et al. (2008); Liaw (2008); 
Menchaca and Bekele (2008); Selim 




System allows communication with 
instructor 
System allows communication with 
students 
Synchronous tools available 
Asynchronous tools available 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Liaw (2008); 
Menchaca and Bekele (2008); Selim 
(2007) 
Tech support Tech support availability 
Tech support usefulness 
Timely response 




Internet access quality 
Internet speed quality 
Online library access quality 
System reliability 
Available all the time 
Computer access guaranteed 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Liaw (2008); 
Menchaca and Bekele (2008); Selim 
(2007); Sun et al. (2008); Vu et al. 
(2014) 
 
Appendix 2 organizes the detected influencing factors from literature, including its 
indicators and literature sources. Such classification is consistent with distance education 
theories examining interaction. Chapter 3 discusses these theories and proposes a theoretical 
framework of interaction among student, teaching and context-related factors that lead to 




From the literature reviewed in this chapter, it is possible to perceive student success in OLE 
as a process of interaction of factors. First, from the definition of online learning, the role of 
the LCMS as the context of interplay represents an opportunity to identify factors of success. 
Second, analysis of the definition of student success has led to the examination of literature 










view of success in online learning. Third, analysis of findings from literature helped 
categorizing influencing factors as student, teaching and context-related, and a series of 
indicators were correspondingly organized as shown in Appendix 2. Next, in Chapter 3, 
consistent with the findings reported from this review of literature, an analysis of classic 
distance education theories leads to the creation of a theoretical model to understand the 







Chapter 3. Theoretical framework 
 
 
This study focuses on the creation of a theoretical model to explore how students succeed in 
online learning environments. A key aspect of this is exploring how influencing factors of 
success are related to each other, how relationships among factors contribute to 
understanding student success, and to what extent the model can be used to promote student 
success in online learning environments. In the previous chapter, a review of literature 
explored the role of the LCMS as the context of interplay between participants in online 
learning. Online learning was identified as a system where inputs interact and influence 
student success. The inputs of the process are called ‘influencing factors’ of success, and 
Appendix 2 organizes these factors as found from previous research. The outcomes of the 
process are called ‘indicatives of success’, and include measurements related to 
performance, satisfaction and persistence. Previous research aiming to identify factors of 
success have been largely based on models designed for traditional face-to-face educational 
environments (Bolliger & Wasilik, 2009; Holder, 2007; Vu et al., 2014). Thus, the present 
study addresses online learning based on distance education theories. Two distance 
education theories, the Theory of Transactional Distance and the Theory of Teaching-
Learning Conversations, are employed to explore interactions among factors in relation to 
student success. 
 
This chapter provides a theoretical framework, starting with an analysis of the two distance 
education theories, which, together, underpin the proposed theoretical model. First, it draws 
on the Theory of Transactional Distance as a way to conceptualize the relationship between 










Conversations provides a way to understand the importance of the LCMS, as an organized 
supporting system, to provide the required educational context of interaction between 
Students and Teaching factors that lead to success. Ultimately, underpinned by these two 
theories, a theoretical model of student success in online learning environments is 
introduced. 
3.1. Theory of Transactional Distance  
 
Moore's Theory of Transactional Distance (Moore, 2013) underpins a framework of 
interaction between the three identified model components: student, teaching and 
educational context, which mediate in any online learning experience. First, Moore’s theory 
understands the process of distance education as a system, in which the interaction among a 
series of student and teacher-related factors produces outcomes (Moore & Kearsley, 2012). 
To understand the way in which students and teachers interact within the education context, 
this theory first establishes the concept of Transactional Distance. Transactional Distance is 
defined as a gap of understanding between students and teachers, caused by the geographical 
distance that must be bridged through procedures and strategies in instructional design and 
the facilitation of interaction (Moore, 2013, p. 68). Such procedures and strategies are 
approached through two constructs: dialogue and structure. Dialogue is described as a 
purposeful, constructive and valuable result, from a series of interactions between students 
and teachers, a constructive communication based on respect and active listening towards 
the improved understanding of the student (Moore, 2005). Structure refers to the combined 
effect of the elements in the course design such as learning objectives, resources, activities, 
questions for discussion and outcomes (Moore, 2013). Thus, dialogue and structure are 











The Theory of Transactional Distance proposes that the level of transactional distance 
between students and teachers in a distance education process can be estimated in terms of 
the level of dialogue and structure: the more dialogue in a course, the lower the transactional 
distance, and the more structure developed in a course, the higher the transactional distance 
(Moore, 2013). Hence, every decision affecting instructional design in online learning results 
in a change in the amount of structure and dialogue in the course, and thus, in the amount of 
transactional distance (Moore & Kearsley, 2012). For Moore (2013, p. 71), “online distance 
education programs vary enormously in the extent of both structure and dialogue”, which 
justifies the importance of analyzing any factor influencing the balance of structure and 
dialogue in the course design. In online learning, a “common case of failure, or at least of 
courses falling short of expectations, is failure to design the balance of structure and 
dialogue that is appropriate for a particular student population and subject field” Moore 
(2013, p. 71). 
 
Moore and Kearsley (2012) suggest that the success of the learning process relies on the 
strategies implemented to manage the degree of transactional distance that can be afforded in 
specific courses and by specific students. Figure 1 represents student success in online 
learning as the expected outcome of the interplay between students and teachers through the 
LCMS, which is influenced by the factors affecting the strategies of structure and dialogue 
(Kasim & Khalid, 2016; Moore & Kearsley, 2012). In the figure, the student-teaching 

















Figure 1. A view of student success as an expected outcome of the interplay between students’ 
characteristics and capabilities and the teaching design and characteristics, conditioned by 
transactional distance. The student-teaching relationship is bridged by the role of the context through 
which both, students and teachers, interact. 
 
Based on the Theory of Transactional Distance, some elements of student success can be 
understood through factors of dialogue and structure in an online learning experience. 
Appropriate procedures and strategies for managing dialogue and structure will vary 
depending on specific characteristics from the student background and teaching 
characteristics, which can then promote different levels of student-teacher interaction 
(Moore, 2013). Such interaction is framed by the capabilities and specific context design, 
within which they interact (Moore & Kearsley, 2012). In online learning, the context of 










strategies for reducing transactional distance through influencing factors of dialogue and 
structure (Kasim & Khalid, 2016; Moore, 2013).  
 
In this regard, Ekwunife-Orakwue and Teng (2014) explored the concept of dialogue to 
measure how student interactions in online learning environments impacted learning 
outcomes, measured by satisfaction and grades. The research included 342 undergraduate 
students, and measured dialogue in terms of the number of interactions recorded, through the 
LCMS, between student and other students, the technologies used, the teachers and the 
content. Among their findings, they reported that students interact more frequently with 
content than they interact with other learners. They also found that dialogue did not 
contribute to student final grades in the studied sample, which led the authors to suggest the 
need for a deeper analysis on the role of the teaching presence online and its influence in 
promoting student success (Ekwunife-Orakwue & Teng, 2014). 
 
Other studies have applied the Theory of Transactional Distance to explore the influence of 
factors of structure and dialogue in the online learning process. One example is Falloon 
(2011), who analyzed the effects of the virtual classroom in graduate teacher education, 
considering factors of structure and dialogue. The data included 30 online learning students 
and used an interpretive case study methodology for data collection and data analysis. 
Falloon reported that Moore’s theory provided a valuable measure of the efficacy of the use 
of the virtual classroom in order to enhance quality dialogue. The study also identified 
potential new applications of the theory to approach studies related to the use of digital 
technologies in distance education (Falloon, 2011). Similarly, using a crossover design with 
online learning students for analyzing audio-visual feedback in an online course, Mathieson 
(2011) found that the use of audio-visual components significantly reduces transactional 
distance. For this, Mathieson approached transactional distance in terms of indicators of 










of structure based on characteristics of flexibility and rigidity of the course (Mathieson, 
2011). Findings in these studies helped to understand how Moore’s theory is used to link 
influencing factors of the online learning process in the student-teacher interplay. With the 
present study, the application of such theory will also be broadened to specific research 
regarding student success in online learning, particularly in reference to the role of the 
LCMS in online learning and how this can be used to address transactional distance. 
 
In summary, the Theory of Transactional Distance depends on procedures and strategies for 
managing dialogue and structure, which are influenced through factors belonging to the 
Student characteristics and capabilities, the Teaching design and characteristics, and the 
Context design and capabilities. This is particularly useful for the present study as it 
represents a theoretical background to support the proposal that student success in online 
learning is an outcome of a series of interactions of factors that occur between Student, 
Teaching and Context components. 
 
 
3.2. Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations  
 
Also known as the Theory of Guided Didactic Conversation, the Theory of Teaching-
Learning Conversations states that, in the teacher-student relationship in distance education, 
an effective dialogue depends on the feelings of empathy and belonging developed within 
the student, and that those feelings can be fostered by a supporting organization (Holmberg, 
2003; Moore & Kearsley, 2012). The stronger the students’ feelings of empathy with the 
supporting organization, the stronger the characteristics of a teaching-learning conversation, 
the eagerness to make learning matter personally relevant, and the effectiveness of the 










learning, such supporting organization refers to a series of components merging in the 
LCMS context (Holmberg, 2007; Kasim & Khalid, 2016; Thorpe, 2002). 
 
For Holmberg (2007), the supporting organization is a required structure in any distance 
learning experience, to be in charge of procuring strategies for adequate content 
management and mediated teacher-student interaction. Typical tasks of the supporting 
organization are student orientation, course guidelines, communication channels with 
teachers, librarians, tech support and other students, and any other assistance required by the 
student (Holmberg, 2007). In online learning, students interact with such support through the 
LCMS, which means that teachers, course and content designers, institutional support and 
technical support depend on the capabilities of the LCMS to reach students. Ultimately, it is 
expected that adequate strategies for promoting students feelings of belonging and empathy 
through the LCMS can potentiate student satisfaction and performance (Holmberg, 2007; 
Moore & Kearsley, 2012) 
 
Figure 2 represents a view of the distance education process, in which the student-teacher 
dialogue is conditioned by the context of interaction. Influencing factors in the context of 
interaction can also be moderated by a supporting organization. Ultimately, indicatives of 
student success, such as satisfaction and acquisition of desired skills and competencies are 
influenced by the strategies implemented through the supporting organization. The figure 
represents how the student-teaching relationship can be fostered by the way in which the 













Figure 2. A view of the Indicatives of student success as expected outcomes of the implementation of a 
set of resources and strategies (factors of the supporting organization) for adequate content 
management and mediated teacher-student interaction. The student-teaching relationship can be 
fostered by the way in which the factors in the LCMS are mediated. 
 
Regarding the use of the Theory of Teaching-learning Conversations to study influencing 
factors of student-teacher interactions through the LCMS, van Rooyen (2015) explored 
social media integration in distance education in terms of the student’s perception in tertiary 
education in South Africa. They developed a case study with 155 participants, and a mixed 
methods design, to analyze the effect of using social media to incentivize didactic 
conversations in order to promote success in online learning. Among their findings, they 
reported high levels of student satisfaction and perceived usefulness of the learning tools 










student-student and student-content interaction increase didactic conversation, as a critical 
factor to promote student success in online learning environments (van Rooyen, 2015, p. 
450). In another study, Yılmaz, Topu, Goktas, and Coban (2013) examined active student 
engagement associated with the 3D virtual worlds in education. They used a mixed methods 
design to analyze the data from 42 undergraduate students from Turkey, who were teacher 
candidates in charge of designing and evaluating learning environments. They found that the 
role of online learning technology as a supporting organization is a key to promoting 
teacher-student and student-student conversations, which positively influences the levels of 
satisfaction, self-confidence, sense of pleasure and learning of new information in students.  
 
Findings in these studies helped to understand the applicability of Holmberg’s theory, in 
which the OLE represent a context of student-teaching dialogue and interaction, where the 
strategies of the Supporting Organization can be implemented. Thus, the role of the LCMS, 
as one of the three components of the OL process, is to harbor those factors which 
interaction influences indicators of student success. With the present study, the application 
of Holmberg’s theory will be expanded to specific research in student success in online 
learning environments, particularly, regarding the use of the LCMS as a mechanism to 
promote student engagement and implement teaching strategies to improve the Supporting 
Organization. 
 
In summary, based on the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations, indicators of success 
such as satisfaction and acquisition of desired skills and competencies, depend on the 
student’s development of feelings of empathy and belonging, which occurs through a 
supporting organization in distance education. The supporting organization refers to a 
structure enabling student-teacher dialogue, as an educational context to facilitate interaction 
and support. Such tasks are identified, in online learning, in the LCMS (Holmberg, 2007; 











Thus, student success depends on the levels of interaction of students, through the LCMS, 
with other students, the teacher, the content, the institutional program and any other 
institutional support. Consistent with the Theory of Transactional Distance, in online 
learning, strategies for promoting factors of success, related to the supporting organization 
and transactional distance, highly depend on the instructional and course design, and the 
level of engagement and interaction occurring within the online learning environments.  
 
3.3. A theoretical model for student success in online learning 
 
Drawing on the two theories above, it is possible to examine the interplay between the 
Student, Teaching and Contextual components, and potential relation to student success. 
Each of these three components comprises a set of factors (presented in Section 2.3), which 
are influenced by the interactions that occur in an online learning experience. Thus, the 
analysis of interaction of the factors included in the three components (Student, Teaching 
and Context) provides a method to examine student success. The combination of the theories 
introduced previously underpin a combined theoretical framework that describes student 
success, in terms of influencing factors, as shown in Figure 3. Thus, observed interactions 


















Figure 3. A theoretical model of interaction between student, teaching and context-related factors to 
promote success in online learning. 
 
 
The notation in Figure 3 is based on the analysis of theorized interaction between constructs, 
in which arrows represent influence (simple arrows) or correlation (double arrows). Simple 
arrows denote theorized one-way effects (influencing variables, based on findings from 
literature review). The double arrows symbolize theorized two-ways effects (hypothesized 
correlation, grounded on the combined distance education theoretical framework). First, as 
mentioned before, each of the three main components of the online learning system is 










Student, Teaching and Context). Then, correlation among Student, Teaching and Context 
constructs (double arrows) denotes an interaction, a combined effect that defines Student 
Success as a construct (simple arrows to Student Success). Finally, Student Success is 
approached as a joint outcome of its indicatives (simple arrow from Student Success): 
performance, satisfaction and persistence.  
 
In synthesis, the model presents a view of the two theories in distance education applied to 
online learning, supported by the findings reported from the literature review in Chapter 2. 
From the Theory of Transactional Distance, the transactional distance in online learning is 
bridged through the LCMS while, from the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations, the 
supporting organization tasks are mediated through the LCMS. From both theories, student 
success can be addressed in online learning as an outcome of the interaction between the 
student-related factors, the teaching-related factors, and those factors that are observed 
thought the LCMS as their context of interplay. In addition, the influencing factors of 
Student, Teaching and Context in the model are taken from the previous research, as 
classified in Appendix 2. 
 
Other studies have proposed similar models for organizing factors of success in OLE. Park 
and Choi (2009) presented a theoretical framework for adult dropout in online learning. 
They reviewed a series of models for addressing student persistence and organized 
influencing factors in Learner characteristics, External factors and Internal factors, which 
interaction lead to determine dropout. Similarly, Rovai (2003) proposed a model of student 
persistence based on the interaction of student characteristics, student skills, and external and 
internal factors. The present research extends these studies, given that the analysis of 
interactions among influencing factors are based on distance education theories. It also gives 
a specific role to the LCMS as the context of interplay between student and teachers in 











In synthesis, based on a combined theoretical framework from the Theory of Transactional 
Distance and the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations, the present model theorizes 
the process that leads to success in online learning environments. It hypothesizes how 
Student Success can be described as a resulting construct from the interactions of the three 
components, related to the Student, the Teaching, and the Context-related groups of factors 
involved in the structure and dialogue strategies in the LCMS. Such clustering of factors has 
also been referred to in several sources as aiming to understand student success in online 
learning (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Park & Choi, 2009; Yu & Richardson, 2015) (see Section 
2.3). In theory, each of the three components gathers a series of factors that can be observed 
through the LCMS records, the institution databases, and from the student’s perspective. 
Together, it is theorized that interaction of these factors can explain Student Success, as an 




Analysis of two traditional distance education theories in this chapter supports the theorizing 
of student success in online learning environments as a joint outcome from the interaction of 
student, teaching and context-related factors. First, from the Theory of Transactional 
Distance, student success is analyzed as an outcome of the interplay between students and 
teachers in the LCMS, which depend on the factors affecting the strategies of structure and 
dialogue. In synthesis, any outcome from the online learning process is conditioned by 
transactional distance, which is to be bridged by teaching strategies to manage structure and 
dialogue. Second, from the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations, indicators of 
success are driven by the Student-Teaching conversations, conditioned by the strategies 










the abilities of the course and content designers determine the interaction that occurs in the 
online learning process.  
 
Subsequently, the concepts of interaction and success in distance education merge to create a 
theoretical model that organizes influencing factors as components of a process that lead to 
student success. This model proposes that influencing factors can be arranged in three 
categories: student-related, teaching-related and context-related. Further, student success is 
represented as the outcome of the interaction between these three components. In the 
following chapters, the theoretical model is tested using real data from a representative  







Chapter 4. Research design and methods 
 
 
The purpose of this research is to explore how students succeed in online learning 
environments. The proposed theoretical model in the previous chapter represents a way to 
understand how influencing factors of success, identified from previous research, interact 
within an online learning process. The concepts of Transactional Distance and Supporting 
Organization provide a way to theorize how influencing factors, arranged as student, 
teaching and context-related, interact to produce indicators of success. This chapter presents 
the methodological approach used to test the model, and describes the research design, 
including a case study research approach, the description of the selected case, the data 
collection techniques used, the data analysis procedures, and the ethical considerations 
carried out through the study.  
4.1. Methodological approach 
 
The current research draws on case study methodology. Case study research investigates a 
contemporary phenomenon in depth in its real-world context, especially when the 
boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident (Yin, 2014). For 
Yin (2014, p. 2), doing case study research “would be the preferred method, compared to 
others, in situations when the main research questions are ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions, a 
researcher has little or no control over behavioural events, and the focus of study is a 











evidence, and benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data 
collection and analysis (Thomas, 2016; Yin, 2014). 
 
This is consistent with the research questions that guide this study, on exploring how the 
process that leads to student success in online learning environments is influenced by factors 
and their interactions, and how can that be used to identify patterns. Further, analysis from 
literature and related theories allows for proposal of a series of theoretical propositions based 
on the interaction of potential influencing factors of student success that are obtained from 
multiple sources. Therefore, the case study approach represented an opportunity to explore 
the complexities of student success through a significant real-life case and provided a 
framework for exploring the hypothesized theoretical interactions in this study. 
 
Case study designs have previously been used in studies of online learning in higher 
education. Macfadyen and Dawson (2012) used a case study design to determine that the use 
of an LCMS in distance education can increase student sense of community, support 
learning communities and enhance student engagement and success. Boling et al.’s (2012) 
case study focused on the analysis of data from a single institution to explore which factors 
promote positive online learning experiences. They determined a series of recommendations 
for improving online learning, regarding the teachers’ communication skills, developing 
highly interactive course designs and the need for better social interaction within the LCMS.  
 
For Yin (2014), a research approach based on a case study design includes five components: 
research questions, theoretical propositions, units of analysis, a logic to link data to the 
theoretical propositions and a criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin, 2014). Accordingly, 
the next section describes how these components were considered in this study. First, it takes 
the theoretical model in Section 3.3 to break down the case study propositions. Second, it 










Third, it describes the selected real-life case of study in higher-education online learning, 
including data collection procedures. Lastly, it presents the data analysis procedures used to 
first, link the collected data to the theoretical propositions, and then, to interpret the results. 
 
4.2. Research design 
 
A research design is a comprehensive plan for data collection in an empirical research 
project, a logical sequence that links empirical data to the initial questions of a study and, 
ultimately, to its conclusions (Bhattacherjee, 2012; Yin, 2014). In general, it depends on the 
purpose of the research, the kind of research questions and the design frame (Hancock & 
Algozzine, 2016; Thomas, 2016). For this study, a case study research design was selected 
as the frame for investigating a way to understand the process of student success in online 
learning environments, as a contemporary phenomenon based on the analysis of its real-
world context. The components of this design are described next. 
 
4.2.1. Case study theoretical propositions 
 
Case study approaches aim to look at relationships and processes in regards to factors that 
are theoretically described (Thomas, 2016). For Yin (2014), having theoretical propositions 
play a critical role in helping to generalize the lessons learned from a case study, as these can 
be used to corroborate, modify, reject or advance theoretical concepts through analytic 
generalization based on the study of the data from the case. In fact, Yin (2014) considers that 
one general strategy for analyzing case study evidence is to follow the theoretical 
propositions that led to the case study. “The original objectives and design of the case study 
presumably were based on such propositions, which in turn reflected a set of research 










Thus, theoretical propositions help to organize the entire analysis, pointing to relevant 
contextual conditions to be described as well as explanations to be examined (Yin, 2014).  
 
The theoretical model introduced in Section 3.3 represents the theoretical propositions for 
the case study. It proposes that student success in online learning environments can be 
understood as an outcome from the analysis of the relationships between Student, Teaching 
and Context, which, simultaneously, are produced by the interaction of influencing factors. 
The model organizes a series of theoretical propositions in three layers.  
 
First, it proposes a view of Student, Teaching and Context as interacting constructs that 
produce Success. Figure 4 represents the relationships between these four constructs based 
on the theoretical model introduced in Section 3.3. 
 
 











The organization of relationships in Figure 4 represents the main theoretical proposition in 
the model, where Success is defined as an outcome of the interaction between Student, 
Teaching and Context.  
 
Second, the model proposes that, simultaneously, Student, Teaching, Context and Success 
are reflected by a series of factors. Figure 5 represents the composition of the four 
constructs, based on the categories and indicatives reported in Chapter 2 (see Appendix 2). 
 
 











The organization in Figure 5, on how the constructs are defined in the model, represents a 
second layer of theoretical propositions, four in total. For example, Context is reflected by 
four factors: Design/Structure, Interaction capabilities, Tech Support and 
Access/availability. 
 
Third, each of the categories that define Student, Teaching and Context, and the indicators of 
Success, are measured based on specific observations, as detailed in Appendix 2. For 
example, as in Figure 6, Design/Structure is one of the factors that reflect Context and, 
simultaneously, it is observed by six characteristics. This represents a third layer of 
theoretical propositions to be tested using the data from case study. Based on the findings 
from the literature review, this layer of theoretical propositions is completed by other five 
characteristics for Student, five for Teaching, and three for Satisfaction, 17 in total. A 
representation of all the theoretical propositions included in the model can be found in 
Appendix 3, organized in the three layers previously described.  
 
 












In total, the model in Section 3.3 can be studied as the composition of 22 simultaneous 
theoretical propositions. Thus, by testing the theoretical model, these propositions are 
simultaneously tested, and the case study research questions can be addressed.  
 
4.2.2. Case study research questions  
 
The research questions of the case study are: 
1. How are factors influencing student success related to each other in a theoretical 
model of online learning? 
2. How do relationships among factors in the theoretical model affect to student success 
in online learning environments? 
3. To what extent can the model be used to support student success?  
 
Through testing of the theoretical propositions described above, these three questions are 
addressed. First, to determine how factors are influencing student success related to each 
other, the review of literature in chapter two identified a list of factors, found from previous 
research, as influencing of student success. Then, by testing the theoretical model with the 
data provided by the case study (including enrollment records, LCMS databases and student 
questionnaire), it is possible to explore the presence of these factors in a significant real-
world case of online learning in higher education, to observe how they are measured and to 
evaluate its relationship with indicators of success. Second, to determine how relationships 
among factors contribute to understanding student success in online learning environments, 
the theoretical framework in Chapter 3 introduced a model of interaction between 
influencing factors, as a hypothetical way to understand how student success occurs in 
online learning. Then, by testing the model using data from a case analysis, it is possible to 










determine to what extent the model can be used to promote student success, it is possible to 
interpret the findings from the model testing, to assess the viability of the theoretical model 
as a tool for designing online learning and student support structures. The data used to test 
the model was obtained from the case study described next. 
 
4.2.3. The case study 
 
As a way to understand student success in its true context, this case study research design 
aims to test the theoretical model introduced in Section 3.3. The research questions and 
theoretical propositions above highlight the need for an in-depth analysis of a representative 
real-world case, where previously identified influencing factors of success from online 
learning processes can be analyzed in its true context. Accordingly, this study uses a single-
case design, defined by Yin (2014) as a design in which a single case is considered critical, 
unusual, common, revelatory or longitudinal for the purpose of the study.  
 
The selected case is Universidad Estatal a Distancia (UNED), a public distance-education 
university in Costa Rica which experienced a rapid growth in online learning demand in the 
last decade, and a growing disparity between the high rate of new enrollments and the 
relatively low rate of graduation (Guzmán & Arce, 2016). UNED acknowledges the role of 
online learning as a flexible means of involving students in higher education regardless of 
their geographic location, age, culture or social condition (Mora-Vicarioli & Castro-
Granados, 2018; UNED, 2013), however, there are also concerns at UNED in regards to 
associated low rates of student success (Castillo-Sánchez, 2008; Sánchez-Godínez, 2015). 
Due to the interest in reaching a better understanding of the student success process in online 
learning environments, UNED showed great interest in participating in the present research, 











As a distance university, UNED is considered a pioneer in Central America in the 
development of distance education programs, a leader in the design and implementation of 
distance-learning didactic materials, and has encouraged several specialized research 
projects in regards to the pedagogical model and related online learning developments 
(Guerra González, 2016; Moore & Kearsley, 2012). In 2015, UNED offered over 1500 
online courses from more than 50 different undergraduate and postgraduate programs to 
around 32000 students (Castrillo, 2015; Guzmán & Arce, 2016). UNED states that its 
mission is to “attend to all sectors of the population, especially those whom for economic, 
social, geographical, cultural, age, disability or gender reasons, require opportunities for a 
real and equitable insertion in the society” (UNED, 2013).  
 
Nonetheless, the dropout rate has been a longstanding concern for UNED. In the year 2000, 
it reached 35% after only 6 months, and 60% after 30 months (Castillo-Sánchez, 2008). In 
2015 the graduation rate was only 20% (Castrillo, 2015). Previous research has aimed to 
examine success at UNED. One example is Castillo-Sánchez (2008), who analyzed data 
from 824 students using quantitative methods to determine that the UNED success rates are 
close to the numbers reported from diverse distance-learning universities across the world. 
He also found some evidence of a relationship between the decision to drop out and factors 
such as gender, marital status, number and age of children, employment status and academic 
background. However, in addressing the limitations of the work, Castillo-Sánchez (2008) 
suggests the need for further research regarding student satisfaction, and updating the list of 
influencing factors, including the delivery mode system (online learning platforms), the role 
of the student family conditions and a series of teaching-related variables such as the study 
program and the orientation to new students.  
 
In 2014, when this study was proposed to authorities at UNED, data showed an increase in 










data extracted from Poveda (2014), from 2005 to 2013, at UNED, new enrolments increased 
by 14.03% and the number of regular students (enrolled in a previous period) increased by 
15.87%, while the total of graduation certificates delivered decreased by 3.33%. 
 
 
Figure 7. A graphic comparison between variation rates of enrolment and graduation at UNED in 
2005-2013, based on data from Poveda (2014). 
 
In addition, according to Sánchez (2013) and Figueroa and Gatgens (2018), the number of 
courses at UNED using online learning environments (OLE) increased by 1700% in 15 
years. With an average annual rate of increase of 101.31%, UNED went from 120 OLE-










significant illustrative case for studying the two trends, the merging of which has become 
particularly problematic in distance education: the expansion of the online learning as a 
platform for reaching higher-education students, and low rates of success (Allen et al., 2016; 
Seaman et al., 2018; Simpson, 2013; Stone, 2017). 
 
 
Figure 8. Total number of subjects that use online learning environments at UNED in 2002-2017, 
based on data from Sánchez (2013) and Figueroa and Gatgens (2018). 
 
There are four schools at UNED: School of Education Sciences (ECE), School of 
Management Sciences (ECA), School of Social Sciences (ECSH) and School of Exact and 
Natural Sciences (ECEN), and the differences among schools regarding enrolment and 
graduation is also relevant. For instance, according to data from Guzmán (2017) and 
Figueroa (2017), the gap between the number of new enrolments and graduates during 2016 












Figure 9. Enrolment and graduations at UNED during 2016 by school, based on data from Guzmán 
(2017) and Figueroa (2017). 
 
Hence, UNED exemplified a representative case to explore student success in its true 
context, a significant case where the typical conditions considered in this study are 
identified. Additionally, the differences between the four schools at UNED allow a deeper, 
extensive analysis of the case in its context, by considering internal variability within the 
case, which enhance the insights into the single case (Yin, 2014). 
 
4.2.4. Data collection procedures 
 
Four principles of data collection are the use of multiple sources of evidence, the creation of 
a case study database, maintaining a chain of evidence, and exercising care when using data 
from electronic sources (Yin, 2014). Data collected at UNED corresponds to a range of 
student, teaching and content-related characteristics for testing the model as outlined in 
Section 3.3. It was based on the list of influencing factors identified by the review of 
literature. The list of variables in Appendix 2 was provided to UNED authorities, who 
gathered information on each of the indicators from three sources of information: student 










were collected during 2018, based on the first session enrolment. For that period, 28,177 
active students were reported as being enrolled in 416 courses mediated by online learning 
environments. A total of 107 variables were provided in three datasets: 15 from the 
enrollment records, 15 from LCMS and 77 from a student questionnaire. The sources, 
names, description and measurement of the variables can be found in Appendix 5. The data 
collection procedures for each source are examined next. 
 
4.2.4.1. Enrolment records. 
 
Drawing on the literature, a list of potentially influencing factors of student success was 
created and then forwarded to UNED data officers. Data related to these variables was 
requested for the entire student population at UNED during the first session of 2018. In 
return, UNED provided a dataset from the enrolment records with a de-identified list of 
28,177 students. These included ‘school’, ‘subject’, ‘age’, ‘gender’, ‘campus’, ‘program’, 
‘area of interest’, ‘year of enrollment’, ‘number of enrolled subjects’, ‘grade’, ‘result’, 
‘marital status’, ‘scholarship’, and ‘enrollment status in the following sessions’, as described 
in Appendix 5.  
 
Based on the indicators of success and the list of influencing factors in Appendix 2, the 
researcher also expected to have access to the ‘GPA’, however, this measurement is not 
processed at UNED and, therefore, was not available. The provided measurements of 
performance were final grade and course result. ‘Grade’ was coded from 0 to 10, with one 
decimal value, and represents the final mark awarded at the end of the course. ‘Result’ is a 
binomial value based on the condition awarded at the end of the course, where any grade 
equal to or greater than seven is equivalent to a Pass (the student can continue with other 
courses of the program, or graduate), and any value under seven is equivalent to a Fail (the 











The process of matching between the requested and the provided information allowed for the 
detection of other importance differences. For example, ‘Scholarship’ (‘Beca’), measured as 
‘yes’ (‘Sí’) or ‘no’ (‘No’), represents the status of the student of receiving any kind of 
scholarship or not, which was matched to Financial aid status. The researcher also expected 
to have access to the number of years of the student at the institution; however, the obtained 
value was the year of enrolment. This value was transformed to represent the number of 
years that the student have been enrolled (e.g. a student enrolled in 2016, will have been 
enrolled in his third year by 2018). The provided variable number of enrolled subjects 
("Cantidad de materias matriculadas") was not requested, as it was not identified from 
literature as a potential influencing factor, however, it was provided due to its being 
recognized at UNED as a measurement of student load that potentially affects its 
performance. Asif et al. (2017) and Park and Choi (2009) analyzed in their studies the effect 
of student academic loading in terms of the number of subjects enrolled, thus, it is included 
in the model testing as a potential reflector of student records.  
 
Due to the nature of the values in the dataset, some other codifications were required in 
order to convert string values to scale values. For example, ‘gender’ (‘Género’) varied in 
‘male’ (‘Masculino’) and ‘female’ (‘Femenino’) and were coded to ‘0’ (male) and ‘1’ 
(female). The complete list of recodifications made appears in Appendix 6. The provided 













4.2.4.2. LCMS databases. 
 
Regarding the factors associated with the participation of students and teachers through the 
LCMS, the provided dataset included 416 records, corresponding to each subject taught 
during the first session of 2018. It included 15 variables, including ‘school’, ‘subject’, 
‘number of sessions’ and ‘number of students’. Other included variables were ‘availability 
of subject outline’, ‘course credits’, ‘course level’, ‘face-to-face tutorials’, ‘face-to-face 
evaluations’ and ‘types of assessment used’. The list is completed by ‘variety of resources 
used’, ‘availability of synchronous tools’, ‘number of discussion forums’, ‘teacher’s average 
participation’ and ‘support request attended’. This is described in Appendix 5. Based on the 
list of influencing factors detected in Chapter 2 provided to UNED, the researcher also 
expected to have access to four additional records regarding student participation through 
OLE: ‘average participation per week’, ‘hours spent per week’, ‘comments reply’ and 
‘assignment fulfillment’. This was not possible as the provided LCMS did not include 
individual records of participation; instead it was based on general records from each subject 
taught. 
 
Three of the variables provided in this dataset were not requested, these were ‘course 
credits’, ‘course level’ and ‘number of discussion forums’. UNED reports the number of 
credits as a measure of the level of hours of personal study required by the student to course 
take a subject satisfactorily. The course level is related to the year of the career program in 
which the subject is located, and thus it is related to the level of difficulty due to the 
requirement of previous knowledge to succeed. The number of discussion forums is used to 
indicate the possibilities to interact through the OLE.  
 
From the literature reviewed in chapter two, there are some precedents for examining these 










related to measurements of level of difficulty and academic load examined by Asif et al. 
(2017), Park and Choi (2009) and Yukselturk and Bulut (2007) as faculty policies. As to the 
number of discussion forums, this was also analyzed as a potential predictor of performance 
by Romero et al. (2013) related to the LCMS interaction and communication capabilities. 
Thus, these variables were included in the model testing. The included variables from the 
LCMS bases, matched to the indicators in Appendix 2, are listed in Appendix 8. 
 
4.2.4.3. Student questionnaire. 
 
At the end of the first session of 2018, the Department of Production of Didactic Materials 
(DPMD) at UNED collected data via a student questionnaire. This was part of an ongoing 
study for diagnosing factors related to student satisfaction, quality of didactic materials and 
academic success (see Appendix 9). The questionnaire (‘Consulta de Opinión Estudiantil – 
UNED 2018’ in Appendix 10) included a series of questions regarding demographics, 
characteristics of textbooks used, preferences in the use of printed and online materials, and 
perceptions of the use of the LCMS in the subjects. DPMD prepared a de-identified dataset 
from the collected data, and provided it for the purpose of the present study as described in 
Appendix 14. It included 2,862 records with 77 variables (see Appendix 5). From the 77 
provided variables, only 55 were matched to the indicators in Appendix 2, as described in 
Appendix 11. 
  
Drawing on the three datasets obtained from UNED, which included 11 variables from the 
enrollment records, 13 from the LCMS, and 55 from the student’s questionnaire, LCMS 
databases and student questionnaire, a case study dataset was compiled for the present study. 
The 79 observed variables were compiled in the model testing dataset, and organized as 
described in Appendix 12. The sample size in the compiled testing dataset was based on the 










participants for whom UNED provided complete data. The records from the three datasets 
were matched using the provided code and subject numbers. Thus, the obtained dataset 
comprised 2,862 records in total, including 79 variables. A general view of the dataset is 
showed Appendix 13. The data were then prepared for SEM analysis, as shown in Chapter 5, 
following the procedures described next. 
 
4.2.5. Data analysis procedures 
 
This section describes the data analysis procedures involved in the process of testing the 
theoretical model proposed in Section 3.3. It presents Structural Equation Modeling as a 
suitable technique to analyze the data collected through the case study. The results of the 
corresponding analysis are presented in the next chapter. 
 
Even though the analysis of the case study evidence is considered one of the least developed 
aspects of doing case studies, Yin (2014) considers relying on theoretical propositions as a 
general analytic strategy, and includes the use of logic models as a suitable analytic 
technique. For Yin (2014, p. 155), the logic models “stipulate and operationalize a complex 
chain of occurrences or events over an extended period of time”, where the events are 
“staged in repeated cause-effect-cause-effect patterns, whereby a dependent variable at an 
early stage becomes the independent variable for the next stage”. The use of logic models is 
an analytical technique to match empirically observed events to theoretically described 
events. Yin (2014, p. 157) identifies structural equation modelling as a logic path model that 
can be used as a quantitative analysis strategy when there is a large number of records to 
work with. In particular, Yin (2014, p. 159) likens an ‘organizational-level logic model’ to 
the one that “traces events taking place in a single organization”, for which it is important to 
analyze not only the event, but also the transitions from one event to another. For that, a 











This study uses Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) as a logic model for case study 
analysis based on the theoretical propositions. SEM is a suitable approach, used to work with 
simultaneously interrelated variables applied to research in social sciences (Alivernini & 
Manganelli, 2015; Aryadoust & Liu, 2015). An SEM approach allows simultaneous testing 
for potential relationships, so a hypothesized theoretical model can be quantitatively 
supported by sample data (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). An SEM approach allows for the 
operationalization of latent variables, which are variables considered simultaneously 
dependent and independent within the same model (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2014). 
SEM is a family of multivariate methods statistical techniques that combine factor analysis 
and regression analysis to provide a quantitative framework to deal with the presence of 
explicit and latent variables, measurement models and multiple hypothetical relations that 
need to be tested simultaneously (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). 
 
SEM is frequently used in social sciences and education research for model testing. Al-
Gahtani (2016) used SEM to explore online learning acceptance and assimilation in a sample 
of 286 students from six colleges in Saudi Arabia. They found that most of their proposed 
hypotheses were supported by the data analysis, which led them to validate a particular 
theory of technology acceptance. Ardasheva (2016) used SEM to analyze the relationships 
among 815 United States students’ characteristics and academic and second language 
outcomes. They concluded that the power of SEM analyses allowed the study to evaluate the 
independent effects of a number of language-related individual differences and background 
characteristics on students’ outcomes. These studies used SEM to determine whether a series 
of theoretically nominated relationships among social variables impact particular outcomes. 
Similarly, the use of SEM in the present study allows addressing each of the three research 
questions to understand the combined effect of the interaction of the factors, its power to 










success when studying online. Specifically, the model is tested using an SEM technique 
called Exploratory Structural Equations Modelling (ESEM). This is suitable because it 
supports identification of simultaneous relationships that have not been previously tested, 
and which factors include multiple indicators with different measurement scales within a 
model (Kline, 2016; Marsh, Morin, Parker, & Kaur, 2014). ESEM data analysis includes 
five steps: model specification, model and data identification, estimation and testing fit, 
respecification and reporting. 
 
4.2.5.1. Model specification procedures. 
 
Model specification in SEM refers to the representation of a model (theoretical 
propositions). This uses specific notation of SEM analysis, in order to be able to specify the 
nature of the included variables and their hypothesized relationships (Hair et al., 2014). 
Typically, a model specification is represented by a path diagram such as the one in Figure 
10, where variables are symbolized using ovals (latent) of rectangles (observed), and arrows 




































Figure 10. A basic path diagram including the main constructs from the theoretical model  
in Section 3.3. 
 
The results of the model specification are fully described in the next chapter. 
 
4.2.5.2. Model identification procedures. 
 
Model identification refers to the process of verifying that it is mathematically possible to 
derive a unique estimate of every parameter in the model (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & 
Lomax, 2010). Specialized SEM software can be used to identify the model, however, there 
is a series of statistical assumptions that need to be met from the testing dataset in order to be 
able to perform SEM analysis (Byrne, 2010). Subsequently, the model can be examined to 
define whether it is identified. 
 
The default estimation method in SEM is maximum likelihood (ML), which is a method of 










2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). Obtained estimates from ML are consistent, unbiased, 
efficient, scale invariant, scale free, and normally distributed if the observed variables meet 
the multivariate normality assumption, thus, it can yield any transformation to the scale of 
one or more observed variables  (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). Thus, the testing dataset is 
examined in order to explore the fulfillment of the ML requirements. These include missing 
data, multivariate outliers, extreme collinearity, multivariate normality, positive definiteness 
and sample size (Hair et al., 2014; Kline, 2016). 
 
As to the sample size, statistical hypotheses testing performed through SEM analysis needs 
to confirm that the theoretical model fits the sample variance (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). 
In order to do so, the power for hypothesis testing (probability of rejecting the null 
hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is true) depends on the true population, 
significance level, degrees of freedom and sample size. Minimum a-priori sample size for 
SEM analysis can be calculated based on an anticipated effect size, a desired statistical 
power level and a probability level, and specifying the number of latent and observed 
variables (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). For this study, with an anticipated effect size of 
0.2, desired statistical power level of 0.8, a probability level of 0.05, and the 20 latent and 75 
observed variables, the minimum sample size to detect effect would be 569 records. In 
principle, a model is identified when the number of degrees of freedom is non-negative, and 
every latent variable in the model has a scale (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010).  
 
4.2.5.3. Model estimation procedures. 
 
After having obtained the results from the process of model identification, the model 
estimation is carried out. This process is made using specialized statistical software, to proxy 
the theoretical relationships in the model from the evidence in the collected data (Kline, 










power in statistical hypotheses testing, thus, a fitting function is determined and used to 
minimize the difference between parameters and estimators. Then, the obtained estimators 
are used to test the model, to determine to what extent the theoretical model is supported by 
the obtained sample data (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). The software used was 
IBM SPSS AMOS 22.0.0. 
 
Thus, once the consolidated dataset is matched with the model and loaded to the software 
following the model specification, estimators are obtained for each parameter in the 
structural equation model. A fitting function is then generated and used to explore the 
relationship between the theoretical and the empirical values. The obtained empirical values 
are then used to assess the goodness of fit of the model, and a series of indicators are 
produced in order to refine or adjust the model testing.  
 
The main index for assessing model fit in SEM analysis is the Chi-square (𝜒 ) value, which 
determines the degree to which the sample variance-covariance data fit the structural 
equation model (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). The 𝜒  value indicates the level of 
relationship between the observed and implied variance-covariance matrices: a significant 
𝜒  indicates difference, while a non-significant value indicates similarity and, consequently, 
that the implied theoretical model significantly reproduces the relationships in the sample 
(Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010).  However, when significantly large samples are 
considered in SEM, the 𝜒  value tends to be unrealistic, and can lead to erroneous 
conclusions regarding analysis outcomes (Byrne, 2016). This occurs due to 𝜒  is highly 
sensible to sample size, as its calculation depends on it (𝜒 𝑛 1 𝐹 , where 𝐹  is the 
Maximum Likelihood fit function) (Schumacker & Lomax, 2015).  
 
As a solution, three other indices emerged as variants for SEM model comparison, known as 










Lewis index (TLI) (Byrne, 2010; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). These indexes rescale 𝜒  
into a 0 (no fit) to 1 (perfect fit) range, and typically compare proposed models with a null 
model. Thus, commonly, obtained NFI, CFI and TLI values over 0.9 are considered of good 
fit for the model assessed (Byrne, 2010; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). In addition, this 
study also considers the Steiger-Lind Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 
as a model fit index. This is an absolute fit statistic index of badness-of-fit, scaled into a 0 
(perfect fit) to 1 (no fit) range, and values below 0.05 are considered of good fit for the 




The fourth step of SEM analysis, respecification, is a procedure used to refine or adjust the 
model testing. This is performed in order to improve the testing fit in terms of the fulfilment 
of certain relationships poorly explained by the initial estimation procedure (Hair et al., 
2014; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). This process is also called model modification, due to it 
being typical that any initial ‘testing’ model shows a poor fit, or it is not as strong as 
expected, and thus it can be modified (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). This step 
includes any modification to the initial model and subsequent evaluations. Modifications are 
based on the detection of specification errors, in search for a new specification to alter the 
original model, in order to produce one with better fit and still “yields parameters having 
practical significance and substantive meaning” (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010, p. 64). This is 
essential in exploratory structural equation modelling (Byrne, 2010; Kline, 2016). Results 
from the procedures of model specification, identification, estimation and respecification are 












4.3. Ethical considerations 
 
As part of a plan to protect the subjects of the case study, a series of ethical considerations 
were carried out through the present study. Formal approval was obtained from Universidad 
Estatal a Distancia (UNED) and The University of Wollongong (UOW), and ethical 
considerations included gaining informed consent from the subjects involved, protecting the 
identity of the participants, protecting the privacy and confidentiality of collected data, and 
selecting participants equitably. 
  
More specifically, respective authorization was granted in order to use the data for this 
research based on UNED and UOW Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) 
requirements.  The data used for the present study come from existing datasets, provided by 
UNED, established with consent of data subjects (see Appendix 14). This implied that there 
were no burdens on participants in terms of time required or inconveniences directly derived 
from this research. Equitable selection was granted by the lack of inclusion or exclusion 
criteria, due to every piece of information received through the UNED datasets being 
considered. Moreover, for the purpose of the study, there was no need to establish data 
related to beliefs, customs, or cultural heritage. 
 
As described in Section 4.2.4, the data were collected and organized by UNED from three 
internal sources: the university’s enrollment records, online learning environment 
institutional databases, and a questionnaire used by the university as part of an institutional 
study. From the first two sources, records correspond to students’ de-identified (non-
personal) logged data. For the third one, the university carried out a student opinion 
consultation regarding factors associated with student satisfaction and academic success with 
online learning environments and other academic materials, to be analyzed in diverse 










data processed through this study did not include direct subject participation, and the data 
were de-identified. Additionally, authorities at UNED have guaranteed that the subjects 
willingly participated in the questionnaire, received full disclosure of the research intents, 
were able to withdraw at any time, and were aware that the data collected through their 
systems are used for research purposes, included the one described in this study (see 
Appendix 14).  
 
The monitoring of the conduct, progress and aims of the research was overseen by the UOW 
thesis supervisors and UNED representatives, to ensure that the data were being exclusively 
used for the purposes described in Appendix 14. Regarding the data ownership, security and 
stewardship, the data used in this case study is owned by UNED, was facilitated by UNED 
data officers for the purpose of this research and was kept stored on a UOW secure server 
and an external password-protected hard drive in a locked office at UOW during the project. 
It is kept stored on a UOW secure server, to be securely deleted after five years. The data 
were only used for the purpose of this research. Appendix 14 includes the ethical 
considerations at UNED, issued on 17 October 2018, and Appendix 15 includes the ethics 





This chapter described the research design and methods used to test the theoretical model 
that explores how students succeed in online learning environments. First, a case study 
approach provided a framework for exploring the hypothesized theoretical interactions in the 











analysis of the typical steps of a case study approach, including research questions, 
theoretical propositions, analysis of the case, and methods of data analysis.  
 
The research questions followed in the case study are in accordance with those indicated in 
Chapter 2, which guided this study from the analysis of literature for detecting influencing 
factors of success, to the testing and evaluation of the model. The theoretical propositions 
are nested within the model, where three layers of correlation are simultaneously 
hypothesized and, consequently, they all can be tested through testing the theoretical model. 
The site of case study was UNED, a distance university that represents a critical, common 
case where the issues identified in Chapter 1 were identified and provided the required data 
to test the model. The data collection procedures carried out by UNED were then described, 
including the way in which the information was provided for the purpose of this study.  
 
Data analysis procedures are based on SEM analysis, as a suitable approach to test a 
hypothesized theoretical model using a case study research design (Yin, 2014). Steps of 
SEM were also described, including model specification, identification, estimation and 
respecification. The ethical considerations carried out through the study were also described 
in this chapter. Next, Chapter 5 describes the implementation and presents the results of the 








Chapter 5. Results 
 
 
As an approach for exploring student success in online learning environments, this study 
created a theoretical model to analyze how students and teachers interact through online 
learning environments. The model was based on the factors outlined in Chapter 2 and the 
theoretical framework in Chapter 3. Then, Chapter 4 described the research design and 
methods to test the model. In summary, the case study research design in this study 
addresses the research questions by simultaneously testing the theoretical propositions 
contained in the model. Analysis of the case study ultimately leads to an evaluation of the 
extent to which the model can be used to investigate student success in online learning. 
 
This chapter presents the data analysis procedures and results from testing the model, based 
on Structural Equation Modelling. These are organized as described in the previous chapter, 
including the specification, identification, estimation and respecification of the model. The 
outcome of the chapter is a series of estimators based on SEM analysis, which are then used 
in the following chapter to assess how well the modified model fits the data from the  
case study. 
5.1. Model specification 
 
Model specification provides a visual representation of the structural model based on the 
theoretical relationships among variables (see Figure 11). Following the theoretical 
propositions in Section 4.2.1, this specification is developed in three layers. The higher level 










related factors, Context-related Factors and Student Success. Student success is modelled as 




Figure 11. Adaptation, from the theoretical model to a SEM-based representation, of the Student-
Teaching-Context-Success interaction. 
 
The next level of factors (layer-2) consists of the latent variables that are used as descriptors 
of the constructs in layer-1. This correspond to the factors identified and organized from 











Figure 12. Representation of the constructs and factors in the model, using SEM notation. 
 
Based on the theoretical model, along with the relation between the four main constructs 
(layer-1), Figure 12 simultaneously represents each of these constructs as latent variables, 
reflected by their factors (layer-2). The last level of factors, layer-3, consist of the indicators 
of the level-2 variables, as described in Chapter 2 (see Appendix 2). These indicators are 











Figure 13. Specified model, including constructs, factors and indicators. 
 
Figure 13 represents the model specification used to test the model using SEM analysis (see 
Appendix 2 to review the indicators included in the model). Next, the second step of SEM 
analysis corresponds to model and data identification, which includes the matching between 












5.2. Model identification 
 
The list of variables included in the testing model is shown in Appendix 12 and a general 
view of the testing dataset appears in Appendix 13. Subsequently, the compiled dataset was 
used to analyze missing data, multivariate outliers, extreme collinearity, multivariate 
normality, positive definiteness and sample size, as conditions required from the data to be 
able to perform the estimation of the model (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). Due 
to the large sample obtained from the case study, the relatively small number of missing 
values detected, and the difficulties related to working with missing data in SEM (Hair et al., 
2014; Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015), this study excluded records with missing 
data. Out of the provided 2862 records, 351 containing missing data were detected by 
calculating multivariate distance in SPSS (which required complete records) and excluded 
from the total. The testing dataset were then reduced to 2511 complete records. 
 
Multivariate outliers are defined as records in the dataset that have extreme scores on two or 
more variables, or a pattern of scores that is atypical (Kline, 2016). These were examined in 
this study using Mahalanobis distance (distance in variance units between scores and 
centroid of a case), where large values are considered multivariate outliers (Kline, 2016). 
The obtained distance values for each record were then compared to the chi square 
distribution, using the number of predictors in the model as degrees of freedom (numeric 
variables in the testing model, 63 in total). Any 𝑝 value below . 001 was then considered a 
record of a multivariate outlier. Out of the 2511 records, 310 probable outliers were detected 
and excluded. The testing dataset was then reduced to 2201 records. 
 
As to extreme collinearity, SEM, assume that the variables are linearly related to one another 










be separate variables actually measure the same thing (Kline, 2016). Thus, the testing 
dataset, with the 2201 complete records, were screened for detecting any probable 
collinearity. This was performed using the variance inflation factor (VIF) in SPSS, which is 
the ratio of the total standardized variance over the proportion of unique variance (tolerance, 
1/ 1 𝑅 ), and the variable may redundant if 𝑉𝐼𝐹 10.0 (Kline, 2016). Based on this 
criterion, collinearity diagnostic in SPSS showed extreme collinearity and probable 
redundancy for three variables: ‘quality of instructions’, ‘satisfaction with instructions’ and 
‘satisfaction with tutor’. VIF and tolerance indices are included in Appendix 16. In addition, 
correlational analysis determined a score of . 928 between ‘quality of instructions’ and 
‘satisfaction with instructions’, confirming the interpretation that both variables are 
redundant. For ‘satisfaction with tutor’, this variable also showed high correlation with most 
of the variables related to teacher participation: ‘quality of instructions’ (. 871), ‘satisfaction 
with instructions’ (. 836), ‘Perceived teacher attitude’ (. 898), ‘Perceived teacher 
helpfulness’ (. 890) and ‘Perceived teacher level of knowledge’ (. 894), as shown in 
Appendix 17. In result, the variables ‘quality of instructions’ and ‘satisfaction with tutor’ 
were excluded from the study, and the testing dataset then had 77 variables left. 
 
Multivariate normality is met when all residual univariate distributions of variables are 
normal, all joint distributions of any pair of variables is bivariate normal, and all bivariate 
scatterplots are linear with homoscedastic residuals (Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). The 77 
remaining variables in the testing dataset included 10 numeric, six nominal categorical and 
61 ordered categorical (including 11 dichotomous and 47 five-point Likert scale-type items). 
These considerations were analysed for each of these variables. Regarding the 10 numeric 
variables, these are specified in Appendix 18, including descriptive analysis of mean, 
standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and range. Appendix 19 includes a view of the 











includes analysis of linearity among these variables, Appendix 21 includes homoscedasticity 
analysis results and Appendix 22 includes variance analysis results.  
 
Analysis of multivariate normality showed that the variables years enrolled at UNED, 
number of enrolled subjects, number of students in group and grade were skewed. 
Transformations for normalizing these distributions were considered, however any alteration 
to these variables would have significantly altered their interpretation. Thus, SEM analysis 
outcomes, including these variables, were expected to be affected by the inclusion of these 
variables. Similarly, even though most of the paired relationships among numeric variables 
were found linear, some were not, such as variety of resources used with number of enrolled 
subjects. Lastly, Analysis of relative variance showed abnormal levels of variance in ‘Age’ 
and ‘Number of student in group’, as its ratio to the smallest variance was significantly much 
greater than 100 (Kline, 2016). As previously examined, these variables were also found 
non-normally distributed, thus, the model estimation would be significantly affected if these 
variables were included. Detailed examination of the dataset indicated that the variable 
‘Number of student in group’ did not specifically refer to the number of student in each 
group, but in each cohort by subject (one subject has several groups), which was the main 
reason for such high level of variance, thus, it was removed from the study. 
 
As to the nominal categorical in the dataset, these were ‘Campus’, ‘Program’, ‘Marital 
status’, ‘Employment status’, ‘Enrolment status for following session’ and ‘Enrolment status 
after one year’. In order to meet the SEM multivariate normality assumptions, these required 
meaningful transformations (Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). For the case of ‘campus’, this 
responded to the university campus in which the students were enrolled. No normality 
transformation was possible without altering the meaning of the variables while building 
interval levels, and thus, this could not be included in the study. As to ‘program’, it was 










whether a student was enrolled in a specific program or in general studies (mandatory 
coursework across public universities in Costa Rica). Similar transformations were 
performed to ‘Marital Status’ and ‘Employment status’, reduced to dichotomous variables 
based on analysis of the nature and meaning of these variables (see Appendix 6). The case of 
two remaining nominal variables, related to enrolment status, both varied in ‘not enrolled’, 
‘re-enrolled’ and ‘graduated’, which facilitated its transformation to dichotomous variables, 
due to ‘re-enrolled’ and ‘graduated’ were both indicators of completion. Transformations 
and recoding appear in Appendix 6. Due to the fact that the dataset was not designed for this 
work, these transformations represented a limitation to the analysis, as nominal categorical 
variables could not be analysed in their true nature. 
 
From the remaining 66 ordered categorical variables in the dataset, three were ‘Number of 
children’ in the family, ‘Average participations per week’ and ‘course level’. The number of 
children were observed from 0 to 2 referring to that number of children, and ‘more than 2’ 
otherwise (recoded to 3).  The teachers’ average participations per week were categorized in 
‘less than 5 per week’, ‘5 to 10 per week’, ’10 to 15 per week’ and ‘more than 15 per week’. 
Course level varied from 1 to 16, indicating the number of sessions in which the subject was 
located in the career program. Even though their adjustment to numeric data showed 
skewness due to their nature, kurtosis was small enough (within a range of −0.7 to +0.7) for 
keeping them in the analysis (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). 
 
Regarding the remaining 63 ordered categorical variables (including 16 dichotomous and 47 
five-point Likert scale-type items), several discussions around the robustness of the 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation method considered that ML is a robust method for 
SEM analysis using dichotomous and ordered categorical data when a sample size is large 
(𝑁 1000) (Byrne, 2016; Muthén & Kaplan, 1985; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). In this 










including non-interval variables in the study was that these had relatively moderate skewness 
and kurtosis values (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). Descriptive statistics of 
these variables are shown in Appendix 23. 
 
Concerning positive definiteness, most SEM estimation methods, including ML, require that 
a positive definite matrix can be calculated from the data, or else, a unique set of estimator 
for the model could not be obtained. Common causes for non-positive definiteness are 
related to extreme multivariate collinearity, presence of outliers and missing data, however, 
such analyses have been already performed as described in the previous paragraphs. Positive 
definiteness was checked using SPSS AMOS. It was tested by obtaining a non-singular data 
matrix, with positive eigenvalues, and no out-of-bounds correlations or covariance (Kline, 
2016). 
 
The final working sample size for the present study was reduced to 2201 records, which is 
higher than the minimum required for performing statistical inference (Kline, 2016; 
Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). However, the dataset does not correspond to a random 
sample, as participants were identified through free voluntary completion of a questionnaire. 
This did not imply that the SEM analysis could not be performed, but instead, the 
interpretation of the outcomes in chapters 6 and 7 are limited to the sample and not 
necessarily generalizable to the wider online learning in higher education community. 
Moreover, any generalization of the results depends on the interpretation of other indicators, 
descriptors of the population in comparison to the obtained sample, such as student 
distribution per age group, gender, school, grade and others (Appendix 24 and Appendix 25 
present a series of sample and population frequencies from the case study).  
 
Thus, from the performed analysis of the statistical assumptions for SEM analysis above, the 










a factor loading fixed to one, and the degrees of freedom were verified greater than cero 
(Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). The identified model is shown in Appendix 26. 
 
5.3. Model estimation 
 
An overall good fit of a SEM model is assessed by examining the fit indices (commonly a 
significant 𝜒 ; 𝑁𝐹𝐼, 𝐶𝐹𝐼 and 𝑇𝐿𝐼 closest to 1; and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 closest to 0) (Byrne, 2016; 
Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). The process of model estimation was carried out 
using IBM SPSS AMOS 22.0.0. The observed variables included in the compiled dataset 
were processed following the specification of the statistical model in Appendix 26. General 
notes from the testing model estimation are shown in Appendix 27. The initial testing model 
fit values were 𝜒 30418.155, 𝑑𝑓 2532, 𝑁𝐹𝐼 .774, 𝐶𝐹𝐼 .789, 𝑇𝐿𝐼 .781 and 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 .071 (the complete output of model fit indices are included in Appendix 28). 
Initially, these indices showed an overall poor fit of the sample data in the theoretical model. 
This was expected, as it typically occurs for initial testing exploratory models in SEM 
(Schumacker & Lomax, 2010), and led to exploring possible causes.  
 
The fitted model is based on a structural equation where student success has been theorized 
as depending on the interaction among student, teaching and context related factors 
(𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡). This equation simultaneously depends on 
how these four constructs were measured (see Section 5.1). Specifically, ‘Student’ in the 
model is a latent variable based on five factors, while ‘Teaching’ comprises five factors, 
‘Context’ four and ‘Success’ three (see Appendix 26). Thus, analysis of the measurement of 
each construct in the model represented potential unexplained variance to explore in the 
process of model respecification. Table 8 presents the model fit values for each of the four 






















𝜒  30418.16 6567.735 2839.800 2997.875 1350.332 
𝑑𝑓 2532 225 165 148 41 
𝑝 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 . 071 . 113 . 086 . 094 . 120 
𝑁𝐹𝐼 . 774 . 719 . 918 . 910 . 921 
𝐶𝐹𝐼 . 789 . 726 . 922 . 914 . 924 
𝑇𝐿𝐼 . 781 . 692 . 910 . 900 . 897 
 
 
Based on the model fit values (see Table 8), there is evidence that most of the variance 
produced in the model can be tracked to the conformation of Student (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 .113) and 
Success (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 .120). This can be also reflected through the analysis of the factor 
loadings for each construct, as shown in Table 9 (a representation of the structural models 
for the four constructs are attached in Appendix 29). 
 
Table 9. Standardized factor loadings in the testing model 
 Constructs    
Factors Student Teaching Context Success 
Student records . 349     
Social conditions . 031     
Self-determination . 942∗    
Technology-usage ability . 647∗    
Student participation . 517∗    
Content Management  . 897∗   
Teacher’s Participation  . 874∗   
Teacher’s Attitude  . 850∗   
Course characteristics  . 951∗   
Faculty policies  .220∗   
Design/structure   . 858∗  
Interaction capabilities   . 894∗  
Tech support   . 841∗  
Access/availability   . 637∗  
Performance    . 802∗ 
Satisfaction    . 600∗ 
Persistence    . 270∗ 












From the constructs in Table 9, Student, Teaching and Success show at least one factor 
loading close to 0 which, coupled to high levels of badness-of-fit seen in the RMSEA levels 
in Table 8, suggested great levels of unexplained variance in the model (Kline, 2016). The 
complete list of estimated regression weights appears in Appendix 30. This showed the 
presence of high residual correlation in the model that could potentially be driven by errors 
in the design of the instruments used for data collection (Cole, Ciesla, & Steiger, 2007; 
Landis, Edwards, & Cortina, 2010; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). Further, the estimated 
covariances and correlations between Student, Teaching and Context in the model (in 
Appendix 31) showed high correlation between the main three constructs in the model, 
which supported the core structure of the theoretical model in this study. 
 
Analysis of obtained estimates for the model in the previous section suggested that the 
model could be significantly improved by examining the causes of unexplained variance. 
Based on the modification indices from the estimation of the testing model, there was 
significant covariance found between residuals terms. This is usually attributable to 
measurement errors that affect the estimation method, such as collinearity and normality 
related (Byrne, 2010; Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). However, a deeper 
analysis of the variables involved helped to determine other probable reasons of covariance. 
Thus, additional exploratory analysis of potential covariances in the model were performed.  
 
5.4. Model respecification 
 
The process of model respecification consisted on exploring probable covariance between 
observed variables, whether these were induced by a poor design of data collection 










theoretical model (Cole et al., 2007; Hermida, 2015). In result, significant covariance was 
determined among the residuals of observed variables, as described in Table 10. These 
represented new relationships that had not been theorized from the findings in the literature 
review. Further, this indicated that there were non-casual connections in the model that had 
not been considered in the testing model (Byrne, 2016; Landis et al., 2010).  
 
Correlating residuals in SEM could be seen as an intent for forcing a model to fit the data, 
however, when the correlations among measurements are unavoidable, these should be 
examined (Landis et al., 2010). For example, from the paired covariances in Table 10, 
Variety of content and Quality of content are two of the observed variables that were 
collected through the student questionnaire and, due to the order of the questions and 
vocabulary used, their measurement residuals are likely to covary, driven by the design of 
the instrument. Factors sharing indicators, and usage of multiple measures of the same 
construct are common cases where correlation among measurements cannot be avoided 
(Hermida, 2015). Both conditions were detected in the testing dataset, related to the design 
of the data collection, due to the compilation of three datasets originally collected for 
different purposes, using different measurement scales. Moreover, when design-driven 
correlated residuals are ignored, the meaning of the extracted latent variables can change 
and, potentially, generate misleading results (Cole et al., 2007). Subsequently, this were 












Table 10. Significant residual covariances included in the model respecification 
Covariance Estimate S.E. 
Among ‘Student’-related indicators   
 Self-discipline <--> Time self-management 0.355∗ 0.013 
 Computer self-efficacy <--> Internet self-efficacy 0.298∗ 0.010 
 Interaction with other students <--> instructor support requested 0.400∗ 0.020 
 Employment status <--> Scholarship 0.076∗ 0.005 
 Employment status <--> Years enrolled at UNED 0.294∗ 0.057 
 Work in groups confidence <--> self-confidence in OLE 0.057∗ 0.010 
 Interaction with other students <--> Work in groups confidence 0.184∗ 0.021 
Among ‘Teaching’-related indicators   
 Variety of content <--> Quality of content 0.067∗ 0.005 
 Teachers av. participations per week <--> Number of credits 0.081∗ 0.007 
 Course credits <--> Variety in assessment 0.140∗ 0.013 
 Course level <--> Textbook used 0.312∗ 0.028 
Among ‘Context’-related indicators   
 Internet access quality <--> Internet speed quality 0.298∗ 0.014 
 System reliability <--> System available all the time 0.104∗ 0.013 
 System available all the time <--> Internet speed quality 0.114∗ 0.010 
 System available all the time <--> Internet access quality 0.088∗ 0.008 
 Computer access guaranteed <--> Internet access quality 0.080∗ 0.008 
 Variety of resources used <--> Number of sessions 0.566∗ 0.058 
Among ‘Success’-related indicators   
 Satisfaction with assessments <--> Satisfaction with instructions 0.135∗ 0.010 
 Satisf. with Interaction capabilities <--> Satisf. with Design/structure 0.108∗ 0.006 
Among ‘Student’ and ‘Teaching’-related indicators   
 Course level <--> Years enrolled at UNED 5.144∗ 0.401 
Among ‘Student’ and ‘Context’-related indicators   
 System allows comm. with students <--> Interaction w/ other students 0.199∗ 0.014 
 Computer access guaranteed <--> Computer ownership 0.040∗ 0.004 
Among ‘Teaching’ and ‘Context’-related indicators   
 Teachers av. participations per week <--> Number of discussion forums 0.441∗ 0.028 
Among ‘Teaching’ and ‘Success’-related indicators   
 Timely feedback on assignments <--> Satisfaction with assessment char. 0.195∗ 0.013 
 Logical organization of content <--> Satisfaction with Design/Structure 0.036∗ 0.007 
*𝑝 .001 
 
Thus, the process of model respecification led to obtain the modified model by including the 
covariances in Table 10. This implied that, even though the structure of the theoretical 
framework did not change in terms of the relationships among constructs and latent factors 
involved, there were connections among observed variables (indicators) in the sample that 
had not been theoretically linked, produced by the nature of the collected data. This could 










performed from the literature review (summarized in Appendix 2), and the actual observed 
grouping of indicators detected from the case study. In synthesis, the covariance values 
showed in table 10 reveal that most of the fitting improvement comes from reducing the 
variance not explained in the indicators and, although to a lesser extent, these also included 
covariances between indicators from different level-2 latent variables, which affected the 
fitting of the original model. 
 
The general notes from the modified model estimation are shown in Appendix 32. The 
obtained modified model fit values were 𝑁𝐹𝐼 .900, 𝐶𝐹𝐼 .917, 𝑇𝐿𝐼 .912 and 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 .045 (the complete output of model fit indices are included in Appendix 33), 
indicating an overall good model fit (see Table 11). This is discussed in the next chapter. 
The indices in Table 11 show a general improvement in comparison to the testing model 
values shown in Table 8, and reached the minimum expected values to consider an 
acceptable overall fit to the observed values (see Section 4.2.5.3). This means that the factor 
loadings in Table 12 are plausible reflectors of the actual pattern in the observed sample. 
Structural models for the four constructs are attached in Appendix 34. 
 











𝜒  13503.450 1677.256 2197.371 1107.451 723.451 
𝑑𝑓 2490 276 161 140 39 
𝑝 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 . 045 . 055 . 076 . 056 . 089 
𝑁𝐹𝐼 . 900 . 928 . 936 . 967 . 958 
𝐶𝐹𝐼 . 917 . 937 . 941 . 971 . 960 













Table 12. Standardized factor loadings in the modified model 
 Constructs    
Factors Student Teaching Context Success 
Student records .006     
Social conditions .032     
Self-determination . 686∗    
Technology-usage ability . 374∗    
Student participation . 693∗    
Content Management  . 857∗   
Teacher’s Participation  . 930∗   
Teacher’s Attitude  . 878∗   
Course characteristics  . 903∗   
Faculty policies  .246∗   
Design/structure   . 829∗  
Interaction capabilities   . 923∗  
Tech support   . 759∗  
Access/availability   . 559∗  
Performance    . 457∗ 
Satisfaction    . 991∗ 
Persistence    . 156∗ 
*𝑝 .05, 𝑁𝑆 Non-significant. 
 





This chapter presented the results from the case study data analysis procedures, based on 
SEM analysis, including the specification, identification and estimation of the model, which 
led to explore suitable modifications in search for a better model fit derived from the 
theoretical framework. Model specification procedures included a detailed examination of 
the theoretical model, as described in Chapter 3, in order to interpret it and code it in SEM 
notation, which included specific graphic notation and terminology. The theoretical model 
was first analyzed in terms of the main constructs, which denotes the structural equation that 
defined Success in terms of Student-Teaching-Context interaction. Then, each of these 










finally, in the third layer, the model included all the indicators that defined the factors in 
each construct, in a complex systematization of simultaneous latent variables. 
 
Subsequently, after having verified that the model was identified, the model estimation was 
performed, and the obtained fit indices and estimators suggested that the model could be 
significantly improved. The model respecification was based on analysis of covariance. 
Next, Chapter 6 presents a discussion of the findings from this data analysis, including the 
overall fit of the theoretical model for the observed data and the factor loading in each of the 





Chapter 6. Findings 
The purpose of this study was to create a theoretical model for exploring how students 
succeed in online learning environments. The potentially influencing factors detected from 
previous research were then theoretically organized in a model, which was derived from the 
analysis of distance education theories based on the role of interactions that produce success. 
The model was then tested using data from a characteristic case of interest, using a case 
study research design. Results from the data analysis showed how the theoretical model 
fitted the analyzed dataset, which is discussed in this chapter.  
6.1. Overall model fit  
After examination of the assumptions for performing SEM analysis, a total of 73 observed 
variables through 2201 records from the case study were included in the testing dataset. 
These were paired within the theoretical model created in Chapter 3, including the 73 
observed variables defining 17 factors (latent variables), organized as reflectors of four 
main constructs, where Success was defined as the dependent variable of Student, Teaching 
and Context in a structural equation. The original model fit (testing model) indices showed 
that, even though there was evidence that the sample dataset supports the main argument 
regarding a high level of interaction between Student, Teaching and Context as predictors of 










First, the levels of covariance estimates and corresponding standard errors in the testing 
model implied a significant linear association between the constructs Student, Teaching and 
Context, as shown in Table 13. This supported the definition of these three constructs as 
interacting (correlated) predictors of Student Success while simultaneously defined by 
clusters of previously-detected influencing factors. Standardized correlation estimates (R) 
showed significant strong interaction between Student and Teaching (𝑅 .707), Student 
and Context (𝑅 .882) and Teaching and Context (𝑅 .892). 
 
Table 13. Between-constructs covariances and correlations estimates 
 Covariance Correlation (R) 
Estimate  Estimate S.E. 
Student-Teaching . 637∗ . 038 . 707 
Student-Context . 770∗ . 40 . 882 
Teaching-Context 1.052∗ . 041 . 892 
* 𝑝 .001 
 
Due to the Student-Teaching-Context correlation supported the structure of the main 
equation in the model (Success as an outcome of Student-Teaching-Context interaction), 
further exploration of the testing model fit was justified, in search for a better model to fit 
the testing dataset. Exploration was then based on the high percentage of unexplained 
variance in the tested model, produced by correlated measurements not originally considered 
from the theory.  
 
For instance, ‘Timely feedback on assignments’ is one of the Teaching-related factors in the 
model, while ‘Satisfaction with assessment characteristics’ is an indicator of Satisfaction in 
the model. Even though both are in different ‘sides’ of the structural equation, these 
measurements were linked from the design of the instrument used to collect the data (see 
Appendix 7). Similarly, variance in ‘Logical organization of content’ with ‘Satisfaction with 










testing model estimation and thus they were considered in the process of model 
respecification (see the list of determined covariances in the modified model in Table 10, 
Chapter 5). 
 
Among the determined covariances in Table 10, other interesting findings from the model 
respecification were the correlation between ‘Self-discipline’ with ‘Time self-management’, 
‘Computer self-efficacy’ with ‘Internet self-efficacy’, and ‘System reliability’ with ‘System 
available all the time’. Even though analysis of collinearity did not show significant issues 
between these pairs of observations, this covariance could be an indicator that they represent 
a very close construct from the perspective of the participants. Other similar cases were 
‘Variety of content’ with ‘Quality of content’, ‘Computer access guaranteed’ with 
‘Computer ownership’, and ‘Interaction with other students’ with ‘Work in groups 
confidence’. 
 
Due to their meaning, other detected pairs appear to be naturally related, and thus, it is 
reasonable to consider that variance in these observed variables were found as non-causally 
related. Cases of this are ‘Course level’ with ‘Years enrolled at UNED’, ‘System allows 
communication with other students’ with ‘Interaction with other students’, ‘Employment 
status’ with ‘Years enrolled at UNED’, and ‘Employment status’ with ‘Scholarship’. This 
last pair showed a negative covariance, showing that students who are not employed are 
more likely to be scholarship holders. 
 
Indicators of satisfaction were also found significantly correlated in its variance with other 
observed variables. For instance, ‘Satisfaction with assessments’ with ‘Satisfaction with 
instructions’ and ‘Satisfaction with Interaction and communication capabilities’ with 
‘Satisfaction with Design/structure’. Other interesting correlated pairs detected with no 










with ‘Self-confidence in OLE’ (the more self-perceived work-in-groups confidence, the less 
self-confidence in OLE), and ‘Course level’ with ‘Textbook used’ (the higher the course 
level, the less likely to use a textbook in the course). 
 
As previously noted, these observed covariances could be attributed to the design of the 
student questionnaire used by UNED to collect the data. However, these could also indicate 
that the model specification needed improvement regarding the classification of the included 
indicators and factors in the way that they were determined from the analysis of literature in 
Chapter 2. More research in this regard could help to determine this. Thus, after these non-
previously-seen connections from the theory were considered in the model, the new 
modified model fit estimates suggested a better fit for the data than the testing model, as 
shown in Table 14. 
 
Table 14. Model estimates of Structural Equation Model of Student Success in OLE 
 Testing model Modified model 
𝜒  30418.16 13503.45 
𝑑𝑓 2532 2490 
𝑝 .05 .05 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 . 071 . 045 
𝑁𝐹𝐼 . 774 . 900 
𝐶𝐹𝐼 . 789 . 917 
𝑇𝐿𝐼 . 781 . 912 
 
 
Table 14 presents the model fit indices for the two models. Even though 𝜒  was not 
significant in either case, this was expected, due to the fact that large sample sizes tend to 
produce unrealistic chi square estimators (Byrne, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). This 
can also be seen through the high number of degrees of freedom (𝑑𝑓) in both models and, 
consequently, the produced 𝑝 values are not determining for evaluating the models. Instead, 










2015). 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴, as an absolute fit index of badness-of-fit, is expected to be as small as 
possible, with a good model fit being considered for values less . 05 (Kline, 2016). Similar to 
𝑁𝐹𝐼 and 𝑇𝐿𝐼, 𝐶𝐹𝐼 is an incremental fit index used as a goodness-of-fit statistic, where 
acceptable model fit present values greater than . 90 (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). 
 
Thus, overall, the modified model shows an acceptable model fit to the sample data, which 
supports the structure of the relationships of the latent variables specified in a theoretical 
model (Kline, 2016). This suggests that the theoretical model offers a plausible organization 
among the factors influencing student success. Figure 14 presents the standardized 
regression weights in the modified model, as these can also be used to examine the 
theoretical proposition included in the model (see Section 4.3), determined by the impact of 












Figure 14. Standardized regression weights in the respecified model 
 
The values in Figure 14 correspond to the estimated regression weights determined from the 
modified model fit. These are the standardized total effects in the structural equation model, 
as described in Table 15. Five simultaneous effects are observed through the structural 
equation: first, Success as an outcome of Student, Teaching and Context, and then, each of 












Table 15. Standardized regression weights in the structural equation model 
Latent variables Constructs    
Constructs Factors Student Teaching Context Success 
Success  . 031  . 945∗ . 024   
 Performance    . 457∗ 
 Satisfaction    . 991∗ 
 Persistence    . 156∗ 
Student      
 Student records .006     
 Social conditions .032     
 Self-determination . 686∗    
 Technology-usage ability . 374∗    
 Student participation . 693∗    
Teaching      
 Content Management  . 857∗   
 Teacher’s Participation  . 930∗   
 Teacher’s Attitude  . 878∗   
 Course characteristics  . 903∗   
 Faculty policies  .246∗   
Context      
 Design/structure   . 829∗  
 Interaction capabilities   . 923∗  
 Tech support   . 759∗  
 Access/availability   . 559∗  
      
*𝑝 .05, 𝑁𝑆 Non-significant. 
 
 
Although the model was grounded on a hypothesized correlated Student-Teaching-Context 
set of predictors of Success, the model fit to the sample data only showed significant direct 
effects of Teaching (𝛽 .945) on Success, at a .05 level. As to the Student-related factors, 
Self-determination (𝛽 .686), Technology-usage ability (𝛽 .374) and Student 
participation (𝛽 .693) indicated a significant positive direct effect from Student. This 
suggest these are valid latent factors of Student. Hypothesized Teaching-related factors were 
all found to be significant: while Content management (𝛽 .857), Teacher’s participation 
(𝛽 .930), Teacher’s attitude (𝛽 .878) and Course characteristics (𝛽 .903) indicated a 
significant positive strong effect from Teacher, Faculty policies (𝛽 .246) shows a low 
negative direct effect. Context-related factors were also confirmed from the theoretical 










(𝛽 .923), Tech support (𝛽 .759) and Access/availability (𝛽 .559) were found 
positive significant for the construct. 
 
Success was simultaneously examined as a reflective variable to Performance, Satisfaction 
and Persistance. Consistent with the theoretical model, these three relationships were found 
significant as well. Strong positive significant direct effects were determined on 
Performance (𝛽 .457) and Satisfaction (𝛽 .991), and low significant direct effects on 
Persistence (𝛽 .156). Indirect effects from Student, Teaching and Context to these 
indicatives of Success are shown in Table 16. 
 
Table 16. Indirect effects in indicatives of Success from the interacting constructs 
 Reflectors of Success 
Construct Performance Satisfaction Persistence 
Student . 014 . 031 . 005 
Teaching . 432 . 937 . 148 
Context . 011 . 024 . 004 
𝑅  . 209 . 982 . 024 
 
 
Based on the estimates in Table 16, only 20.9% of the variance of Performance can be 
explained from the Student-Teaching-Context interaction, while 98.2% of the variance of 
Satisfaction is explained in the model. This suggests that even though the three indicators of 
success determined from the research review were found significant in the sample dataset, 
Satisfaction and Performance better reflected the variance caused to Success as a construct 
obtained from the Student-Teaching-Context interaction. 
 
Back to the theoretical model in Section 3.3, the main theoretical proposition was based on 
the analysis of Student Success, as an outcome of the interaction between Student, Teaching 
and Context. Even though the model fit only showed a significant influence of the Teaching-










constructs. This suggested that the composition of the three interacting constructs, indirectly 
influenced Success, particularly due to the inclusion of correlated measurement residuals in 
the respecified model, either due to design-driven error, or due to the need for further 
specification to the original model.  
 
Thus, relevant findings motivated further examination of the composition of each construct. 
First, Student, Teaching and Context are highly correlated, from the testing model, to each 
other, to produce Success (see Table 13). Second, even though the estimates pointed out that 
only Teaching had a significant direct effect over Success, as the respecified model seems to 
be of good fit, applications of the model in other cases will potentially show significant 
direct effects of Student or Context related factors over Success. In addition, further 
examination of the weight of each of the included indicators in the model allows evaluating 
the role of the previously-detected influencing factors of success based on research review in 
the sample data. 
 
6.2. Modelling Student-related factors  
 
Student-related indicators of student success were clustered in five factors: Student records, 
Social conditions, Self-determination, Technology-usage ability and Student participation, as 
described in Appendix 2. Correspondingly, the theoretical model in this study included 
Student as a construct reflected on these five latent factors. Later, as a result of the model 
testing using the study case sample data, the values in Table 15 showed that most of the 
variance in Student as a construct was related to Student participation (𝛽 .693,𝑝 .05 ) 
and Self-determination (𝛽 .686,𝑝 .05) and, in less proportion, to Technology-usage 
ability 𝛽 .374,𝑝 .05, while Student records and Social conditions were not found 










visualizing how each previously determined influencing factor included in the theoretical 
model were found in the sample data. 
 












Program .151∗     
Years enrolled . 555∗     
#Subjects .052      
Marital status  . 669∗    
Employment status  . 241∗    
#Children  . 675∗    
Scholarship  .163∗    
Attitude towards e-Learning   . 843∗   
Self-conf. in OLE   . 902∗   
Self-conf. expressing ideas   . 826∗   
Work-in-groups confidence   . 590∗   
Perceived usefulness   . 820∗   
Self-discipline   . 398∗   
Time self-management   . 381∗   
Online learning experience    . 865∗  
Tech support requested    .043∗  
Computer ownership    . 154∗  
OLE using ability    . 979∗  
Computer self-efficacy    . 564∗  
Internet self-efficacy    . 551∗  
Interaction w/other students     . 768∗ 
Interaction w/instructor     . 802∗ 
Instructor support requested     . 909∗ 
𝑅  . 000 . 001 . 468 . 138 . 478 
*𝑝 .05, 𝑁𝑆 Non-significant. 
 
 
The values in Table 17 correspond to the strength of the indicators in reflecting each factor 
as a latent variable. The five hypothetical student-related factors were simultaneously 
estimated in the exploratory structural equation model. Results showed that the 46.8% of the 
variance of Self-determination was explained through the interactions in the model, and its 
seven indicators were found positive significant, with a higher proportion in Attitude 
towards e-Learning (𝛽 .843), Self-confidence in OLE (𝛽 .902), Self-confidence 










work-in-groups confidence (𝛽 .590), self-discipline (𝛽 .398) and time  
self-management (𝛽 .381). 
 
Similarly, 47.8% of the variance of Student Participation was explained through the model, 
with the three hypothesized indicators being strongly positive significant: Interaction with 
other students (𝛽 .768), Interaction with the instructor (𝛽 .802) and Instructor support 
requested (𝛽 .909). To a lesser proportion, 13.8% of the variability in Technology-usage 
ability was determined through the model, and the six included indicators from the literature 
review were found significant. These included a positive effect to Online learning 
experience (𝛽 .865), OLE using ability (𝛽 .979), Computer self-efficacy (𝛽 .564) and 
Internet self-efficacy (𝛽 .551), while Computer ownership (𝛽 .154) and Tech support 
requested (𝛽 .043) barely reflected Technology-usage ability. Although their effects 
were not significant as indicative factors of Student, Student records were significantly 
related to Program (𝛽 .151), as a weak opposite measurement, and Years enrolled (𝛽
.555) as positive measurement. Social conditions were significantly reflected to Marital 
status (𝛽 .669) and Number of children (𝛽 .675), and to a lesser extent to Employment 
status (𝛽 .241) and Scholarship (𝛽 .163). 
 
The organization of the tested student-related factors and its indicators was based on the 
analysis of findings from the review of previous research (see Table 4, in Section 2.3), thus, 
these results tested the hypothetical composition of Student as a construct in the model, its 
related factors and indicators. Hence, the results above confirmed that three of the proposed 
student-related influencing factors determined from the review of literature are in fact 
significant influencing factors in the model for the sample tested. Simultaneously, as 
discussed above, for each factor, most of the proposed indicators from literature review were 












6.3. Modelling Teaching-related factors  
 
In contrast to the construct Student, Teaching significantly contributed to explain most of the 
variability found in Success as discussed in Section 6.1. Teaching-related indicators of 
student success were clustered in five factors: Content management, Teacher participation, 
Teacher attitude, Course characteristics and Faculty policies, as described in Appendix 2. 
The model fit indices in Table 15 showed that all five latent factors were found significant as 
indicatives of Teaching to predict Success, at a . 05 level. The composition of the factor 
loadings in Table 18 shows the values found from the model fit to the sample data. 
 
Table 18. Teaching-related factor loadings (standardized estimates) 











Variety of content . 895∗     
Quality of content . 928∗     
Structure of content . 942∗     
Appropriateness . 950∗     
Encourages participation  . 880∗    
Timely feedback on assignments  . 781∗    
Average participations per week  . 104∗    
Support requests attended  .008     
Perceived attitude   . 947∗   
Perceived helpfulness   . 908∗   
Perceived level of knowledge   . 925∗   
Perceived difficulty level    . 874∗  
Perceived quality level    . 972∗  
Textbook used     . 480∗ 
Face-to-Face tutorials     . 884∗ 
Face-to-Face evaluation     . 815∗ 
Variety in assessment     .622∗ 
Course program given     .123∗ 
Course credits     . 267∗ 
Course level     .334∗ 
𝑅  . 735 . 865 . 771 . 815 . 061 
*𝑝 .05, 𝑁𝑆 Non-significant. 
 
The 73.5% of the variance of Content management was explained by the interaction in the 










quality of content (𝛽 .928), structure of content (𝛽 .942) and appropriateness (𝛽 .950). 
Similarly, direct effects from the Teaching construct explained 86.5% of the variance of 
Teacher participation, and three of its indicators were found significant: Encourages 
participation (𝛽 .880.), and Timely feedback on assignments (𝛽 .781.) as the main 
indicators, and Average participations per week (𝛽 .104.) to a lesser extent. Teacher 
attitude was also greatly explained in 77.1% of its variability by the model, with its three 
theoretical indicators found strongly positive correlated to it: Perceived attitude (𝛽 .947), 
perceived helpfulness (𝛽 .908) and Perceived level of knowledge (𝛽 .925).  
 
Course characteristics variance was estimated to 81.5% through the model, and both of its 
indicators were found with a strongly positive effect: Perceived difficulty level (𝛽 .874) 
and Perceived quality level (𝛽 .972). Variance in Faculty policies were barely explained 
through the model (6.1%). Its most significant indicators were Face-to-Face tutorials  
(𝛽 .884) and Face-to-face evaluations (𝛽 .815) with strong positive influence, Textbook 
used (𝛽 .480), Course credits (𝛽 .267), Variety in assessment (𝛽 .622), Course  
level (𝛽 . 334) and Course program given (𝛽 .123), which negatively reflected the 
effects on Faculty policies.  
 
The organization of the tested teaching-related factors and its indicators was based on the 
analysis of findings from the review of previous research (see Table 4, in Section 2.3), thus, 
these results tested the hypothetical composition of Teaching as a construct in the model, its 
related factors and indicators. Based on the results above, it was found that the full 
composition of five teaching-related factors is significant to determine Teaching as a 
construct in the theoretical model. This confirms the hypothesized composition of Teaching 
that had been extracted from literature review. This also confirmed the structure within each 











6.4. Modelling Context-related factors  
 
Context-related factors were theorized as one construct with four latent factors as specified 
in Appendix 2, including Design/structure, Interaction and communication capabilities, Tech 
support and Access/availability. Correspondingly, these were included in the tested model, 
and the values in Table 15 showed that the four latent factors in Context were found 
significant, at a . 05 level. The composition of the factors in Context in Table 19 presents the 
loadings determined in the model fit. 
 
Table 19. Context-related factor loadings (standardized estimates) 









Easy to understand . 918∗    
Easy to navigate . 932∗    
Perceived difficulty level . 958∗    
Logical organization of contents . 947∗    
variety of resources used .025     
Number of sessions . 049∗    
System allows comm. with instr.  . 946∗   
System allows comm. with studs.  . 867∗   
Synchronous tools available  . 006    
Number of discussion forums  . 124∗   
Tech support availability   . 893∗  
Tech support usefulness   . 971∗  
Timely response   . 919∗  
Internet access quality    . 708∗ 
Internet speed quality    . 667∗ 
Online library access quality    . 594∗ 
System reliability    . 823∗ 
Available all the time    . 815∗ 
Computer access guaranteed    . 734∗ 
𝑅  . 686 . 853 . 577 . 312 
𝑝 .05, 𝑁𝑆 Non-significant. 
 
Estimates in Table 18 show that interactions between constructs in the model explain 68.6% 
of the variance of Design/structure, 85.3% of the variance of Interaction and communication 
capabilities, 57.7% of the variance of Tech support, and 31.2% of the variance of 










showed a strong significant correlation to it: Easy to understand (𝛽 .918), Easy to navigate 
(𝛽 .932), perceived difficulty level (𝛽 .958) and Logical organization of contents (𝛽
.947). Even though Number of sessions were found significant to Design/structure in the 
overall model fit, its factor loading reflects it poorly in the testing dataset (𝛽 .049). 
 
As to Interaction and communication capabilities, only two of its indicators greatly reflected 
its effect: System allows communication with instructor (𝛽 .946), and System allows 
communication with other students (𝛽 .867). To a lesser extent, the Number of discussion 
forums (𝛽 .124) were also found significant. Tech support was hypothetically reflected by 
three indicators, and all of those were found strongly correlated: Tech support availability 
(𝛽 .893), Tech support usefulness (𝛽 .971) and Timely response (𝛽 .919). Finally, 
Access/availability was theorized from six indicators based on the findings from literature, 
and all six were found significant reflectors: internet access quality (𝛽 .708), Internet 
speed quality (𝛽 .667), Online library access quality (𝛽 .594), system reliability (𝛽
.823), Available all the time (𝛽 .815) and Computer access guaranteed (𝛽 .734). 
 
The organization of the tested context-related factors and its indicators was based on the 
analysis of findings from the review of previous research (see Table 4, in Section 2.3), thus, 
these results tested the hypothetical composition of Context as a construct in the model, its 
related factors and indicators.  
 
Correspondingly, the results discussed above helped to confirm that every hypothesized, 
literature review-based, influencing factor related to the context was actually found 
significant in the model. Simultaneously, these results also showed that most of the proposed 
indicators from literature review were also found significant, which validates the 











6.5. Implications for Student Success 
 
There were four premises that lead to the creation of a theoretical model for student success 
in online learning environments. First, preliminary studies aiming to determine the impact of 
diverse factors in student success in online learning have used models of success largely 
based on traditional face-to-face education (Bhuasiri et al., 2012; Kuo et al., 2014; Park & 
Choi, 2009). Second, the conceptualization of success in online learning required an integral 
view of student success, including indicators other than grading, such as elements of student 
satisfaction and persistence (OECD, 2016; Simpson, 2013; York et al., 2015). Third, 
literature review showed evidence of a grouping of factors into three components: Student, 
Teaching and Context-related, which interaction affects student success (Bhuasiri et al., 
2012; Harrell & Bower, 2011; Vu et al., 2014). Fourth, research in theory of distance 
education suggested that any of the distance education process, such as student success in 
online learning, can be seen from a systems view, in which a series of factors define 
components which interaction defines outcomes (Moore & Kearsley, 2012). 
 
Correspondingly, the proposed theoretical model addressed these premises, and it was 
derived from the merging of the concepts of Transactional Distance, from the Theory of 
Transactional Distance, and the Support Organization, from the Theory of Teaching-
Learning conversations. Together, these concepts allowed drawing a path, based on analysis 
of interaction, from influencing factors to indicatives of success. Thus, the model included a 
series of theoretical relationships between Student, Teaching and Context-related 
characteristics, which offered a way to understand how students succeed in online learning 
environments. The resulting theoretical model proposed in the present research represented 
three simultaneous layers of interaction: first, the structural equation in which Success is a 










factors influencing each of those four constructs; and third, how each factor was defined in 
terms of observed indicators. 
 
Analysis of the sample data from the case study obtained an overall good fit of the modified 
model. Therefore, the model represents a plausible explanation for the relationships among 
the observed variables. This confirms the importance given to the role of interaction between 
students and teachers through the online learning environments in the Theory of 
Transactional Distance and the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations. In both 
theoretical perspectives, it is in the context of interchange between students and teachers that 
the expected outcomes of the process can be fostered through their influencing factors 
(Holmberg, 2007; Moore & Kearsley, 2012). A major finding from the study refers to the 
amount of variance in the indicatives of success that can be tracked to four Teaching-related 
factors. Content management, Teaching participation, Teacher attitude and Course 
characteristics successfully explained over 90% of the variation of indicatives of Success in 
the sample, including Student Performance, Satisfaction and Persistence. This is also found 
in congruence with the theories that underpinned this study.  
 
Within the framework of the Theory of Transactional Distance, for Moore (2013), failure to 
design the balance of structure and dialogue that is appropriate for a particular student 
population and subject field greatly affects the expected outcomes in online distance 
education programs. This happens because strategies to bridge transactional distance depend 
on the teaching intervention, particularly in regards to instructional design and participation 
(Moore, 2013; Moore & Kearsley, 2012). This was confirmed through the results from the 
present research. It was found that most of the variance in the indicatives of success are 
highly related to the construct Teaching, which reflects on the content management, 
teacher’s participation, teacher’s attitude and course characteristics. These are closely related 










online learning, through the LCMS. Additionally, consistent with the definition of student 
success in Section 2.2, the Theory of Transactional Distance considers student performance, 
satisfaction and persistence as expected outcomes of distance education, as key factors to 
measure and asses the quality of the process (Moore, 2013; Moore & Kearsley, 2012). This 
was also confirmed through the testing of the proposed theoretical model, as the effects from 
Teaching factors were found reflected to the measurements associated to Performance, 
Satisfaction and Persistence in the model. 
 
As to the Theory of Teaching-Learning Conversations, an effective dialogue that underpins 
student success is highly dependent on the student’s developments of feelings of empathy 
and belonging, fostered by a supporting organization (Holmberg, 2007; Moore & Kearsley, 
2012). It was found that the typical tasks of the supporting organization, including adequate 
content management, teacher-student interaction and teacher’s attitude are significantly 
related to the observed measurements of student performance, satisfaction and persistence. 
These results confirm Holmberg’s theory in the extent that content management, teacher 
participation, teacher attitude and course characteristics were found determining factors of 
student success. These are also key factors of the supporting organization, implemented 
through LCMS, in online learning (Holmberg, 2007). 
 
In synthesis, the correlation between Student, Teaching and Context found in this study 
confirmed the theorized Student-Teaching-Context interaction with direct effects over 
outcomes of the online learning process. Simultaneously, the study confirmed the theoretical 












6.6. Summary  
 
Through the analysis of the results obtained from the model testing in the previous chapter, it 
was possible to evaluate the fit to the sample data in contrast to the hypothesized relations in 
the theoretical model. First, original testing model confirmed the main argument involved in 
the theoretical model, regarding the high level of interaction between Student, Teaching and 
Context related factors in an online learning experience. Second, further analysis of the 
testing model fit determined that a series of design-driven correlated residuals needed to be 
considered in order to appropriately reflect the meaning of the latent variables, which led to 
respecification of the model. The modified model then showed an overall good fit to the 
sample data, suggesting that the model offered a plausible description of the process that 
leads to success in online learning environments, for the examined dataset. 
 
The key findings from the process of model testing showed that Success, significantly 
reflected on Performance, Satisfaction and Persistence, is mainly predicted by Teaching 
which, simultaneously, is highly reflected on indicators of Content management, Teacher 
participation, Perceived teacher’ attitude and Course characteristics. Overall, due to the 
predictive power of Teaching on Success determined by the model fit to the sample data, 
Content management, Teacher participation, Perceived teacher’ attitude and Course 
characteristics reflect over 80% of the variability in Success. Several other factors identified 
from the literature review were found significant to their constructs in the study, which are 
considered confirmatory findings, and could be significant to Success in future applications 
of this model. Finally, the model fit could also be improved by considering a data collection 
design of this specific purpose, so that design-driven residual correlations are controlled and, 






Chapter 7. Conclusions 
 
 
This study created and tested a theoretical model, based on distance education theories, for 
exploring student success in online learning environments. This was based on the analysis of 
interactions among previously-identified influencing factors of success classified in Student, 
Teaching and Context-related. The model examined Success as an outcome in a structural 
equation in which Student, Teaching and Context were constructs that simultaneously served 
as predictor of Success, and latent constructs reflecting research-based factors. A total of 17 
factors, and 82 corresponding indicators were determined from research review, and 
included in the proposed theoretical model. 
 
The testing of the model followed a case study research design, using data from a distance-
based university, which originally included 79 observed variables from 2,862 voluntary, 
non-random, participants in 416 subjects mediated through online learning environments. 
The data were processed using Structural Equation Modelling analysis, and the performed 
model fit was based on the simultaneous analysis of 22 theoretical propositions. Analysis of 
statistical assumptions for the model identification produced a testing dataset with 73 
observed variables through 2201 records.  
 
The model estimation indices suggested a poor initial fit to the sample data, and further 
analysis of variance among observed variables from the case study lead to include 
covariance among several terms that had not been originally considered from the findings 
from the review of literature. The modified model showed an overall acceptable good fit to 










among the observed factors in the sample data from the case study. Thus, through the 
examination of the obtained estimators from the model fit, it is possible to discuss the 
outcomes of this analysis, which were generated following the research questions that 
guided this study.  
 
7.1. Addressing research questions 
 
Research question 1: How are factors influencing student success related to each other?  
 
Results show that the proposed theoretical model represents a plausible organization among 
observed factors of success and that the organization of relationships among the observed 
factors is reasonable, including the Student, Teaching, Context-related classification.  
 
Student-related variables: Theorized Self-determination, Technology-usage ability and 
Student participation were found significant latent factors of success in online learning 
environments. Simultaneously, indicators of these three factors found from literature were 
also tested. Attitude towards e-Learning, Self-confidence in OLE, Self-confidence 
expressing ideas, Perceived usefulness, Work-in-groups confidence, Self-discipline and 
Time self-management were found significant indicators of Self-determination. Every 
theorized indicator of Technology-usage ability was also found significant, including Online 
learning experience, Ability of using OLE, Computer self-efficacy, Internet self-efficacy, 
Computer ownership and Tech support requested. Lastly, the three indicators of Student 
participation found in literature were also found significant, these were Interaction with 












Teaching-related variables: The model testing suggested that this is a construct that can be 
reflected in the sample through Content management, Teacher participation, Teacher 
attitude, Course characteristics and Faculty policies. Simultaneously, significant indicators 
of Content management are Variety of content, Quality of content, Structure of content and 
Appropriateness. The model also found significant three of the indicators of Teacher 
participation as significant: Teacher encourages participation, Timely feedback on 
assignments and Average participations per week. As to Teacher attitude, this was found 
correlated to Perceived attitude, Perceived helpfulness and Perceived level of knowledge. 
Significant indicators of Course characteristics are Perceived difficulty level and Perceived 
level of quality. Indicators of Faculty policies found significant are Face-to-Face tutorials, 
Face-to-face evaluations, Textbook used, Course credits, Variety in assessment, Course level 
and Course program. 
 
Context-related variables: The model found significant correlation between this construct 
and its four theorized latent factors: Design/structure, Interaction and communication 
capabilities, Tech support and Access/availability. Significant indicators of Design/structure 
are Easy to understand, Easy to navigate, Perceived difficulty level, Logical organization of 
contents and Number of sessions. As to Interaction and communication capabilities, the 
determined indicators are System allows communication with instructor, System allows 
communication with other students and Number of discussion forums. Tech support was 
found correlated to Tech support availability, Tech support usefulness and Timely response. 
Finally, the six research-based theorized indicators of Access/availability were found 
significant: Internet access quality, Internet speed quality, Online library access quality, 
System reliability, Available all the time and Computer access guaranteed. 
 
Thus, based on the model testing results, the theoretical model offers a plausible answer as 










exploration of the use of this classification of factors in OLE, using such analytical studies to 
determine the level of influence of each under specific conditions, and how to potentiate it or 
overcome it, in order to pursue higher levels of student success. 
 
Research question 2: How do relationships among factors contribute to student success 
in online learning environments?  
 
Based on the tested theoretical model, diagnosed influencing factors were organized in four 
constructs, describing a structural equation in which Success is an outcome of a process of 
interaction between Student, Teaching and Context. Thus, the observed relationships among 
included factors in the model suggest that this is a reasonable explanation of how Student 
Success occurs in the online learning environments analyzed though the sample in this case 
of study. 
 
In synthesis, among the observed variables in the sample, the model suggests that Success 
highly depends on the factors related to the Teaching intervention (𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
.031 𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡  .945 𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔  .024 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡). More specifically, this model 
determined that, within the analyzed sample, Content Management, Teacher Participation, 
Teacher attitude and Course Characteristics are contributing factors of student Performance 
(𝑅 .209) and Satisfaction (𝑅 .982). Hence, from these results, related factors to the 
Teaching intervention in online learning environments were found of high impact to the 
obtained grades and course results in the sample, and to the perceived levels of student 
satisfaction. This represents an opportunity to reaffirm the role of the teachers in online 
learning as a determining asset for promoting success of students and the system itself. 
According to these results, by pursuing significant improvements in the teaching practice, 
related to attitude, participation, and content and course management, correspondingly, an 











Research question 3: To what extent can the model be used to support student success? 
 
Overall, the theoretical model was proven valid to acknowledge a path for studying student 
success. The results represent evidence that the organization among factors of success in the 
theoretical model are valid for a high portion in the case (𝑛 2,201, 7.8% participation 
rate). Thus, these results provide a way to explore the complexities and dynamic 
relationships among factors of student success in similar contexts. The provided framework 
of organization of influencing factors of success from three main categories of interaction 
represents a path for analyzing where difficulties can be tracked and studied. Systems to 
diagnose the levels of support to the student can be implemented through their interaction 
with the teachers, and provide tools to enhance the teaching action in terms of perceived 
attitude, levels of interaction with students online, and content and course management. The 
structure of each of the four main constructs could also serve to identify, in each case, 
potential influencing factors of the expected outcomes in online learning. However, the 
present study considers only one case study and could therefore be seen as a limited sample. 
Even though the characterization of population in the case study through the analyzed 
sample is good, any generalization from this sample to refer to the population in the case 
study should be considered carefully, as this was not a statistical sample.  
 
This means that, even though the findings from this research show that the theoretical model 
can be used to explore student success, the study was limited to the sample studied. Thus, 
the main contribution from this research, which is the creation of a theoretical model based 
on distance education theories, relies on the evidence that the model successfully described 
interaction among influencing factors of student success in online learning environments in 
the analyzed case study. Further research will be needed to test the applicability of the 













The results from this research are conditioned to the analyzed sample, as a non-random 
sample implies not controlled representativeness and therefore, performing any inferential 
statistics to the population is considered risky. Hence, any generalization of the model to the 
population will depend on the interpretation of other indicators of representativeness in the 
sample, such as School, Age, Gender, and Course result (in this regard, a deeper analysis of 
the composition of the sample, including such indicators, was included as a supplementary 
material, at the end of this document)  
 
Most of the limitations faced during this investigation were related to the inclusion of 
observed variables in the model and the analysis of provided data. First, this study was 
focused on a list of previously-identified influencing factors of success detected from 
previous research. This limited the analysis of other potential factors, such as those based on 
teachers’ perceptions, or those found in the case study which could not be matched to the 
pre-determined list. Similarly, there were several factors from the list that were expected to 
be found in the case study but were not found, such as GPA, or those related to learning 
analytics from the LCMS. Data from the LCMS was only observed regarding the subject’s 
online learning environments, and not individual participation. This made unavailable the 
consideration of indicators of student participation such as Average participations per week, 
Hours spent per week, Comments reply and Assignments fulfillment. 
 
Regarding the limitations during the data analysis procedures, due to the nature of the 
collected data, there were several restrictions that impede a better performance of SEM 










this research and, thus, this affected the measurement scale and random variance in the 
variables. The main source of information was the student questionnaire dataset, which was 
mainly based on the observation of 5-point Likert-scale type items. This is an ordered 
categorical variables which presents a natural skewness in the data and, even though 
maximum likelihood is a robust method of estimation in SEM to handle these variables as 
numeric, at least a 7-point scale would have been desirable (Byrne, 2016; Schumacker & 
Lomax, 2015). Due to the assumptions of multivariate normality, the use of maximum 
likelihood as the default method of estimation in SEM could also represent a limitation. 
Several other observed variables were nominal categorical, and thus they had to be discarded 
from the study, or decoded to dichotomous variables. In this regard, a more robust 
estimation method not available in AMOS, such as WLSML could have improved the model 
estimation (Kline, 2016; Schumacker & Lomax, 2015). 
 
The type of sample collected also limited the generalization of results to the case study 
population. The obtained dataset was based on a voluntary, non-random survey sample, and 
thus, non-probabilistic. This limited the analysis of findings insofar as no were no inferential 
control over the representativeness of the sample. This limited the scope of the study in 
regards to the inability to perform any statistical inferential analysis over the population. 
 
Finally, the proposed theoretical model represented a limitation to the statistical analysis 
performed. From the process of model estimation to the model respecification, it was 
possible to identify a series of correlations that affected how well the model fitted the data. 
This suggested that different arrangements for the proposed constructs are also possible, but 
such exploration was out from the scope of the present research, as the analysis was focused 
on finding evidence of the validity of the proposed theoretical model. This suggests that it is 











online learning environments, which also represents a potential application of this study for 
future research. 
 
7.3. Implications for practice and theory 
 
Based on the findings discussed in Section 6.1, the confirmed theoretical model provided 
evidence that teaching intervention, through its interaction with student and educational 
context factors, conditions student success. This is closely related to the Theory of 
Transactional Distance, as the strategies to reduce transactional distance highly depends on 
the teaching intervention, through the instructional and LCMS design, to manage the 
adequate levels of dialogue and structure. This is similarly confirmatory of the Theory of 
Teaching-Learning Conversations, as the supporting organization called to foster student 
outcomes in distance education depend on the teaching strategies implemented through the 
LCMS. 
 
In the practice, student success can be promoted through a detailed analysis of the 
influencing factors related to the intervention of online instructors, teachers and tutors. This 
could generate a positive impact on student success in online learning environments. 
Teaching-related factors can be addressed based on their interaction and direct impact on 
student and context-related factors. For example, regarding its connection with the context, 
the teaching capabilities for content management and course characteristics depend on the 
design and structure of the LCMS, so as its means to reflect adequate levels of participation 
and engagement, and a positive attitude towards students’ wellness. Therefore, student 
success could be promoted by improving the way teachers manage these factors through the 











Another recommendation for practice concerns the conception of student success. This study 
has brought evidence on the importance of visualizing student success as an integral 
outcome from the educational process, which goes beyond a final mark. Students 
acknowledge teachers influence to promote a wider experience, which involves indicators of  
performance, satisfaction and persistence. Through the conceptualization of success used in 
this study, it was determined that teaching-related factors, and their interaction with student 
and context-related factors, significantly impacts the expected outcomes of the online 
learning process. 
 
Similarly, an enhanced level of interaction between students and teachers through the LCMS 
is expected to potentiate teachers’ capabilities to engage with the students’ environment, 
their levels of participation, self-determination and technology-usage ability. This could lead 
to a deeper understanding of students’ conditions and procure assistance which, ultimately, 
could increase student satisfaction and performance, while preventing them from dropping 
out. Another major recommendation to online learning providers, such as the represented 
through this case study is to take full advantage to the LCMS capabilities for collection, 
organization and reporting learning analytics. These have proven to have big potential for 
analyzing student and teaching participation indices and, thus, entitle further research. 
 
A key contribution to practice is that the theoretical model can be applied in other online 
learning contexts. Universities can replicate it and/or adapt the model in order to examine its 












7.4. Future research and conclusions 
 
Implications for further research involve reaching a deeper understanding on how students, 
teaching, and context related factors impact student success in online learning environments. 
Even though this higher-level classification of influencing factors in Student, Teaching, 
Context and Success is based on distance education theories and supported from evidence in 
the field, the factors examined in each can be revised. The composition of each of these 
constructs, and corresponding factors, was conditioned by the findings reported from 
previous research. Thus, using the interaction of these constructs as a guide, the theoretical 
model in this study can be improved by the inclusion of a new list of factors and indicators, 
based on practice.  
 
This theoretical model can be replicated to examine its applicability under similar 
conditions. In such case, another implication for research refers to the design of instruments 
for data collection. This study used data collected by authorities at the institution that served 
as the case study, and the information collected was not specifically designed for SEM data 
analysis. This generated great variance related to the measurement scale of observed 
variables, and can be prevented by the design of the instruments for data collection. This is 
also related to the need for creating a particular database for testing the model, specific for 
the proposed analysis of data. Finally, the model could be significantly improved by the 
inclusions of more factors related to learning analytics. Learning analytics have been 
commonly used as predictors of success in studies associated to datamining procedures. 
However, these can also be used as indicators in a more integral dataset, association with 
other observable factors such as those generated by student and teacher perception 
questionnaires. Together, a wider view of the student-teaching-context interaction in online 











In synthesis, this study proposed and confirmed a theoretical model, based on distance 
education theories, for exploring student success in online learning environments. The model 
confirmed that student success can be modelled as an integral outcome of the interaction 
between student, teacher and context-related factors. It also confirmed the high impact of the 
teacher’s intervention, over key influencing factors of success, and how its effects are 
produced by the interaction with student and context-related factors. Even though most of 
the factors and indicators determined from literature were found significant within the 
model, there were also additional correlations among variables, which suggested that the 
organization of influencing factors can be refined in order to enhance the model for further 
applications. Ultimately, this model found evidence that the use that teachers give to the 
capabilities of the LCMS in online learning influences student success in online learning 
environments. This empowers tutors, teachers, faculty in general, LCMS designers, and 
policy makers involved in the implementation of online learning, to appraise their work in 
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Appendix 1. Studies that have aimed to determine correlated factors 













in a course 
(grades) 
Number and types of 
interactions registered in the 
LCMS 
Data from six online courses (138 
students) and two OLE-supported 
courses (218 students). 
Empirical exploratory experiment 
using Multiple Linear Regressions. 
Data from learning analytics in LCMS, 
considering number of interactions of 
each type. 
Asif et al. 
(2017) 
Completion 
of a four-year 
program 
Pre-university marks, year-
one and year-two marks, 
course grades 
Data from two academic cohorts from 
210 students. 






in a course 
(grades) 
GPA, personality code, 
resilience, age, online 
learning experience, 
semesters completed 
Data from 272 online learning 
community college students. 
Stepwise multiple regression – 
ANOVA. 




Activity grades Data mining from 100 online learning 
students.  
Logistic regression. 
Cerezo et al. 
(2016) 
Course grade Indicators of interaction 
(frequency and type of 
participation) 
Data from 140 undergraduate 
university students, from Moodle 
platform. 
Cluster analysis, using expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm. 
Chow and 
Shi (2014) 
Satisfaction Tutor interaction, peer 
interaction, course design 
Data from 100 university students. 
Structural Equation Modelling. 
Cochran et 
al. (2014) 
Retention Gender, GPA financial aids 
and academic history 
The study included 2314 online 
students from a large state university in 






Indicators of student activity 
(frequency and type of 
participation) 
Data from 362 university student from 
three academic courses. 
Multiple regression analysis, Mann–
Whitney analyses for each student. 
Eom et al. 
(2006) 
Satisfaction Course structure, teachers’ 
feedback, self-motivation, 
learning style, interaction 
Data from 397 students at USA 
universities. 




Completion Learning style, GPA and 
basic computer skills 
Data from 544 community college 
online courses. 







efficacy, and time and study 
management. 
Data from 259 students enrolled in 
associate’s, bachelor’s, or master’s 
level distance learning courses. 






















interaction and social 
presence 
Data from 371 online learning students 
in a single course at a large university. 
Partial least squares in Structural 
equation modelling. 




efficacy and perceived self-
regulated learning 
Data from 291 students from a college.  
Multivariate regression analysis. 
Levy (2007) Completion/ 
Dropout 
Indicators of student 
satisfaction 
The study includes data from 372 
students from 18 undergraduate and 
graduate online learning university 
courses.  
One-way ANOVA and non-parametric 
tests. 
Liu et al. 
(2009) 
Course result Indicators of social presence: 
social context, online 
communication, interactivity, 
system privacy and feeling of 
privacy 
Data from 353 students from online 
courses in a community college. 
Binary and ordinal logistic regression, 
maximum likelihood estimation. 
Liaw (2008) Satisfaction perceived self-efficacy Data from 424 online learning 
university students. 
Stepwise multiple regression analysis. 




Age, gender, previous 
education, family support, 
satisfaction. 
Data from 147 online learning 
students. 




Course result Indicators of student activity 
(frequency and type of 
participation) 
Data from 114 university students. 
Data mining, multivariate regression 
analysis. 
Sun et al. 
(2008) 
Satisfaction Perceived satisfaction, 
attitude toward computers, 
computer anxiety, Internet 
self-efficacy, course 
flexibility, course quality, 
technology quality, Internet 
quality, perceived usefulness, 
perceived ease of use, 
perceived interaction 
Data from 295 online learning 
university students. 






Financial aids, lack of time, 
schedule conflicts, family 
issues, Job responsibilities, 
quality of assignments, lack 
of interest. 
Data from 83 students from 3 cohorts 
who dropped out of an online master’s 
degree program. 
Logistic regression. 
You (2016) Course grade 
Exam score 
Participation, attendance and 
access (assignments, exams 
and course grades) 
The study included data from 530 
online learning university students. 




Course grade Self-regulation The study included 80 volunteer 
students who attended an online 
university course. 












Appendix 2. Reported influencing factors of student success in 
online learning environments. 
 






1 Age Eom et al. (2006); Harrell 
and Bower (2011); Holder 
(2007); Liu et al. (2009); 
Park and Choi (2009); 
Selim (2007); Sun et al. 
(2008); Willging and 
Johnson (2009); 




4 Area of study 




7 Marital status Aryadoust and Liu (2015); 
Harrell and Bower (2011); 
Holder (2007); Park and 
Choi (2009); Willging and 
Johnson (2009) 
8 Employment status 
9 Number of children 
10 Financial aid status 
Self-
determination 
11 Attitude towards online 
learning 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Eom 
et al. (2006); Liaw (2008); 
Selim (2007); Sun et al. 
(2008); Vu et al. (2014); 
Willging and Johnson 
(2009) 
12 Self-confidence in OLE 




15 Perceived usefulness 
16 Self-discipline 
17 Time self-management 
Technology-
usage ability 
18 Online learning experience Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 
Holder (2007); Menchaca 
and Bekele (2008); Park 
and Choi (2009); Selim 
(2007); Sun et al. (2008); 
Vu et al. (2014); Willging 
and Johnson (2009); Yu 
and Richardson (2015) 
19 Tech support requested 
20 Computer ownership 
21 OLE using ability 
22 Computer self-efficacy 
23 Internet self-efficacy 
Participation 24 Interaction with other 
students 
Agudo-Peregrina et al. 
(2014); Bolliger and 
Wasilik (2009); Eom et al. 
(2006); Johnson et al. 
(2008); Liaw (2008); 
Morris et al. (2005); Selim 
(2007); Sun et al. (2008); 
Vu et al. (2014); Willging 
and Johnson (2009); Yu 
and Richardson (2015) 
25 Interaction with instructor 
26 Instructor support 
requested 
27 Average participations per 
week 
28 Hours spent per week 
29 Comments reply 







31 Variety of content Eom et al. (2006); Johnson 
et al. (2008); Liaw (2008); 
Selim (2007) 
32 Quality of content 




35 Encourages participation  Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 










Construct Factor # Indicator Literature Source 
week  (2009); Johnson et al. 
(2008); Liaw (2008); 
Selim (2007); Yu and 
Richardson (2015) 
37 Support requests attended  
38 Timely feedback on 
assignments 
39 Quality of instructions 
Attitude 40 Perceived attitude Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 
Bolliger and Wasilik 
(2009); Eom et al. (2006); 
Liaw (2008); Selim 
(2007); Yu and Richardson 
(2015) 
41 Perceived helpfulness 




43 Perceived difficulty level Bhuasiri et al. (2012); Sun 
et al. (2008); Willging and 
Johnson (2009) 
44 Perceived quality level 
45 Number of students in 
group 
Faculty policies 46 Face-to-Face tutorials Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 
(Eom et al., 2006); 
Menchaca and Bekele 
(2008); Sun et al. (2008). 
47 Face-to-Face evaluation 
48 Variety in assessment 






50 Easy to understand Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 
Bolliger and Wasilik 
(2009); Eom et al. (2006); 
Johnson et al. (2008); 
Liaw (2008); Menchaca 
and Bekele (2008); Selim 
(2007); Sun et al. (2008) 
51 Easy to navigate 
52 Perceived difficulty level 
53 Logical organization of 
contents 
54 Variety of resources used 




56 System allows comm. with 
instr. 
Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 
Bolliger and Wasilik 
(2009); Liaw (2008); 
Menchaca and Bekele 
(2008); Selim (2007) 
57 System allows comm. with 
studs. 
58 Synchronous tools 
available 
59 Asynchronous tools 
available 
Tech support 60 Tech support availability Bolliger and Wasilik 
(2009); Selim (2007) 61 Tech support usefulness 
62 Timely response 
Access / 
availability 
63 Internet access quality Bhuasiri et al. (2012); 
Bolliger and Wasilik 
(2009); Liaw (2008); 
Menchaca and Bekele 
(2008); Selim (2007); Sun 
et al. (2008); Vu et al. 
(2014) 
64 Internet speed quality 
65 Online library access 
quality 
66 System reliability 
67 Available all the time 
68 Computer access 
guaranteed 
Success Performance 69 Assignment’s scores Agudo-Peregrina et al. 
(2014); Cerezo et al. 
(2016); Liu et al. (2009); 
Romero et al. (2013); You 
(2016); Yukselturk and 
Bulut (2007) 
70 Course grade 
71 Course result 
Satisfaction 72 Satisfaction with 
interaction in OLE 
Chow and Shi (2014); 










Construct Factor # Indicator Literature Source 
73 Satisfaction with content et al. (2008); Kuo et al. 
(2014); Liaw (2008); Sun 
et al. (2008) 
74 Satisfaction with tutor’s 
participation 
75 Satisfaction with 
assessments 
76 Satisfaction with 
instructions 
77 Satisfaction with tutor 
78 Satisfaction with OLE 
organization, structure and 
design 
79 Satisfaction with OLE 
communication tools  
Persistence 80 Retention Asif et al. (2017); Burgos 
et al. (2017); Cochran et 
al. (2014); Cohen (2017); 
Harrell and Bower (2011); 
Holder (2007); Levy 
(2007); Park and Choi 

















Appendix 3. A representation of the composition of the theoretical 














Appendix 4. Statement of interest in the project at UNED 
 





































Appendix 5. Variables provided by UNED  
 
A5.1 Variables in the enrollment records dataset 
 
 
 Name Description Measurement 
1 Escuela School String (Acronyms) 
2 Asignatura Subject code Scale (4 digits) 
3 Edad Age Scale (2 digits) 
4 Género Gender String (“Masculino”, Femenino) 
5 CU Campus String (Name of campus) 
6 Programa Program String (Name of program) 
7 Area Area of Interest String (Name of area of interest) 
8 AñoMatricula Year of Enrolment Scale (4 digits) 
9 NumCursos Number of subjects enrolled Scale (1 digit) 
10 Nota Grade Scale (0 to 10, with 1 decimal) 
11 Condicion Result String (“Aprobado”, “Reprobado”) 
12 EstadoCivil Marital status String (“Casado”, “En union libre”, 
“soltero”, “viudo”, “divorciado”) 
13 Beca Scholarship String (“Sí”, “No”) 
14 MatricII18 Enrollment status for the 
following session 
String (“No matriculado”, “Re-
matriculado”, “Graduado”) 





A5.2 Variables in the LCMS records dataset 
 
 
 Name Description Measurement 
1 Escuela School String (Acronyms) 
2 Asignatura Subject code Scale (4 digits) 
3 Sesiones Number of sessions Scale (1 or 2 digits) 
4 NumEst Number of students enrolled in 
subject 
Scale (up to 4 digits) 
5 Programa Subject outline given String (“Sí”, “No”) 
6 Creditos Number of credits Scale (1 digit) 
7 Nivel Level of the course Scale (1 or 2 digits) 
8 Tutorias Face-to-Face tutorials String (“Sí”, “No”) 
9 EvalPres Face-to-Face evaluations String (“Sí”, “No”) 
10 TiposEval Types of assessment used Scale (1 digit) 
11 TiposRec Variety of resources used Scale (1 digit) 
12 HerrSinc Asynchronous tools available String (“Sí”, “No”) 
13 Foros Number of discussion forums Scale (1 or 2 digits) 
14 PartTutor Teacher's Average part. p/week Scale (1 or 2 digits) 












A5.3 Variables in the LCMS records dataset 
 
 
 Name Description Measurement 
1 EstadoCivil Marital status String (“Soltero(a)”, 
“Casado(a)”, “En union 
libre”, “Divorciado(a)”, 
“Viudo(a)”) 
2 CondEmpleo Employment status String (“No trabajo”, 
“Trabajo no remunerado”, 
“Trabajo remunerado de 
forma casual”, “Trabajo 
remunerado de media 
jornada”, “Trabajo 
remunerado de jornada 
completa”) 
3 NumHijos Number of children String (“0”, “1”, “2”, “Más 
de 2”) 
4 TienePC Computer ownership String (“Sí”, “No”) 
5 SoporTec Tech support requested String (“Sí”, “No”) 
6 TImpreso Textbook used String (“Sí”, “No”) 
7 S3p1 Perceived textbook appropriateness for DE Scale (1 digit) 
8 S3p2 Perceived textbook content relevance Scale (1 digit) 
9 S3p3 Perceived textbook level of difficulty Scale (1 digit) 
10 S3p4 Perceived textbook organization and 
structure 
Scale (1 digit) 
11 S3p5 Perceived textbook language 
appropriateness 
Scale (1 digit) 
12 S3p6 Perceived contribution of figures and tables 
in the textbook 
Scale (1 digit) 
13 S3p7 Perceived presence of exercises and 
activities in the textbook 
Scale (1 digit) 
14 S3p8 Perceived presence of self-assessment in the 
textbook 
Scale (1 digit) 
15 S3p9 Perceived textbook bibliography usefulness Scale (1 digit) 
16 S3p10 Perceived quality of dialogue in the 
textbook 
Scale (1 digit) 
17 S3p11 Perceived textbook helpfulness for 
assessment preparedness 
Scale (1 digit) 
18 S3p12 Perceived textbook integration with OLE Scale (1 digit) 
19 S3p13 Satisfaction with textbook Scale (1 digit) 
20 S4p1 Preferred type of book based on comfort of 
use 
String (“Libro impreso”, 
“Libro electrónico”. “No 
hay diferencia”) 
21 S4p2 Preferred type of book for better learning String (“Libro impreso”, 
“Libro electrónico”. “No 
hay diferencia”) 
22 S4p3 Preferred type of book for studying at 
distance 
String (“Libro impreso”, 
“Libro electrónico”. “No 
hay diferencia”) 
23 S4p4 Overall preferred type of book String (“Libro impreso”, 
“Libro electrónico”. “No 
hay diferencia”) 
24 S4p5 Preferred alternative material when not 
printed textbook 
String (“Libro electrónico”, 
“Enlaces a contenido 
actualizado en Internet”, 










 Name Description Measurement 
25 S4p6 Preference of access to electronic version 
when using printed  
String (“Sí”, “No”. “No hay 
diferencia”) 
26 S4p7 Preference of access to printed version when 
using electronic 
String (“Sí”, “No”. “No hay 
diferencia”) 
27 S4p8 Preference of access to internet links when 
using printed  
String (“Sí”, “No”. “No hay 
diferencia”) 
28 S4p9 Preference of access to internet links when 
using electronic  
String (“Sí”, “No”. “No hay 
diferencia”) 
29 S5p1 Self-perceived attitude towards OL Scale (1 digit) 
30 S5p2 Perceived self-confidence when using OLE Scale (1 digit) 
31 S5p3 Perceived confidence to express ideas 
through OLE 
Scale (1 digit) 
32 S5p4 Perceived confidence to work in groups 
through OLE 
Scale (1 digit) 
33 S5p5 Perceived usefulness of OLE Scale (1 digit) 
34 S5p6 Perceived self-discipline to study Scale (1 digit) 
35 S5p7 Perceived quality of time management Scale (1 digit) 
36 S6p1 Perceived experience using OLE Scale (1 digit) 
37 S6p2 Confidence using OLE Scale (1 digit) 
38 S6p3 Confidence using computers Scale (1 digit) 
39 S6p4 Confidence using internet Scale (1 digit) 
40 S7p1 Self-perceived interaction level with 
classmates through OLE 
Scale (1 digit) 
41 S7p2 Self-perceived level of interaction with tutor 
through OLE 
Scale (1 digit) 
42 S7p3 Perceived OLE capability to request support 
from tutor 
Scale (1 digit) 
43 S7p4 Satisfaction with general level of interaction 
in OLE 
Scale (1 digit) 
44 S8p1 Perceived variety of content and class 
materials 
Scale (1 digit) 
45 S8p2 Perceived quality of the content and class 
materials 
Scale (1 digit) 
46 S8p3 Perceived structure of content and class 
materials 
Scale (1 digit) 
47 S8p4 Perceived appropriateness of content 
difficulty level 
Scale (1 digit) 
48 S8p5 Satisfaction with the content and materials Scale (1 digit) 
49 S9p1 Perceived tutor’s encouragement to 
participate through OLE 
Scale (1 digit) 
50 S9p2 Satisfaction with level of participation of 
tutor 
Scale (1 digit) 
51 S9p3 Perceived feedback timeliness of tasks and 
activities 
Scale (1 digit) 
52 S9p4 Satisfaction with the assessments Scale (1 digit) 
53 S9p5 Perceived clarity and conciseness of tutor’s 
instructions 
Scale (1 digit) 
54 S9p6 Satisfaction with the instructions given Scale (1 digit) 
55 S10p1 Perceived tutor’s attitude Scale (1 digit) 
56 S10p2 Perceived tutor’s contribution to success Scale (1 digit) 
57 S10p3 Perceived tutor’s level of knowledge Scale (1 digit) 
58 S10p4 Satisfaction with tutor Scale (1 digit) 
59 S10p5 Perceived adequateness of difficulty level Scale (1 digit) 
60 S10p6 Perceived appropriateness of quality of the 
content 










 Name Description Measurement 
61 S11p1 Perceived ease to understand OLE design 
and structure  
Scale (1 digit) 
62 S11p2 Perceived ease to navigate OLE Scale (1 digit) 
63 S11p3 Perceived appropriateness of OLE 
organization 
Scale (1 digit) 
64 S11p4 Perceived organization and ease to locate 
class materials 
Scale (1 digit) 
65 S11p5 Satisfaction with OLE organization, 
structure and design 
Scale (1 digit) 
66 S12p1 Perceived OLE capability to communicate 
with tutor 
Scale (1 digit) 
67 S12p2 Perceived OLE capability to communicate 
with classmates 
Scale (1 digit) 
68 S12p3 Satisfaction with use of OLE 
communication tools available 
Scale (1 digit) 
69 S12p4 Perceived OLE capability to request 
technical support 
Scale (1 digit) 
70 S12p5 Perceived adequateness of available 
technical support 
Scale (1 digit) 
71 S12p6 Perceived adequateness of technical service 
response time 
Scale (1 digit) 
72 S13p1 Perceived internet access Scale (1 digit) 
73 S13p2 Perceived internet speed Scale (1 digit) 
74 S13p3 Perceived access to quality materials online 
through the library 
Scale (1 digit) 
75 S13p4 Perceived stability, reliability, functionality 
of OLE connection 
Scale (1 digit) 
76 S13p5 Perceived availability of OLE Scale (1 digit) 

















Appendix 6. Variable recoding 
 
 
Variable Original Codification / Transformation 
Gender ‘Masculino’, ‘Femenino’ ‘Masculino’ → ‘0’ 
‘Femenino’ → ‘1’ 
Campus String, indicating the name of each 
campus 
Scale, from 1 to 50, based on 
population size, where 1 was the most 
populated campus. 
Program String, indicating name of program ‘Estudios generales’ → 1 
‘Other’ → ‘0’ 
Years enrolled Year of enrolment Scale, from 1 onwards, representing 
the number of years that the student 
has been enrolled  
Marital status ‘Soltero(a)’, ‘Casado(a)’, ‘En union 
libre’, ‘Divorciado(a)’, ‘Viudo(a)’ 
‘Soltero(a)’ → ‘0’ 
‘Casado(a)’ → ‘1’ 
‘En union libre’→ ‘1’ 
‘Divorciado(a)’ → ‘0’ 
‘Viudo(a)’ → ‘0’ 
Employment 
status 
‘No trabajo’, ‘Trabajo no 
remunerado’, ‘Trabajo remunerado 
de forma casual’, ‘Trabajo 
remunerado de media jornada’, 
‘Trabajo remunerado de jornada 
completa’ 
“No trabajo” → ‘0’ 
“Trabajo no remunerado” → ‘1’ 
“Trabajo remunerado forma casual” → 
‘1’ 
“Trabajo remunerado media 
jornada” → ‘1’ 
“Trabajo remunerado jornada 
completa” → ‘1’ 
Number of 
children 
‘0’,’1’,’2’,’Más de 2’ ‘0’→ ‘0’ 
’1’ → ‘1’ 
’2’ → ‘2’ 
’Más de 2’ → ‘3’ 
teachers’ average 
participations 
‘less than 5 per week’, ‘5 to 10 per 
week’, ’10 to 15 per week’ and 
‘more than 15 per week’ 
‘less than 5 per week’→ ‘1’ 
‘5 to 10 per week’→ ‘2’ 
’10 to 15 per week’→ ‘3’ 
‘more than 15 per week’→ ‘4’ 
Enrolment status 
for the following 
session 
‘No matriculado’, ‘Re-matriculado’, 
‘Graduado’ 




after one year 
‘No matriculado’, ‘Re-matriculado’, 
‘Graduado’ 















Appendix 7. Observed variables from the enrolment records dataset 
 







Years enrolled Scale 
Number of subjects enrolled Scale 
Social 
conditions 
Marital status Nominal 
Scholarship Dichotomous 
Success Performance Grade Scale 
Result Dichotomous 
Persistence Enrolment status for the following session Nominal 













Appendix 8. Observed variables from the LCMS databases dataset 
 




Participation Average participations per week Scale 
Support requests attended Dichotomous 
Course characteristics Number of students in the group Scale 
Faculty policies Face-to-Face tutorials Dichotomous 
Face-to-Face evaluation Dichotomous 
Variety in assessment Scale 
Course program given Dichotomous 
Course credits Scale 




Design / Structure variety of resources used Scale 




Synchronous tools available Dichotomous 














Appendix 9. Availability of data collected by DPMD from ongoing 
study at UNED 
 




























Appendix 10. Student questionnaire applied by UNED 
 














































































































































































































































Appendix 11. Observed variables from the student  
questionnaire dataset 
 






Marital status Nominal 
Employment status Nominal 
Number of children Scale 
Self-
determination 
Attitude towards online learning Scale 
Self-confidence in OLE Scale 
Self-confidence expressing ideas Scale 
Work-in-groups confidence Scale 
Perceived usefulness Scale 
Self-discipline Scale 
Time self-management Scale 
Technology-
usage ability 
Online learning experience Scale 
Tech support requested Dichotomous 
Computer ownership Dichotomous 
OLE using ability Scale 
Computer self-efficacy Scale 
Internet self-efficacy Scale 
Participation Interaction with other students Scale 
Interaction with instructor Scale 







Variety of content Scale 
Quality of content Scale 
Structure of content Scale 
Appropriateness Scale 
Participation Encourages participation  Scale 
Timely feedback on assignments Scale 
Quality of instructions Scale 
Attitude Perceived attitude Scale 
Perceived helpfulness Scale 
Perceived level of knowledge Scale 
Course 
characteristics 
Perceived difficulty level Scale 
Perceived quality level Scale 






Easy to understand Scale 
Easy to navigate Scale 
Perceived difficulty level Scale 




System allows comm. with instr. Scale 
System allows comm. with studs. Scale 
Tech support Tech support availability Scale 










Construct Category Factor Measurement 
Timely response Scale 
Access / 
availability 
Internet access quality Scale 
Internet speed quality Scale 
Online library access quality Scale 
System reliability Scale 
Available all the time Scale 
Computer access guaranteed Scale 
Indicators 
of success 
Satisfaction with general level of interaction in OLE Scale 
with the content and materials Scale 
with level of participation of tutor Scale 
with the assessments Scale 
with the instructions given Scale 
with tutor Scale 
with OLE organization, structure, design Scale 













Appendix 12. Variables from UNED datasets included in the 
compiled model testing dataset 
 






1 Program Enrolment  Nominal 
2 Years enrolled Enrolment  Numeric 
3 Number of subjects enrolled Enrolment Numeric 
Social 
conditions 
4 Marital status QNR Nominal 
5 Employment status QNR Nominal 
6 Number of children QNR Ordered 
7 Scholarship Enrolment  Binary 
Self-
determination 
8 Attitude towards online learning QNR Ordered 
9 Self-confidence in OLE QNR Ordered 
10 Self-confidence expressing ideas QNR Ordered 
11 Work-in-groups confidence QNR Ordered 
12 Perceived usefulness QNR Ordered 
13 Self-discipline QNR Ordered 
14 Time self-management QNR Ordered 
Technology-
usage ability 
15 Online learning experience QNR Ordered 
16 Tech support requested QNR Binary 
17 Computer ownership QNR Binary 
18 OLE using ability QNR Ordered 
19 Computer self-efficacy QNR Ordered 
20 Internet self-efficacy QNR Ordered 
Participation 21 Interaction with other students QNR Ordered 
22 Interaction with instructor QNR Ordered 







24 Variety of content QNR Ordered 
25 Quality of content QNR Ordered 
26 Structure of content QNR Ordered 
27 Appropriateness QNR Ordered 
Participation 28 Encourages participation  QNR Ordered 
29 Timely feedback on assignments QNR Ordered 
30 Average participations per week LCMS Ordered 
31 Support requests attended LCMS Binary 
Attitude 32 Perceived attitude QNR Ordered 
33 Perceived helpfulness QNR Ordered 
34 Perceived level of knowledge QNR Ordered 
Course 
characteristics 
35 Perceived difficulty level QNR Ordered 
36 Perceived quality level QNR Ordered 
Faculty policies 37 Textbook used QNR Binary 
38 Face-to-Face tutorials LCMS Binary 
39 Face-to-Face evaluation LCMS Binary 
40 Variety in assessment LCMS Numeric 
41 Course program given LCMS Binary 










Construct Factor # Indicator Source Measure 






44 Easy to understand QNR Ordered 
45 Easy to navigate QNR Ordered 
46 Perceived difficulty level QNR Ordered 
47 Logical organization of contents QNR Ordered 
48 variety of resources used LCMS Numeric 




50 System allows comm. with instr. QNR Ordered 
51 System allows comm. with studs. QNR Ordered 
52 Synchronous tools available LCMS Binary 
53 Number of discussion forums LCMS Numeric 
Tech support 54 Tech support availability QNR Ordered 
55 Tech support usefulness QNR Ordered 
56 Timely response QNR Ordered 
Access / 
availability 
57 Internet access quality QNR Ordered 
58 Internet speed quality QNR Ordered 
59 Online library access quality QNR Ordered 
60 System reliability QNR Ordered 
61 Available all the time QNR Ordered 
62 Computer access guaranteed QNR Ordered 
Indicators 
of success 
Performance 63 Grade Enrolment  Numeric 
64 Result Enrolment  Binary 
Satisfaction 65 with general level of interaction in 
OLE 
QNR Ordered 
66 with the content and materials QNR Ordered 
67 with level of participation of tutor QNR Ordered 
68 with the assessments QNR Ordered 
69 with the instructions given QNR Ordered 
70 with OLE organization, structure, 
design 
QNR Ordered 
71 with use of available comm. tools QNR Ordered 
Persistence 72 Enrolment status for following session Enrolment  Nominal 





































Appendix 14. Ethical considerations at UNED 
 
























































Appendix 15. Ethics application approval from UOW Human 




































1 Age .418 2.390 
Campus .915 1.093 
Years Enrolled at UNED .563 1.776 
Number of Enrolled Subjects .901 1.110 
Number of Children .640 1.563 
Attitude towards OL .304 3.294 
Self-confidence in OLE .243 4.116 
Self-confidence expressing ideas .336 2.973 
Work-in-groups confidence .571 1.752 
Perceived usefulness .316 3.168 
Self-discipline .366 2.729 
Time self-management .369 2.707 
OL experience .261 3.837 
OLE using ability .214 4.663 
Computer self-efficacy .201 4.977 
Internet self-efficacy .203 4.921 
Interaction with other students .378 2.644 
Interaction with instructor .300 3.329 
Instructor support requested .305 3.280 
SS. St. satisfaction with St. 
Participation 
.247 4.044 
Variety of content .159 6.286 
Quality of content .124 8.094 
Structure of content .132 7.601 
Appropriateness .115 8.708 
SS. St. satisfaction with Content 
Management 
.117 8.525 
Teacher's Av. participation /wk .722 1.385 
T. encourages participation .200 4.997 
SS. St. satisfaction with T. 
Participation 
.141 7.110 
Variety in assessment .645 1.550 










SS. St. satisfaction with Assessment 
Ch. 
.194 5.159 
Quality of instructions .097 10.262 
SS. St. satisfaction with Instructions .097 10.347 
Perceived T. attitude .138 7.248 
Perceived T. helpfulness .157 6.380 
Perceived T. level of knowledge .156 6.395 
SS. St. satisfaction with Tutor .095 10.547 
Perceived difficulty level .247 4.052 
Perceived quality level .135 7.419 
Number of students in group .525 1.904 
Course Credits .735 1.360 
Course Level .560 1.785 
Easy to understand .171 5.850 
Easy to navigate .138 7.251 
Perceived OLE difficulty level .114 8.780 
Logical organization of contents .138 7.237 
SS. St. satisfaction with 
Design/Structure 
.109 9.153 
Variety of resources used .912 1.096 
Number of sessions .850 1.177 
No. Discussion forums in the course .743 1.346 
System allows comm. with instr. .159 6.301 
System allows comm. with studs. .227 4.400 
SS. St. satisfaction with Int/Comm 
capabilities 
.191 5.243 
Tech support availability .210 4.751 
Tech support usefulness .128 7.808 
Timely response .179 5.576 
Internet access quality .268 3.729 
Internet speed quality .311 3.220 
Online library access quality .630 1.586 
System reliability .282 3.550 
Available all the time .303 3.300 
Computer access guaranteed .397 2.521 
































Pearson Correlation 1 .928** .837** .828** .817** .871** 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 




Pearson Correlation .928** 1 .803** .792** .784** .836** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 .000 .000 .000 
N 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Perceived T. 
attitude 
Pearson Correlation .837** .803** 1 .857** .881** .898** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000  .000 .000 .000 
N 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Perceived T. 
helpfulness 
Pearson Correlation .828** .792** .857** 1 .836** .890** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000  .000 .000 




Pearson Correlation .817** .784** .881** .836** 1 .894** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000  .000 
N 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Satisfaction 
with Tutor 
Pearson Correlation .871** .836** .898** .890** .894** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000  
N 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 








































the course Grade 
N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 31.49 7.24 1.65 238.66 3.35 3.30 2.80 4.77 3.18 7.775 
Std. 
Deviation 
8.992 6.329 .859 271.785 1.321 .551 1.004 2.740 2.069 2.0286 
Variance 80.848 40.061 .738 73866.987 1.744 .304 1.008 7.507 4.282 4.115 
Skewness .909 1.897 1.245 1.872 1.197 -.556 .456 1.320 1.417 -1.794 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis .650 4.363 .869 3.198 1.461 2.635 .200 1.700 3.287 3.571 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 










































































 N Variance 
Age 2201 80.848 
Years Enrolled at UNED 2201 40.061 
Number of Enrolled Subjects 2201 .738 
Number of students in group 2201 73866.987 
Variety in assessment 2201 1.744 
Course Credits 2201 .304 
Variety of resources used 2201 1.008 
Number of sessions 2201 7.507 
No. Discussion forums in the 
course 
2201 4.282 
Grade 2201 4.115 

















Appendix 23. Descriptive statistics of ordered categorical variables 






















N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean .69 .08 .35 .60 .47 4.51 4.39 4.23 3.56 
Std. Deviation .464 .272 .476 .490 .499 .770 .825 .944 1.299 
Variance .215 .074 .226 .240 .249 .593 .681 .891 1.687 
Skewness -.809 3.088 .651 -.404 .108 -1.711 -1.417 -1.194 -.552 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis -1.346 7.542 -1.577 -1.839 -1.990 2.991 1.905 .994 -.754 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 



























N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 4.27 4.39 4.26 4.20 .11 .92 4.22 4.41 4.48 
Std. Deviation .929 .725 .782 .965 .313 .274 .893 .748 .702 
Variance .864 .525 .611 .932 .098 .075 .797 .559 .493 
Skewness -1.327 -1.078 -.887 -1.185 2.495 -3.054 -1.108 -1.175 -1.286 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis 1.521 1.143 .651 .916 4.231 7.336 .952 1.112 1.437 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 





































N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 2.82 3.05 3.70 4.09 4.08 4.05 4.06 3.54 3.80 
Std. Deviation 1.303 1.350 1.354 1.043 1.067 1.108 1.123 1.396 1.356 
Variance 1.697 1.823 1.833 1.088 1.138 1.227 1.262 1.948 1.840 
Skewness .104 -.083 -.700 -1.130 -1.146 -1.146 -1.175 -.564 -.861 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis -1.070 -1.168 -.741 .730 .728 .660 .647 -.955 -.518 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 





























N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean .92 4.13 3.83 4.20 4.09 4.11 .70 .66 .64 
Std. Deviation .273 1.197 1.357 1.152 1.134 1.135 .460 .475 .481 
Variance .074 1.432 1.842 1.328 1.286 1.287 .212 .226 .231 
Skewness -3.077 -1.292 -.905 -1.446 -1.257 -1.255 -.851 -.658 -.572 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis 7.473 .659 -.436 1.187 .820 .773 -1.277 -1.569 -1.674 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 

















































N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean .90 4.13 4.25 4.18 4.20 3.79 3.69 .08 4.03 3.95 
Std. Deviation .304 1.057 1.001 1.032 1.043 1.256 1.240 .275 1.112 1.083 
Variance .093 1.118 1.003 1.066 1.087 1.578 1.538 .076 1.236 1.173 
Skewness -2.612 -1.248 -1.409 -1.281 -1.373 -.810 -.663 3.033 -1.064 -.886 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis 4.825 1.018 1.551 1.152 1.381 -.358 -.532 7.203 .445 .165 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 



























Satisf. with St. 
Participation 
N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 3.87 4.42 4.24 3.91 4.27 4.33 4.47 .84 3.68 
Std. Deviation 1.104 .943 1.014 1.206 .949 .929 .902 .367 1.259 
Variance 1.219 .890 1.029 1.454 .900 .862 .814 .135 1.586 
Skewness -.778 -1.744 -1.272 -.916 -1.287 -1.488 -1.883 -1.848 -.656 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis -.035 2.569 .938 -.092 1.194 1.931 3.225 1.415 -.595 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 







































N Valid 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 2201 
Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mean 4.00 3.64 3.90 3.95 4.17 3.96 .90 .96 
Std. Deviation 1.178 1.378 1.297 1.256 1.057 1.145 .294 .199 
Variance 1.388 1.899 1.681 1.577 1.118 1.311 .087 .040 
Skewness -1.152 -.660 -1.017 -1.077 -1.337 -1.002 -2.747 -4.611 
Std. Error of 
Skewness 
.052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 .052 
Kurtosis .480 -.825 -.114 .091 1.241 .242 5.553 19.276 
Std. Error of 
Kurtosis 
.104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 .104 
















Appendix 24. Absolute sample frequencies from the testing dataset 




ECA ECE ECEN ECSH Total 
Count Count Count Count Count 
Gender Male Age 
Group 
Less than 20 Grade 
Result 
Fail 0 0 2 0 2 
Pass 2 0 5 4 11 
Total 2 0 7 4 13 
20 to 29 Grade 
Result 
Fail 11 2 19 4 36 
Pass 55 10 117 34 216 
Total 66 12 136 38 252 
30 to 39 Grade 
Result 
Fail 20 3 23 3 49 
Pass 67 14 111 52 244 
Total 87 17 134 55 293 
40 to 49 Grade 
Result 
Fail 13 1 13 0 27 
Pass 23 6 21 15 65 
Total 36 7 34 15 92 
50 or More Grade 
Result 
Fail 3 0 2 0 5 
Pass 15 1 8 9 33 
Total 18 1 10 9 38 
Total Grade 
Result 
Fail 47 6 59 7 119 
Pass 162 31 262 114 569 
Total 209 37 321 121 688 
Female Age 
Group 
Less than 20 Grade 
Result 
Fail 1 0 3 0 4 
Pass 13 1 14 12 40 
Total 14 1 17 12 44 
20 to 29 Grade 
Result 
Fail 52 9 38 8 107 
Pass 210 77 190 151 628 
Total 262 86 228 159 735 
30 to 39 Grade 
Result 
Fail 40 8 33 7 88 
Pass 150 55 105 100 410 
Total 190 63 138 107 498 
40 to 49 Grade 
Result 
Fail 8 5 11 3 27 
Pass 46 33 25 37 141 
Total 54 38 36 40 168 












Pass 14 16 14 15 59 
Total 18 18 15 17 68 
Total Grade 
Result 
Fail 105 24 86 20 235 
Pass 433 182 348 315 1278 
Total 538 206 434 335 1513 
Total Age 
Group 
Less than 20 Grade 
Result 
Fail 1 0 5 0 6 
Pass 15 1 19 16 51 
Total 16 1 24 16 57 
20 to 29 Grade 
Result 
Fail 63 11 57 12 143 
Pass 265 87 307 185 844 
Total 328 98 364 197 987 
30 to 39 Grade 
Result 
Fail 60 11 56 10 137 
Pass 217 69 216 152 654 
Total 277 80 272 162 791 
40 to 49 Grade 
Result 
Fail 21 6 24 3 54 
Pass 69 39 46 52 206 
Total 90 45 70 55 260 
50 or More Grade 
Result 
Fail 7 2 3 2 14 
Pass 29 17 22 24 92 
Total 36 19 25 26 106 
Total Grade 
Result 
Fail 152 30 145 27 354 
Pass 595 213 610 429 1847 













Appendix 25. Absolute population frequencies per School at UNED, 




ECA ECE ECEN ECSH Total 
Count Count Count Count Count 
Gender Male Age 
Group 
Less than 20 Grade 
Result 
Fail 38 4 86 13 141 
Pass 33 3 70 18 124 
Total 71 7 156 31 265 
20 to 29 Grade 
Result 
Fail 775 72 1011 200 2058 
Pass 812 148 1261 443 2664 
Total 1587 220 2272 643 4722 
30 to 39 Grade 
Result 
Fail 522 60 623 99 1304 
Pass 588 119 810 303 1820 
Total 1110 179 1433 402 3124 
40 to 49 Grade 
Result 
Fail 206 36 161 51 454 
Pass 225 45 181 111 562 
Total 431 81 342 162 1016 
50 or More Grade 
Result 
Fail 57 7 48 24 136 
Pass 73 16 48 46 183 
Total 130 23 96 70 319 
Total Grade 
Result 
Fail 1598 179 1929 387 4093 
Pass 1731 331 2370 921 5353 
Total 3329 510 4299 1308 9446 
Female Age 
Group 
Less than 20 Grade 
Result 
Fail 62 14 92 37 205 
Pass 77 21 164 77 339 
Total 139 35 256 114 544 
20 to 29 Grade 
Result 
Fail 1412 360 1259 479 3510 
Pass 2390 1047 2132 1521 7090 
Total 3802 1407 3391 2000 10600 
30 to 39 Grade 
Result 
Fail 845 253 555 262 1915 
Pass 1256 734 859 888 3737 
Total 2101 987 1414 1150 5652 
40 to 49 Grade 
Result 
Fail 165 106 139 70 480 
Pass 284 264 190 289 1027 
Total 449 370 329 359 1507 
50 or More Grade 
Result 
Fail 49 32 31 37 149 










Total 104 116 88 113 421 
Total Grade 
Result 
Fail 2533 765 2076 885 6259 
Pass 4062 2150 3402 2851 12465 
Total 6595 2915 5478 3736 18724 
Total Age 
Group 
Less than 20 Grade 
Result 
Fail 100 18 178 50 346 
Pass 110 24 234 95 463 
Total 210 42 412 145 809 
20 to 29 Grade 
Result 
Fail 2187 432 2270 679 5568 
Pass 3202 1195 3393 1964 9754 
Total 5389 1627 5663 2643 15322 
30 to 39 Grade 
Result 
Fail 1367 313 1178 361 3219 
Pass 1844 853 1669 1191 5557 
Total 3211 1166 2847 1552 8776 
40 to 49 Grade 
Result 
Fail 371 142 300 121 934 
Pass 509 309 371 400 1589 
Total 880 451 671 521 2523 
50 or More Grade 
Result 
Fail 106 39 79 61 285 
Pass 128 100 105 122 455 
Total 234 139 184 183 740 
Total Grade 
Result 
Fail 4131 944 4005 1272 10352 
Pass 5793 2481 5772 3772 17818 




































































Appendix 29. Structural models and obtained factor loadings for the 
four constructs in the testing model 
 
A29.1 Structural model of the construct ‘Student’ and standardized factor 













A29.2 Structural model of the construct ‘Teaching’ and standardized factor 




A29.3 Structural model of the construct ‘Context’ and standardized factor 













A29.4 Structural model of the construct ‘Success’ and standardized factor 














































































































Appendix 34. Structural models and factor loadings for the four 
constructs in the modified model  
 
A34.1 Structural model of the construct ‘Student’ and standardized factor 














A34.2 Structural model of the construct ‘Teaching’ and standardized factor 




A34.3 Structural model of the construct ‘Context’ and standardized factor 













A34.4 Structural model of the construct ‘Success’ and standardized factor 












































Other Supplementary Materials 
 
 
Analysis of the composition of the sample analyzed  
from the case study 
 
The rate of student participation in the study (sample size) per School at UNED is described 
in Table S1.  
 
Table S1. Student participation rate in the testing dataset. 
 Population size 
Absolute 
Sample size 
Relative sample size 
(%) 
UNED   28177 2201 7.81 
 ECA 9924 747 7.53 
ECE 3428 243 7.09 
ECEN 9781 755 7.72 
ECSH 5044 456 9.04 
 
The distribution of relative sample values shows a similar participation rate within schools at 
UNED, slightly higher in the level of participation at ECSH (School of Social Sciences). 
However, in order to better assess any possible representativeness from the sample to the 
population, other indicators from the sample can be analyzed, in terms of their relative 
composition, in comparison to the population, such as School, Gender, Age group and 











Table S2 shows the relative composition of the population and sample distributed by School. 
 
Table S2 Composition of population and sample subjects based on School. 
 
Population Sample 
Count Column N % Count Column N % 
School ECA 9924 35.2% 747 33.9% 
ECE 3428 12.2% 243 11.0% 
ECEN 9781 34.7% 755 34.3% 
ECSH 5044 17.9% 456 20.7% 
Total 28177 100.0% 2201 100.0% 
 
 
Performed chi-square tests for comparing proportions showed no significant differences 
between population and sample composition per school, at a 95% of confidence (‘ECA’: 
𝜒 0.515, 𝑝 .4729; ‘ECE’: 𝜒 0.307,𝑝 .5797; ‘ECEN’: 𝜒 0.050,𝑝 .8239; 




























Table S3 shows the relative composition of the population and sample distributed by 
Gender. 
 
Table S3. Composition of population and sample subjects based on Gender. 
 
Population Sample 
Count Column N % Count Column N % 
Gender Male 9447 33.5% 688 31.3% 
Female 18728 66.5% 1513 68.7% 
Total 28175 100.0% 2201 100.0% 
 
 
Performed chi-square tests for comparing proportions showed no significant differences 
between population and sample composition per gender, at a 95% of confidence (‘Male’: 
𝜒 1.401, 𝑝 .2366; ‘Female’: 𝜒 3.049,𝑝 .0808). Figure S2 presents a graphic 
comparison of this distribution.  
 
 
























Age group composition is also an indicator for comparing sample and population. Table S4 
shows its relative composition. 
 
Table S4. Composition of population and sample subjects based on Age group. 
 
Population Sample 
Count Column N % Count Column N % 
Age 
Group 
Less than 20 809 2.9% 57 2.6% 
20 to 29 15322 54.4% 987 44.8% 
30 to 39 8776 31.2% 791 35.9% 
40 to 49 2523 9.0% 260 11.8% 
50 or More 740 2.6% 106 4.8% 
Total 28170 100.0% 2201 100.0% 
 
 
Chi-square tests at a 95% of confidence for comparing proportions between population and 
sample composition per age group were performed (‘Less than 20’: 𝜒 0.017, 𝑝 .8959; 
‘20’ to ‘29’: 𝜒 34.381,𝑝 .0001; ‘30’ to ‘39’: 𝜒 7.416,𝑝 .0065; ‘40’ to ‘49’: 
𝜒 2.198, 𝑝 .1382; ‘More than 50’: 𝜒 1.605,𝑝 .2052). Results showed no 
significant differences between population and sample composition per age group for 
participants aged less than 20 or more than 40. However, significant differences were found 
between the groups aged ’20 to 29’ and ’30 to 39’. This suggests that, proportionally, the 
group of ’30 to 39’ were more likely to participate in the study than the group of ’20 to 29’. 












Figure S3. Distribution of subjects from population and sample, by Age group. 
 
Lastly, a key indicator for assessing sample representativeness in this study is Result, as the 
condition awarded at the end of the period, which means whether the student has approved 
or failed the subject. Table S5 shows the relative composition of the population and sample 
distributed by Course result. 
 
Table S5. Composition of population and sample subjects based on Course result. 
 
Population Sample 
Count Column N % Count Column N % 
Result Fail 10354 36.7% 354 16.1% 
Pass 17823 63.3% 1847 83.9% 
Total 28177 100.0% 2201 100.0% 
 
 
Performed chi-square tests for comparing proportions showed significant differences 
between population and sample composition per result, at a 95% of confidence (‘Fail’: 𝜒
63.025,𝑝 .0001; ‘Pass’: 𝜒 313.133,𝑝 .0001). One possible reason for this is based 
on the time of application of the student questionnaire at UNED, at the end of the session. 
























Figure S4. Distribution of subjects from population and sample, by Result. 
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